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1. PURPOSE 

The purpose of this Finding ofSuitability to Transfer (FOST) is to document the environmental 
suitability of Army-owned utilities ( electric, gas, stormwater, sanitary, and water) for transfer to the Camp 
Pedricktown Local Redevelopment Authority (CPLRA) consistent with Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) Section 120(h) and Department of Defense 
(DOD) policy. In addition, the FOST includes the CERCLA Notice, Covenant, and Access Provisions 
and other Deed Provisions, and the Environmental Protection Provisions (EPPs) necessary to protect 
human health or the environment after such transfer. 

2. PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 

The property is the Army-owned utilities at Camp Pedricktown, including all Army-owned utilities 
located in the Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) and Reserve Enclave areas. The following is a 
description of the property: 

Army-owned electric utility 
- above- and below-ground electrical lines 
- utility poles 
- electrical transformers 

Army-owned gas utility 
- below ground piping 

Army-owned sanitary utility 
- Facility 530 (wastewater treatment plant, primary) 
- Facility 531 (wastewater treatment plant, secondary) 
- Facility 513 (lift station) 
- wastewater treatment system's emergency generator system (unnumbered) 
- generator control station and 1,000 gallon Convault® above-ground diesel fuel storage tank 
- below-ground piping 

Army-owned stormwater utility 
- below-ground pipes and engineered culverts 
- stormwater catch basins 

Army-owned water utility 
- below-ground pipes and appurtenances 
- Water storage tank area (0.87 acre (approx.) track of land including a 480 foot length 

(approx.) ofSouth Avenue from US Route 130 to Garrison Road and the following facilities) 
- Facility 229 (booster pump house) 
- Facility 229A (water meter house) 
- Facility 239 (elevated water tank, 125,000 gallon) 
- Facility 249 (surface-mounted water tank, 200,000 gallon) 
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The property is intended to be transferred as utilities, which is consistent with the intended reuse of 
the property as set forth in the March 1999 Base Reuse Plan, Camp Pedricktown. All utilities on the 
Reserve Enclave will include a 10 foot easement. An additional 20 foot easement will be granted for 
construction or maintenance purposes. Easements are not required for the utilities on the BRAC property 
because that land will be transferred to the CPLRA along with the utilities. The location and distribution 
ofproperty are shown in Enclosure 1 (Site Maps of the Property). 

3. ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION 

A determination of the environmental condition of the property was made based upon the March 
1997 Environmental Baseline Survey for the BRA C Property at Camp Pedricktown, August 2000 
Environmental Assessment for the BRAC 95 Disposal and Reuse ofCamp Pedricktown, New Jersey, 
March 2002 Remedial Action Report, Camp Pedricktown New Jersey, May 2003 Environmental Baseline 
Survey Report, Camp Pedricktown Reserve Enclave Oldmans Township, New Jersey, August 2004 
Remedial Action Progress Report for Groundwater 2003-2004, Camp Pedricktown, Salem County, New 
Jersey, and January 2005 Site Investigation ofSpecific Areas ofPotential Environmental Concern at the 
Reserve Enclave at Camp Pedricktown. The information provided is a result of a complete search of 
agency files during the development of these environmental surveys. 

A complete list ofdocuments providing information on environmental conditions of the property is 
provided in Enclosure 2 (Environmental Documentation). 

4. ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION OF PROPERTY 

The DOD Environmental Condition ofProperty (ECP) categories associated with the property are 
shown below. The ECP categories are for discrete parcels ofland traversed by the utilities, as well as the 
facilities listed in Section 2, Property Description. See Table I-Description ofProperty (Enclosure 3) for 
a detailed breakdown of ECP categories by utility, and ECP category definitions. Properties in ECP 
categories 1- 4 are suitable for transfer. 

ECP Category Property 

1, 2, 3, 4 Army-owned electric utility 

1 Army-owned gas utility 

1, 2, 3, 4 Army-owned sanitary utility 

1, 2, 3, 4 Army-owned stormwater utility 

1, 2, 3, 4 Army-owned water utility 

4.1. ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION SITES 

There are two remediation sites associated with the property. Contaminated soil and groundwater 
were identified on the BRAC portion ofCamp Pedricktown, and lead-contaminated soil was identified on 
the Reserve Enclave at Facilities 239 and 249. On the BRAC property, soil (approximately 5,000 cubic 
yards) with concentrations ofmetals, polyaromatic hydrocarbons, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and 
pesticides, that exceed the New Jersey residential soil cleanup criteria (NJRSCC) has been removed and 
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disposed ofat an approved off-site facility. Groundwater with concentrations of tetrachloroethylene 
(PCE) and trichloroethylene (TCE) that exceed the New Jersey groundwater quality criteria (NJGWQC) 
is being remediated by air sparging, monitored natural attenuation, and land-use controls. These actions 
(soil and groundwater remediations) have been approved by the New Jersey Department of 
Environmental Protection (NJDEP), and the United States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) 
concurred in a letter dated June 20, 2002 that the remedies are Operating Properly and Successfully. 

Due to the presence ofPCE and TCE in concentrations that exceed the NJGWQC for Class II-A 
groundwater, a state-mandated groundwater land-use control (Classification Exception Area/Well 
Restriction Area (CEA/WRA)) has been established for all of Camp Pedricktown south ofArtillery 
A venue and north ofGarrison Road. The purpose of the CEA/WRA is to restrict the use of and access to 
groundwater within the area of the CEA/WRA until such time as it can be demonstrated to the NJDEP's 
satisfaction that the constituent concentrations are below the NJGWQC. The CEA/WRA is expected to 
last into 2006, assuming no changes in the current attenuation rates for PCE and TCE. Protection against 
unacceptable risk to human health is provided by the land-use controls (CEA/WRA, and the groundwater 
restrictions included the Environmental Protection Provisions (Enclosure 10)). The deed will include a 
groundwater restriction. Additional information is provided in Enclosure 4 (Classification Exception 
Area/Well Restriction Area Fact Sheet), and Enclosure 5, Table 2 - Notification of Hazardous Substance 
Storage, Release, or Disposal. 

On the Reserve Enclave, paint chips were observed in soil beneath Facility 239 (125,000-gallon 
elevated water tank) and surrounding Facility 249 (200,000-gallon ground-level water tank). Soil with 
lead concentrations exceeding the NJRSCC ( 400 milligrams per kilogram) has been excavated and 
properly disposed of at a licensed off-site hazardous waste disposal facility. This area was backfilled with 
certified clean fill and compacted with earth-moving equipment. A layer of topsoil was spread over the 
area, and covered with grass seed. See the January 2003 Lead Paint Abatement And Resurfacing Of 
Water Tanks Located At Fort Pedricktown, Pedricktown, New Jersey report for additional information. 

A summary of the environmental remediation sites is provided in Enclosure 5, Table 2 -
Notification ofHazardous Substance Storage, Release, or Disposal. 

4.2. STORAGE, RELEASE, OR DISPOSAL OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES 

Hazardous substances were stored for one year or more and released or disposed ofon the property 
in excess ofreportable quantities specified in 40 CFR Part 373. Hazardous substances were released in 
excess of the 40 CFR 373 reportable quantities at the following sites: BRAC property and Facilities 239 
and 249, see Section 4.1. The release or disposal of these hazardous substances was remediated as part of 
the Installation Restoration Program (IRP). See Section 4.1 Environmental Remediation Sites for 
additional information. 

Chlorine (dry) has been stored for one year or more in excess of40 CFR Part 373 reportable 
quantities (10 pounds) on the property (Bldg. 530, wastewater treatment plant). This material is properly 
stored and is used by trained and licensed wastewater treatment plant operators for the proper operation of 
the wastewater treatment plant. Under these conditions, this material does not pose an unacceptable risk 
to human health and the environment. 

A summary of the buildings or areas in which hazardous substance activities occurred is provided in 
Enclosure 5, Table 2 - Notification ofHazardous Substance Storage, Release, or Disposal. The CERCLA 
120(h)(3) Notice, Description, and Covenant (Enclosure 9) will be included in the Deed. 
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4.3. PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 

4.3.1. UNDERGROUND AND ABOVE-GROUND STORAGE TANKS {UST/AST) 

• Current UST/AST Sites - There are no underground storage tanks associated with the 
property that are currently being used to store petroleum products. There is one 1,000-gallon Convault® 
aboveground storage tank (AST) that is used to store diesel fuel for the wastewater treatment plant's 
emergency generator. This AST, which includes integral secondary spill containment, was originally 
located at Building 464, but was moved in 2001 to its present location immediately south ofFacility 530 
(wastewater treatment plant). There is no evidence of a petroleum product release associated with this 
AST. 

• Former UST/AST Sites - There are no known former ASTs associated with the 
property that were used to store petroleum products. A 220-gallon gasoline underground storage tank 
{UST) was previously located at Building 229 (booster pump house). This tank was removed in 1997. 
There is no evidence of a product release from this tank and no gasoline constituents were detected in 
post-excavation samples. 

On the BRAC property, petroleum product releases or disposal have occurred within 50 feet of the 
property. These releases of petroleum products (1997 Environmental Baseline Survey (EBS) sites 3-7, 9, 
10, 13-15, 17, and 19) were remediated at the time of closure or as part of the Installation Restoration 
Program {IRP). The NJDEP approved these closures in a letter dated Jun 17, 1997. 

The 2003 EBS for the Reserve Enclave identified 17 former USTs that were located within 50 feet 
of the property. Those USTs without documented clean closure {sitesl2 through 27) were investigated as 
part of the 2003 Site Investigation of the Reserve Enclave. Based on the results of the 2003 Site 
Investigation, no sites were identified that require remediation. See January 2005 Site Investigation of 
Specific Areas ofPotential Environmental Concern at the Reserve Enclave at Camp Pedricktown for 
additional information. 

A summary of the UST/AST petroleum product activities is provided in Enclosure 6, Table 3 -
Notification ofPetroleum Products Storage, Release, or Disposal. 

4.3.2. Non-UST/AST Storage, Release, or Disposal of Petroleum Products 

There is no evidence that non-UST/AST petroleum products in excess of55 gallons were 
stored for one year or more on the property. 

4.4. POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS {PCB) 

Based on a review of existing records and available information, there are 41 electrical transformers 
at Camp Pedricktown. These transformers are included in the electric utility being transferred. Twenty
five transformers are located on the BRAC property, and 16 are located on the Reserve Enclave. This 
equipment is operational, properly labeled in accordance with federal and state regulations, and has been 
determined not to be leaking. In 1993, all transformers were visually inspected and no apparent leaks 
were observed. Stressed vegetation was observed beneath transformers at Buildings 322 and 371, and the 
three pole-mounted transformers adjacent to Route 130. The February 1997 Transformer Survey Report 
for BRAC Property indicates that PCBs were detected in surface soil samples collected beneath certain 
transformers located on BRAC property, including those at Buildings 322 and 371, but at concentrations 
that do not require remediation. More recent observations (August 2000, March 2001 and April 2003) 
including the transformers at Route 130, found no visual indication ofa release. In 2005, all transformers 
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were visually inspected, and where appropriate tested for PCB content, and labeled. Transformers 
containing PCBs that were determined inactive and not fit for use were removed and disposed ofat an off
site facility. 

Soil samples were collected beneath pole-mounted and around pad-mounted transformers on the 
Reserve Enclave1

• These samples were tested for PCBs, and the results were below levels that require 
remediation. See the February 1997 Transformer Survey Report for BRAC Property, the January 2005 
Site Investigation ofSpecific Areas ofPotential Environmental Concern at the Reserve Enclave at Camp 
Pedricktown, and the April 2005 Electrical Transformer Survey ofCamp Pedricktown for additional 
information. A complete list of the electrical transformers and their locations is provided in Enclosure 7, 
Table - 4 Notification ofElectrical Transformers. 

4.5. ASBESTOS 

There are asbestos-containing materials (ACM) in the following buildings: 229 and 229A. Non
friable forms of asbestos are in roofing material and interior wall coverings (Bldg. 229), and exterior 
shingles (Bldgs. 229 and 229A). Potentially friable forms ofasbestos are in Bldg. 229 ( exhaust header 
and pipe of a 12-cylinder diesel-powered engine that powers the water pump). See the March 1993 
Comprehensive Asbestos Survey of17 Buildings for Sievers-Sandberg USARC, Pedricktown Support 
Facility, Salem County, New Jersey, May 2003 Final Environmental Baseline Survey Report, Camp 
Pedricktown Reserve Enclave, Oldmans Township, New Jersey reports and Enclosure 8, Table - 5 
Notification ofAsbestos-Containing Materials for additional information. 

The friable asbestos that has not been removed or encapsulated will not present an unacceptable risk 
to human health because no occupation or use of the building will be permitted prior to all ACM being 
abated. As a requirement of transfer of the property, the transferee agrees to perform the required 
asbestos abatement or remediation of the building prior to using or occupying the building. This use and 
occupation restriction is included in the Environmental Protection Provisions (Enclosure 10). 

4.6. LEAD-BASED PAINT {LBP) 

The following buildings are known or presumed to contain lead-based paint (LBP): 229, 229A, 530, 
and 531. The property was not used for residential purposes and the transferee does not intend to use the 
property for residential purposes in the future. The deed will include a lead-based paint warning and 
covenant, Enclosure 10 (Environmental Protection Provisions). 

4.7. RADIOLOGICAL MATERIALS 

There is no evidence that radioactive material or sources were stored or used on the property. 

4.8. RADON 

In 1992, radon testing at Camp Pedricktown was conducted inside Buildings 171, 173, 184,273, 
274, 380, 404, 434, and 506. Test results indicate that none of these buildings have radon levels 
exceeding the U.S. EPA residential action level of 4 picocuries per liter. Due to the low potential for 
radon as indicated by these tests, it is presumed that property does not contain radon. 

1 Soil samples were not collected from the transformer at Bldg. 229 and adjacent to Route 130. Based on an April 2003 
inspection, there was no visual indication ofa release at these locations. 
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4.9. MUNITIONS AND EXPLOSIVES OF CONCERN {MEC) 

Based on a review of existing records and available information, there is no evidence that Munitions 
and Explosives of Concern (MEC) are present on the property. The Army conducted a survey of Camp 
Pedricktown in the 1990's for MECs. This survey included a records review, interviews, and site 
inspections, and found no indications ofMECs at Camp Pedricktown. All storage, burning, and 
munitions renovations activities occurred outside the BRAC property and Reserve Enclave on property 
currently under the control of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. See the May 1997 Ordnance, 
Ammunition and Explosives, Archives Search Report Conclusions and recommendations, Pedricktown 
Support Facility Salem County, New Jersey for additional information. The term "MEC" means military 
munitions that may pose unique explosives safety risks, including: (A) unexploded ordnance (UXO), as 
defined in 10 U.S.C. §101(e)(5); (B) discarded military munitions (DMM), as defined in 10 U.S.C. 
§2710(e)(2); or (C) munitions constituents (e.g. , TNT, RDX), as defined in 10 U.S.C. §2710(e)(3), 
present in high enough concentrations to pose an explosive hazard. 

4.10. OTHER PROPERTY CONDITIONS 

There are no other hazardous conditions on the property that present an unacceptable risk to human 
health and the environment. 

5. ADJACENT PROPERTY CONDITIONS 

The following potentially hazardous conditions exist on adjacent property: lead in soil at Buildings 
177, 179, 197, and former Buildings 120 and 130; PCE in groundwater at Building 413; arsenic in soil at 
Building 464; and bioaerosols, PCBs, and safety hazards inside Building 432. 

• Tests on soil samples collected at Buildings 120, 130, 177, 179, and 197 (former housing 
units) have detected lead2

• The lead appears to be derived from lead-based paints. See the 
April 2002 Lead-Based Paint Risk Assessment Report for Pedricktown Army Reserve Base 
for additional information. 

• Records indicate that waste oils, solvents, and flammable materials were stored at Facility 
413 (former gas station). Operations at this facility have ceased and the USTs have been 
removed. Environmental investigations have detected low levels of PCE (2 micrograms per 
liter) in the groundwater at this site. See the June 2000 Focused Remedial Investigation, 
Sievers-Sandberg US. Army Reserve Center for additional information. 

• Bldg. 432 (former Missile Command Center) has been unoccupied and without utilities 
since the early 1970's. Surveys of the building have identified several potential hazards 
including; elevated levels of indoor air bioaerosol, PCBs on the floor in three rooms, open 
floor panels, unsecured/hanging light fixtures, and water in the basement and Mechanical 
Equipment Room. See the March 2000 Limited Indoor Air Quality and Safety Survey 
Report ofCamp Pedricktown Building 432, and January 2005 Remedial 
Investigation/Feasibility Study ofBioaerosols at Camp Pedricktown Building 432 for 
additional information. 

2 The former housing units listed are not intended to be used for residential purposes. According to the March 1999 Base 
Reuse Plan for Camp Pedricktown, Camp Pedricktown has been rezoned as commercial/industrial and these units will be used 
as office and warehouse space. 
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• A 0.11 acre parcel of land (approx. 25 feet by 240 feet) located immediately behind Bldg. 
464 (northeast side of the building) contains up to 224 milligrams per kilogram {mg/kg) of 
arsenic. The NJRSCC for arsenic is 20 mg/kg. See the January 2005 Site Investigation of 
Specific Areas ofPotential Environmental Concern at the Reserve Enclave at Camp 
Pedricktown for additional information. 

The presence of these hazardous conditions adjacent to the property for transfer does not present an 
unacceptable risk to human health and the environment because ground-breaking activities at Buildings 
120, 130, 177, 179, and 197 have been restricted, entry onto the affected parcel at Building 464 has been 
restricted, and entry into Building 432 has been restricted until all remediations have been completed by 
the transferee. Protection against unacceptable risk to human health from PCE in groundwater at Facility 
413 is provided by land-use controls (CEA/WRA, and the groundwater restrictions included the 
Environmental Protection Provisions (Enclosure 10) ). 

6. ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION AGREEMENTS 

The CEA/WRA (Enclosure 4) is the only environmental remediation order/agreement associated 
with Camp Pedricktown. All remedial actions required for the BRAC property have been completed or 
determined to be operating properly and successfully. These actions are reported in the March 2002 
Remedial Action Report for Soil and April 2002 Operating Properly and Successfully (OPS) 
Demonstration, Remedial Action for Groundwater, which have been approved by the NJDEP and U.S. 
EPA, respectively. In addition, all remediations determined to be necessary on the Reserve Enclave (lead
contaminated soil at Facilities 239 and 249) have been taken and the 2003 Site Investigation of the 
Reserve Enclave show no other sites associated with the property that require remediation. The deed will 
include a provision reserving the Army's right to conduct remediation activities if necessary in the future 
(Enclosure 9 - CERCLA Notice, Covenant, and Access Provisions and Other Deed Provisions). 

7. REGULATORY/PUBLIC COORDINATION 

The U.S. EPA Region II, the NJDEP, and the public were notified of the initiation of this FOST. 
Regulatory comments received during the 30-day comment period were reviewed and incorporated as 
appropriate. A copy of the comments are at Enclosure 11; Army response was not required. No public 
comments were received during the 30-day comment period. 

8. NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT {NEPA) COMPLIANCE 

The environmental impacts associated with the proposed transfer of the property have been 
analyzed in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The results of this analysis 
are documented in the August 2000 Environmental Assessment for the BRAC 95 Disposal and Reuse of 
Camp Pedricktown, New Jersey. There were no encumbrances or conditions identified in the NEPA 
analysis as necessary to protect human health or the environment. 
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9. FINDING OF SUITABILITY TO TRANSFER 

Based on the above information, I conclude that aJI removal or remedial actions 
necessary to protect human health and the environment have been taken and the property 
is transferable under CERCLA section 120(h)(3). In addition, all Department of Defense 
requirements to reach a finding of suitability to transfer have been met, subject to the 
terms and conditions set forth in the attached Environmental Protection Provisions that 
shall be included in the deed for the property. The deed will also include the CERCLA 
120(h)(3) Notice, Covenant, and Access Provisions and Other Deed Provisions. Finally, 
the hazardous substance notification (Enclosure 5, Table 2 - Notification of Hazardous 
Substance Storage, Release, or Disposal) shall be included in the deed as required under 
the CERCLA Section 120(h) and DOD FOST Guidance. 

MAI - . 9 2005 
Chief, Atlanta Field Office 
Headquarters Department of the Army 
Base Realignment and Closure 
Fort McPherson, Georgia 

11 Enclosures 

Encl 1 - Site Maps of Property 
Encl 2 - Environmental Documentation 
Encl 3 - Table 1 -- Description of Property 
Encl 4 - Classification Exception Area/Well Restriction Area Fact Sheet 
Encl 5 - Table 2 -- Notification of Hazardous Substance Storage, Release, or Disposal 
Encl 6 - Table 3 -- Notification of Petroleum Product Storage, Release, or Disposal 
Encl 7 - Table 4 -- Notification of Electrical Transformers 
Encl 8 - Table 5 -- Notification of Asbestos Containing Materials 
Encl 9 - CERCLA Notice, Covenant, and Access Provisions and Other Deed Provisions 
Encl 10 - Environmental Protection Provisions 
Encl 11 - Regulatory/Public Comments 



ENCLOSURE 1 

SITE MAPS OF THE PROPERTY 

• Utility Plan of the Installation 

• CERF A Map of the Installation 

• Water Storage Tank Area 
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ENCLOSURE 2 

ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION 

Asbestos Abatement Final Summary Report, Camp Pedricktown dated 21 August 2000; prepared by 
Concurrent Technologies Corporation 

Asbestos Materials Assessment at Sievers-Sandberg USARC Camp Pedricktown New Jersey dated 
October 1988; prepared by Galson Technical Services Inc. 

Base Reuse Plan for Camp Pedricktown (final) dated March 2, 1999; prepared by the Camp 
Pedricktown Local Redevelopment Authority. 

Camp Pedricktown Transformer Survey Report for BRAC Property dated 20 February 1997; 
prepared by ICF Kaiser. 

Camp Pedricktown Building Inspection, Draft Document dated September 1999; prepared by IT 
Corp. 

Camp Pedricktown Environmental Investigation/Alternative Analysis dated February 2000; 
prepared by IT Corp. 

Camp Pedricktown Underground Storage Tank Closure Report dated May 1997; prepared by ICF 
Kaiser Engineers, Inc. 

Classification Exception Area, BRA C Property, Camp Pedricktown, Salem County, New Jersey 
dated 9 August 2002; prepared by ARCADIS Geraghty &Miller for CTC, Inc. 

Comprehensive Asbestos Survey of17 Buildings for Sievers-Sandberg USARC, Pedricktown 
Support Facility, Salem County, New Jersey dated March 1993; prepared by Versar Inc. 

Decision Document for Site Remediation BRA C Property, Camp Pedricktown, New Jersey dated 24 
April 2002; prepared by ARCADIS Geraghty & Miller for CTC, Inc. 

Department ofDefense Policy on Asbestos at Base Realignment and Closure Properties, October 
1994. 

Electrical Transformer Survey ofCamp Pedricktown dated April 2005; prepared by ECG Industries 
Inc. 

Environmental Baseline Survey Report, Camp Pedricktown, New Jersey dated March 1997; 
prepared by Woodward-Clyde Federal Services. 

Environmental Baseline Survey Report, Camp Pedricktown Reserve Enclave Oldmans Township, 
New Jersey dated May 2003; prepared by URS. 

Expanded Site Inspection Report (Final) Pedricktown Support Facility Salem County, New Jersey 
dated December 1993; prepared by Versar Inc. 
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Final Environmental Assessment for the BRAC 95 Disposal and Reuse ofCamp Pedricktown, New 
Jersey dated August 2000; prepared by Tetra Tech, Inc. 

Final Remedial Action Report for Soil, dated March 2002; prepared by ARCADIS Geraghty & 
Miller for CTC, Inc. 

Focused Remedial Investigation, Sievers-Sandberg U.S. Army Reserve Center, dated June 2000; 
prepared by EA Engineering, Science and Technology, Inc. 

Industrial Radiation Historical Data Review No. 27-MH-4940-H-96, Camp Pedricktown, New 
Jersey dated May 1996; prepared by the U.S. Army Center for Health Promotion and Preventive 
Medicine. 

Industrial Radiation Survey No. 27-MH-4940-R-98 Facility Close-out and Termination Survey, 
Camp Pedricktown, New Jersey dated May 1998; prepared by the U.S. Army Center for Health 
Promotion and Preventive Medicine. 

Lead Paint Abatement And Resurfacing Of Water Tanks Located At Fort Pedricktown, 
Pedricktown, New Jersey dated January 2003; prepared By AMEC Earth & Environmental 

Lead- Based Paint Risk Assessment Report for Pedricktown Army Reserve Base Building Nos. 120, 
177, 179, 276, 277, 278, Quarters. Nos. 120N, 120S, 132C, 132D, 132E, 132G, 132H, 1321, 
132J, 132L, 132M, Pedricktown, NJ, dated 12 April 2002; prepared by Ogden Environmental 
Services, Co. Inc., for the Department of the Army. 

Limited Indoor Air Quality and Safety Survey Report ofCamp Pedricktown Building 432, dated 
January 2005; prepared by Certified Environmental Group. 

Operating Properly and Successfully (OPS) Demonstration, Remedial Action for Groundwater, 
Camp Pedricktown, Salem County, New Jersey dated 12 April 2002; prepared by ARCADIS 
Geraghty & Miller for CTC, Inc. 

Ordnance, Ammunition and Explosives, Archives Search Report Conclusions and 
Recommendations, Pedricktown Support Facility Salem County, New Jersey dated May 1997; 
prepared by the U.S. Army Corps ofEngineers-St. Louis District. 

Phase I Asbestos Survey, Camp Pedricktown, Oldmans Township, New Jersey dated July 1999; 
prepared by Foster Wheeler Environmental Corporation. 

Phase IIAsbestos Survey, Camp Pedricktown, Pedricktown, New Jersey dated March 2000; 
prepared by Foster Wheeler Environmental Corporation. 

Remedial Action Report for Soil, Pilot Demonstration ofthe Clean Base Program at Camp 
Pedricktown, Salem County, New Jersey dated March 2002; prepared by ARCADIS Geraghty 
& Miller, Inc. 

Remedial Action Workplan Addendum for Groundwater dated March 2001; prepared by ARCADIS 
Geraghty & Miller, Inc. 
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Remedial Action Workp/an Addendum for Soil dated March 2001 ; prepared by ARCADIS Geraghty 
& Miller, Inc. 

Remedial Action Workplan For Pilot Demonstration ofthe Clean Base Program at Camp 
Pedricktown dated May 2000; prepared by ARCADIS Geraghty & Miller, Inc. 

Remedial Action Progress Report for Groundwater 2003-2004, Camp Pedricktown, Salem County, 
New Jersey dated August 2004; prepared by ARCADIS Geraghty & Miller, Inc. 

Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study ofBioaerosols at Camp Pedricktown Building 432, dated 
January 2005; prepared by Kemron environmental Services Inc. 

Sampling Results for Camp Pedricktown PCB Transformer Survey dated February 1997; prepared 
by ICF Kaiser Engineers, Inc. 
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ENCL0SURE3 

TABLE 1 - DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. 

Property EBS Parcel Remediation Condition 
Descriotion Desienation Cateeorv 

ELECTRIC UTILITY 
1997 EBS ParttlsBRAC Property 

2(1) 

3 (2) PS 
5 (2) PS 
6(2) PS 
7 (2) PS 

9 (6) PS/PR/HS/HR 

10 (7) PS/I-IS/HR(P) 
13 (7) PS/PR(PYI-ISIHR(P) 
14(7) PS 
15(7) PS 
16(7) 
17 (7) PS 
18 (7) PS/PR/HS/HR(P) 
26 (7) HR(P) 

2003 EBS ParcelsReserve Enclave 
1(1) 
2(1) 

23 (2) PS/PR(P) 

37 (5) HR(P) 

17 (7) PS/PR(P) 
18 (7) PS/PR(P) 
19 (7) PS/PR(P) 
20 (7) PS/PR(P) 
21 (7) PS/PR(P) 

40 (7)PS/PR/HS/I-IR(P) 

Parcels qualified for PCBs 
49 P(P), 51 P(P). 52 P(P), 61 P(P) 
63 P(P). 64 P(P), 65 P(P), 72 P(P) 
74 P(P), and 81 P(P) 

Parcel 83 P( P) 

All ECP I parcels No change 

All ECP 2 parcels Change in ECP category renccts the change in definitions ofcategories I 
and 2 since the 1997 EBS USTs removed in 1996 

Groundwater with constituent concentrations exceeding NJGWQC is being rcmediatcd by 
air sparging. monitored natural attenuation. and land-use controls These actions have been 
approved by the NJDEP, and the US EPA has approved these remedies as Operating 
Properly and Successfully in a letter dated 20 June 2002 Protections against unacceptable 
risk to human heakh and the environment arc provided by the groundwater use/access 
rcs1rictions included m Enclosure 10 (Environmental Protccrion Provisions) and Enck>surc 4 
(CEAIWRA Fact Sheet) 

All ECP 7 parcels soils with constituent concent rations exceeding NJDCRSCC have been 
removed and disposed ofoff-site at an approved facility Groundwater with consutucnt 
concentrations exceeding NJGWQC is being rcmediatcd by air sparging, monitored natural 
attenuat ion, and land-use controls These actions have been approved by the NJDEP. and 
the U.S EPA has approved these remedies as Operating Properly and Successfully in a letter 
dated 20 June 2002 Protections against unacceptable risk to human heak h and the 
environment arc provided by the groundwater use/access restrictions included in Enclosure 
IO (Env,ronmental Protect,on Provisions) and Enclosure 4 (CEA/WRA Fact Sheet) 

All ECP I parcels No change 

Test rcsuhs ofsoil and groundwater samples collected a1 this parcel were a11 bck>w the 
NJDCRSCC and the NJGWQC for all constituents tested No further act ions arc required 

In 2004, groundwater screening (Gcoprobe") and monitoring well samples were collected 
from this parcel and tested for voe, Test results from screening sample P13GW0610 
(duplicate) had I 6 ug/1 PCE. The NJGWQC for PCE is I ug/1 Test results from samples 
collected from the two wells installed near sample Pl3GW0610 were below the testing 
instrument's detection limits ProtcctK>ns against unacceptable risk to human health and the 
environment arc provided by the groundwater use/access restrictions included in Enclosure 
10 (Environmental PrOlection Provisions) and Enclosure 4 (CEA/WRA Fact Sheet) 

All ECP 7 parcels Test results ofsoil and groundwater samples collected at these parcels 
were all below the NJDCRSCC and the NJGWQC for all constituents tested No further 
actK>ns arc required 

The Army completed UST removal actions at this facility (former automobile gas station) in 
the mid-1990's. which were approved by the NJDEP Test resuhs ofsamples collected from 
monitoring well MWl6-00I (approx 50 feet downgradient from the facility) showed PCE. 
Data suggest Fae 413 could be the source of PCE detected in MWl6-00I samples In 2004, 
Gcoprobe~oorings were advanced on the parcel and monitoring wells MWl6-001, 413-W
MWI. and 413-NW-MWI were sampled Wells 4 13-W-MWI and 413-NW-MWI arc 
located in this parcel Samples from lhcsc wells and groundwater samples from Gcoprobe* 
borings were tested for voes. scmi-VOCs, PCBs, and metals Test results from the 
Gcoprobe• (qualitative) indica1ed arsenic. chromium, and lead at 33 2 ug/1, 236 ug/1. and 68 
ug/1. respectively (maximum concentrations) The NJGWQC for arsenic. chromium and 
lead arc 8 ug/1, 100 ug/1, and 10 ug/1, respectively Test results from the monitoring well 
samples (quantitative) were all below the NJGWQC for the analytes tested. including 
metals Protections against unacceptable risk to human health and 1hc environment arc 
provided by the groundwater use/access rest rict t0ns mcludcd in Enclosure 10 
(Environmental Protection Provisions) and Enclosure 4 (CEA/WRA Fact Sheet) 

All parcels qualified for PCB, Test results from soil samples collected beneath pole
mounted 1ransformers below the testing instruments detcctk,n limit and the NJ DCRSCC. In 
2005, all transformm including those on the BRAC property were visually inspected, and 
where appropriate tested for PCB content. and labeled Transformm containing PCB, that 
were determined inac1ivc and not fit for use were removed and disposed ofat an off.site 
facility No funhcr actions arc required 

Results show 120 ug/kg PCB. which is below the NJDCRSCC. No further actions required 
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TABLE 1 - DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. 

Condition 
Description 

Property EDS Parcel Remediation 
CategoryDesi2nation 

GAS UTILITY 

1997 EBS Parcels 
NA

BRAC Property 
NAThere are no Army-owned gas utilities on the BRAC property 

2003 EBS Parcels Reserve Enclave 
No release or disposal of hazardous substances or petroleum products 
is known to have occurred at this utility. 

I (I) 
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TABLE 1 - DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. 

Property EBS Parcel Remediation Condition 
Descriotion Deshmation Cateeorv 

SANITARY UTILITY 
1997 EBS Parcels BRAC Property 

2 (l) 

4 (2) PS, 5 (2) PS, 6 (2) PS, 
and 
7 (2) PS 

8 (6) HS/HR 

10 (7) PS/ HS/HR(P) 
11 (7) HS(PYHR(P) 
13 (7) PS/PR(PYHS/HR(P) 
14 (7) PS 
16 (7) 
17 (7) PS 
18 (7) PS/PR/HS/ HR(P) 

Sites qualified for PCBs: 
17P (P), 28P (P), 32P (P) 
33P (P), 37P (P) 

NA l 

All ECP 2 parcels: Change in ECP category reflects the change in 2 
definitions ofcategories l and 2 since the 1997 EBS. USTs removed 
in 1996. 

Groundwater with constituent concentrations exceeding NJGWQC is 4 
being remediated by air sparging, monitored natural attenuation, and 
land-use controls. These actions have been approved by the NJDEP, 
and the U.S. EPA has approved these remedies as Operating Properly 
and Successfully in a letter dated 20 June 2002. Protections against 
unacceptable risk to human health and the environment are provided 
by the groundwater use/access restrictions included in Enclosure I 0 
(Environmental Protection Provisions) and Enclosure 4 (CENWRA 
Fact Sheet). 

All ECP 7 parcels: Soils with constituent concentrations exceeding 4 
NJDCRSCC have been removed and disposed ofoff-site at an 
approved facility. Groundwater with constituent concentrations 
exceeding NJGWQC is being remediated by air sparging, monitored 
natural attenuation, and land-use controls. These actions have been 
approved by the NJDEP, and the U.S. EPA has approved these 
remedies as Operating Properly and Successfully in a letter dated 20 
June 2002. Protections against unacceptable risk to human health 
and the environment are provided by the groundwater use/access 
restrictions included in Enclosure l O(Environmental Protection 
Provisions) and Enclosure 4 (CENWRA Fact Sheet). 

ECP parcels 17, 28, 32, 33, and 37: Test results from soil samples 3 
collected beneath pole-mounted transformers (2-transformer/pole) 
below the testing instruments detection limit and the NJDCRSCC. In 
2005, all transformers including those on the BRAC property were 
visually inspected, and where appropriate tested for PCB content, 
and labeled. Transformers containing PC Bs that were determined 
inactive and not fit for use were removed and disposed of at an off-
site facility. No further actions are required. 
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TABLE 1 - DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. 

Property EBS Parcel Remediation Condition 
Description Deshmation Cateeorv 

SANITARY UTILITY 
2003 EBS Parcels Reserve Enclave 

2 - 4 (I) PS, 6 (I) PS, I I - All EeP I parcels: No change I 
15 (I) PS, 

17 & 18 (2)PS(P)/PR{P) Ee P parcels 17 and 18: Test results ofsoil and groundwater samples 2 
collected at these parcels were all below the NJDCRSee and the 
NJGWQe for all constituents tested. No further actions are required. 

22(2) PS/PR A 1986 heating fuel oil release from a 1,500 gal. AST located inside 2 
Bldg. 273 (basement) was remediated at the time of the release. No 
further actions required . 

25 (2) PR Test results ofsoil and groundwater samples collected at these 2 
parcels were all below the NJDCRSee and the NJGWQC for all 
constituents tested. No further actions are required. 

24 (4) PS/PR(P) The 2003 EBS identified a UST at this parcel associated with Bldg. I 
468. A GPR survey of this area detected no anomalies and records 
indicate that heating oil was supplied by an AST. No further actions 
are required. 

37 (5) HR(P) Six Geoprobeo. borings (PI 3GWO I - 06) and two monitoring wells 3 
(Pl 3MWO I and P13MW02) were advanced and installed in this 
parcel. Screening samples from the Geoprobeo. (qualitative) and well 
samples (quantitative) were collected and tested for VOCs. Test 
results from screening sample Pl3GW0610 (duplicate sample) had 
1.6 ug/1 PeE. The NJGWQe for Pe E is I ug/1. The monitoring well 
sample test results were below the testing instrument's detection 
limits. Well Pl 3MWOI is located approx. 20 feet from Geoprobe11, 
boring PI 3GW06 I 0. Protections against unacceptable risk to human 
health and the environment are provided by the groundwater 
use/access restrictions included in Enclosure IO (Environmental 
Protection Provisions) and Enclosure 4 (eENWRA Fact Sheet). 

38 (5) HR(P) A groundwater sample collected in April 2000 from monitoring well 3 
MWl4-00I (located in the parcel) had 4.8 ug/1 Te E. In 2004, 
groundwater samples were collected from Geoprobe"' borings and 
monitoring wells MWl4-00I , MWl4-002 (located approx. 40 feet 
east of the parcel), and Pl4MWOJ (located in the parcel). These 
samples were tested for voe s, and all results were below NJGWQe . 

42 (5) HR/HS(P) This parcel is located at Bldg. 464. PCE was detected at 3 
concentrations above the NJGWQe in groundwater samples 
collected from monitoring wells (MWI 5-001 , MW l6-003, and 
ePMW06D), which are located in a line approx. 60 feet east of the 
building. Records indicate that PeE in samples collected from the 
aforementioned wells have not exceeded NJGWQe since April 2001. 
Protections against unacceptable risk to human health and the 
environment are provided by the groundwater use/access restrictions 
included in Enclosure IO (Environmental Protection Provisions) and 
Enclosure 4 (eEN WRA Fact Sheet). 

19 & 20 (7) PS(P)/PR(P) EeP parcels 19 & 20, 23 and 27: Test results of soil and groundwater 2 
23 (7) PS/PR(P) samples collected at these parcels were all below the NJDCRSee 
27 (7) PS/PR and the NJGWQe for all constituents tested . No further actions are 

required. 

30 (7) PR(P)/HR(P) [same Testing ofprevious surface water samples collected from the catch 3 
as 1997 EBS parcel 26 (7) basin located at Bldg. 173 detected metals and voe s. The 2004 test 
HR(P)] results of the surface water from this catch basin are below the 

NJGWQC for all constituents tested. No further actions are required. 
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TABLE 1 - DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. 

Property EBS Parcel Remediation 
Description Deshmation 

SANITARY UTILITY 
36 (7) HR(P) Reserve Enclave 

(Cont'd) 

39 (7) PS/PR HS/HR(P) 

Parcels qualified for PCBs: 
51,74, 82 

Parcel 83 

Records indicate approx. 3 cyds ofsoil were excavated and disposed 
of as a result ofa I gal. release of hydraulic nuid from a parked 
military vehicle. No records were found to verify post-excavation 
samples had been collected. Geoprobe~ soil and groundwater 
samples were collected from this parcel and tested for VOCs, semi-
VOCs, metals and PCBs. One Geoprobe® sample (Pl2GW01 IO) had 
65.7 ug/l arsenic and 760 ug/l lead (maximum concentrations. The 
NJGWQC for arsenic and lead are 8 ug/1 and IO ug/1, respectively. 
Concentrations ofcertain metals, including antimony, chromium, and 
lead have been detected in groundwater samples collected from 
Camp Pedricktown at as much as three times their corresponding 
NJGWQC. Investigations ofbackground groundwater quality 
suggest these concentrations renect natural groundwater conditions 
and in some instances renect the sampling methodology. Protections 
against unacceptable risk to human health and the environment are 
provided by the groundwater use/access restrictions included in 
Enclosure IO (Environmental Protection Provisions) and Enclosure 4 
(CEA/WRA Fact Sheet). 

This parcel is Bldg. 404 (unoccupied), which was historically used 
for vehicle maintenance. Hazardous waste inventory reports indicate 
waste oil, grease, and solvents were used in the building. Geoprobe® 
borings were advanced around Bldg. 404 and soil and groundwater 
samples were collected and tested for VOCs, semi-VOCs, PCBs, and 
Metals. Monitoring wells 404-2-MW2 and 404-3-MWI (both 
located on the parcel) were sampled and tested for the same 
parameters. Test results ofGeoprobe"' groundwater samples 
(qualitative) detected arsenic (57.5 ug/1), cadmium (4.6 ug/1), 
chromium (447 ug/1), lead (127 ug/1) and nickel (338 ug/1) 
(maximum concentrations), above their respective NJGWQC. These 
metals were not detected in samples collected from 404-2-MW2 and 
404-3-MWI (quantitative). Investigations ofbackground 
groundwater quality suggest these concentrations renect natural 
groundwater conditions and in some instances renect the sampling 
methodology. Protections against unacceptable risk to human health 
and the environment are provided by the groundwater use/access 
restrictions included in Enclosure IO (Environmental Protection 
Provisions) and Enclosure 4 (CEA/WRA Fact Sheet). 

All parcels qualified for PCBs: Test results from soil samples 
collected beneath pole-mounted transformers (2-transformer/pole) 
below the testing instruments detection limit and the NJDCRSCC. In 
2005, all transformers including those on the BRAC property were 
visually inspected, and where appropriate tested for PCB content, 
and labeled. Transformers containing PCBs that were determined 
inactive and not fit for use were removed and disposed ofat an off-
site facility . No further actions are required. 

Results show 120 ug/kg PCB, which is below the NJDCRSCC. No 
further actions required. 

Condition 
Cateeorv 

3 

3 

I 

3 
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TABLE 1 - DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. 

Property EBS Parcel Remediation Condition 
Description Desi2nation I Cate2ory 

STORMW ATER UTILITY 

BRAC Property 

Reserve Enclave 

1997 EBS P1rctls 
3 (2) PS 

21 (6) HR 

16(7) 

26(7) HR(P) 

Parcels qualified for PCBs 37P(P) 

2003 EBS P1rctls 
6(1) PS 
15 ( I) PS 

24 (4) PS/PR(P) 

17 (7) PS(P)/PR(P) 
19 (7) PS(P)/PR(P) 

23 (7) PS/PR(P) 

30 (7) PR(P)/HR(P) 

39 (7) PS/PR HS/HR(P) 

Parcels qualified for PCBs 49, 5 I, and 
63 

Parcel 83 

Change in ECP category reflects the change in definitions ofcategories I and 2 since the 
1997 EDS USTs removed in 1996 

Groundwater with constituent concentrations exceeding NJGWQC is being rcmcdiated by 
air sparging. monitored natural attcnua1ion. and land-use controls This action has been 
approved by the NJDEP, and the U.S EPA has approved this remedy as Operating Properly 
and Successfully in a letter dated 20 June 2002 Protections against unacceptable risk to 
human heahh and 1he environment are provided by 1hc groundwater usc/accc:ss restrictions 
included in Enclosure JO (Environmental Protection Provisions) and Enclosure 4 
(CEA/WRA Fact Sheet) 

This parcel is associated with Bldg 320, which was used as a laboratory and an inspector's 
wort<shop The resuhs ofsamples collected from this area were btlow NJGWQC and 
NJOCRSCC excep1 for lead and chromium in soil samples, which were not detected at 
regulated levels during subsequent soil sampling 

A surface water SaJ11>lc was collected from the stormwatcr catch basin located near Building 
173 Metals, PCE. and nitrobenzcnc were detected in the surface water san'l)lc 1nc 
condition ofsurface water in catch basins varies with precipitation Water table and surface 
water dcvation in the catch basin were measured and the water table was approximately two 
feet btlow the elevation ofwater in the catch basin The rcsuhs o f tests (metals and vobtile 
organics) on a subsequent surface water sample collected from the catch basin were all 
below the testing inst rument 's detection level No funhcr actions arc required 

Soil results from samples collected beneath electrical t ransformtrS btlow NJDCRSCC for 
PCBs 

All ECP I parcels No change 

Test results ofsoil and groundwater samples collected at these parcels were all btlow the 
NJDCRSCC and the NJGWQC for all constituents tested No fun her actions arc required 

ECP parcels 17 - 19 Test results ofso,J and groundwater samples collected at these parcels 
were all below the NJDCRSCC and the NJGWQC for all constituents tested. No funher 
actions arc required 

Tes, results ofsoil and groundwater 5afl1)les collected at these parcels were all btlow the 
NJDCRSCC and the NJGWQC for all constituents tested No funher actions are required 

Testing orprevious surface water samples collected from the catch basin located at Bldg 
273 detected metals and voes The 2004 test rcsuhs of the surface water from this catch 
basin arc below the NJGWQC for all constituents tested No funher actions arc required 

This parcel is Bldg 404 (unoccupied), which was historically used for vehicle maintenance 
Hazardous waste inventory rcpons indicate waste oil, grease. and solvents were used in the 
building Gcoprobe'. borings Wert advanced around Bldg 404 and soil and groundwater 
samples were collected and tested for voe,. semi-voes. PCBs, and Metals Monitoring 
wells 404-2-MW2 and 404-3-MWJ (both located on the parcel) were sampled and tested for 
the same parameten Test resuhs ofGcoprobt' groundwater samples (qualitative) showed 
arsenic (57.5 ug/1), cadmium (4 6 ug/1), chromium (447 ug/1), lead ( 127 ug/1) and nickel (338 
ug/1) (maximum conctntrations), above their respective NJGWQC. These metals were not 
detected in samples collected from 404-2-MW2 and 404-3, MWJ (quantitative) See note 2 

All parcels qualified for PCBs Test rcsuhs from soil samples collected bcneaih pole
mounted t ransfonncrs (2·transfonncr/polc) below the testing instruments detection limit and 
the NJDCRSCC In 2005, all transformtrS including those on the BRAC propcny Wert 

visually inspected, and where appropriate tested for PCB content, and bbeled Transformers 
containing PCBs tha1 were determined inactive and not fit for use were removed and 
disposed ofat an off-site facility No funher actions arc required 

Results show 120 ug/kg PCB, which is btlow the NJDCRSCC No funher actions required 
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TABLE 1 - DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

Property 
Description 

The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. 

EDS Parcel Remediation 
Desie:nation 

Condition 
Catee:orv 

WATER UTILITY 

BRAC Property 1997 EBS Parcels 
7 (2) PS 
19 (2) PS 

All ECP 2 Sites: change in ECP category reflects the change in 
definitions of categories I and 2 since the 1997 EBS. US Ts removed 
in 1996. 

I 

20 (5) PR/HR(P) 1997 EBS Parcel 20 is 2003 EBS Parcel 25, which is addressed 
below under 2003 EBS Parcels. 

4 

-

22 (7) 
23 (7) 
24 (7) 
25 (7) PS/PR(P) 
26 (7) HR(P) 

All ECP 7 Sites except 22 and 23, which are 2003 EBS Parcels 16 
and 34, respectively. These Parcels are addressed below under 2003 
EBS Parcels. Soils with constituent concentrations exceeding 
NJDCRSCC have been removed and disposed ofofT-site at an 
approved facility. Groundwater with constituent concentrations 
exceeding NJGWQC is being rernediated by air sparging, monitored 
natural attenuation, and land-use controls. These actions have been 
approved by the NJDEP, and the U.S. EPA has approved these 
remedies as Operating Properly and Successfully in a letter dated 20 
June 2002. Protections against unacceptable risk to human health 
and the environment are provided by the groundwater use/access 
restrictions included in Enclosure 10 (Environmental Protection 
Provisions) and Enclosure 4 (CEA/WRA Fact Sheet). 

4 

Parcels qualified for PCBs: 
19 P(P), 27 P(P), 28 P(P), 
29 P(P), 32 P(P), 34 P(P), 
35 P(P), 36 P(P), 3 7 P(P) 

All ECP qualified sites except 27, 34, and 35, which are 2003 EBS 
Parcels 81 , 82, and 83, respectively. These Parcels are addressed 
below under Reserve Enclave parcels. Soil results from samples 
collected beneath electrical transformers are below NJDCRSCC for 
PCBs. No further actions are required. 

3 
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TABLE 1 - DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. 

Property EBS Parcel Remediation Condition 
Description Desilmation Catee;ory 

WATER UTILITY 
1003 EBS P1rttls Reserve Enclave 

S(l)PS. 7(1)PS.9(1)PS All ECP I parcels No change I 
11 (l)PS.12(1)PS. 
13(1)PS.1S(l)PS 
16(1)PS 

17 (2)PS(P)/PR(P) ECP parcels 17 and 18 Test results ofsoil and groundwater sal11)1es collected at these 2 
parcels were all below the NJDCRSCC and the NJGWQC for all constituents tested No 
further actions arc required 

22(2) PS/PR A 1986 heating fuel oil release: from a I .SOO gal AST located inside Bldg 273 (ba.sement) 2 
was rcrnediatcd al the time of the release No further actions required 

25 (2) PR All ECP 2 parcels Test results ofsoil and groundwater S3111)1es collected at these parcels 2 
26 (2) PS/PR were all below the NJDCRSCC and the NJGWQC for all constituents tested No funhcr 

actions arc required 

24 (4) PS/PR(P) Test results ofsoil and groundwater sal11)1es collected at these parcels were all below the 2 
NJDCRSCC and the NJGWQC for all constituents tested No funhcr actions are required 

37 (S) HR(P) Six Geoprobe~ borings (Pl3GWOI - 06) and two monitoring wells (Pl3MW0l and 4 
Pl3MW02) were advanced and installed in this parcel Screening s3111>les from the 

Geoprobe"" (qualitative) and well samples (quantitative) were samples were collected and 
tested for voes Test results from screening sa111>lc Pl3GW0610 (duplicate sa111>lc) 
showed I 6 ug/1 PCE. The NJGWQC for PCE is I ug/1 The monitoring well sample test 
results were below the lcsting instruments detection limits Wc11 P13MWOI is located 
approx 20 feet from Gcoprobe•bormg Pl3GW0610 Sec note 2 

38 (S) HR(P) 3 

the parcel) had 4 8 ug/1 TCE In 2004. groundwater S3111)1es were collcc1ed from Gcoprobc• 
borings and moni1oring wells MWl4-00I. MWl4-002 (localed approx 40 feet east of1he 
parcel). and P14MWOI (loca1ed in 1he parcel) These samples were 1es1ed for voes. and all 
results were below NJGWQC 

A groundwater S3111)1c collected in April 2000 from monitoring well MWl4-00I (located in 

18 (7) PS/PR(P) 2ECP parcels 18-21. and 23 Tesl results ofsoil and groundwater samples collected at these
19 (7) PS(P)/PR(P) 

parcels were all below lhe NJDCRSCC and the NJGWQC for all constiluents lcsted No
20 (7) PS/PR(P) further actions arc required
21 (7) PS(P)/PR(P) 
23 (7) PS/PR (P) 

3Testing ofprevious surface waler samples collected from the catch basin located at Bldg. 30 (7) PR(P)/HR(P) 
273 detected metals and voes The 2004 test results of the surface water from 1his catch 
basin arc below 1he NJGWQC for all constituents tested No funhcr actions arc required. 

36(7) HR(P) 3 

release ofhydraulic fluid from a parked military vehicle No records were found to verify 
post-cxcava1ion samples had been collcc1ed Gcoprobe~ soil and groundwater S3111)1cs were 
collected from 1his parcel and tested for voe,. semi-voes. me1als and PCBs One 
Gcoprobe• sample (P12GWOl 10) had 6S 7 ug/1 arsenic and 760 ug/1 lcad (maximum 
concentrations Sec note 2 The NJGWQC for arsenic and lead arc 8 ug/1 and 10 ug/1. 

Records indicate approx 3 cyds ofsoil wen:: excavated and disposed ofas a result ofa I gal 

respcc1ivcly Conccn1racions ofccnain metals. including antimony, chromium. and lead 
have been detcc1ed in groundwater sal11)les collcc1ed from Camp Pcdricktown at as rooch as 
three times their corresponding NJGWQC Investigations of background groundwater 
quality suggest these conccntralions reflect natural groundwater conditK>ns and in some 
instances reflect the S3111)1ing methodology 

IAll parcels qualified for PCB, Tes, rcsuhs from soil samples collected benca1h pole-
Parcels qualified for PCBs 490 SI. mounted transformers (2-transformer/pole} below the testing instruments dctcctK>n limit and
63. 64. 72, 74. and 81 

1he NJDCRSCC In 200S. all 1ransformers including 1hosc on 1he BRAC propcny were 
visually inspected. and where appropriate tes1ed for PCB content. and labeled Transformers 
containing PCBs that were determined inactive and not tit for use were removed and 
disposed ofa1 an otT-site facility No funhcr actions arc required 

Parcel 83 3Results show 120 ug/kg PCB. which is below the NJDCRSCC No funhcr actions required 
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TABLE 1 - DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. 

Property EDS Parcel Remediation Condition 
Description Designation Cate2ory 

FACILITIES/BUILDINGS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ARMY-OWNED UTILITIES 

SANITARY UTILITY 

BRAC Property 

Facilities 530 and 531 IO (7) PS/HS/HR (P), and Soils with constituent (arsenic) concentrations exceeding 4 
(conjoined), 513 (Lift both facilities were qualified for NJDCRSCC have been removed and disposed ofoff-site at an 
Station), and the ACM and LBP approved facility. Groundwater with constituent concentrations 
Wastewater Treatment exceeding NJGWQC is being remediated by air sparging and 
Plant-Emergency monitored natural attenuation. These actions have been approved by 
Generator/Control the NJDEP, and the U.S. EPA has approved these remedies as 
Station/ 1,000 gal. AST Operating Properly and Successfully in a letter dated 20 June 2002. 
(unnumbered) Protections against unacceptable risk to human health and the 

environment are provided by the groundwater use/access restrictions 
included in Enclosure IO (Environmental Protection Provision.5) and 
Enclosure 4 (CENWRA Fact Sheet). 

The March 2000 Phase II Asbes/os Survey, Camp Pedrick/own. New 
Jersey tested pipe insulation and related components for asbestos, 
and no asbestos was detected. No LBP paint survey was conducted 
of these facilities. They are assumed to contain LBP based on their 
a~e (older than 1978). 

Reserve Enclave 

NA NAThere are no buildings NA 
with above ground 
sanitary facilities on the 
Reserve Enclave. 
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TABLE 1 - DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. 

Property EDS Parcel Remediation Condition 
Description Desienation Cateeorv 

FACILITIES/BUILDINGS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ARMY-OWNED UTILITIES 

WATER UTILITY 

BRAC Property 

Facil ity 461: 210,000 gal. 
pad-mounted water tank 
(included in the July 
2003 Final Finding of 
Suitability to Transfer 21 
Acres at Camp 
Pedricktown, Camp 
Pedricktown New 
Jersey). 

Reserve Enclave 

Facilities 229, 229A, 

239 (elevated water 
tower) 

249 (pad-mounted water 
tank) 

13 (7)PS/PR(P)/HS/HR also 
qualified for LBP 

2 (1) also qualified for ACM and 
LBP; [53A(P)/P(P)) 

29 (6) HR also qualified for 
ACM and LBP; (57A(P)/L(P)J 

31 (7) HR (P) also qualified for 
ACM and LBP; [58A(P)/L(P)] 

Paint chips were observed in soil surrounding the water tank. Soil 
with lead concentrations exceeding the NJDCRSCC has been 
excavated and properly disposed ofat an off-site licensed hazardous 
waste disposal facility. 

No LBP paint survey was conducted of this facility. LBP is assumed 
based on the age of the facility (older than 1978). 

No LBP paint survey was conducted of this facility. LBP is assumed 
based on the age of the facility (older than 1978). 

The interior and exterior surface coatings, including lead-based 
surface coatings on Facilities 239 and 249 were removed and 
disposed ofby the Army in 2002. All tank surfaces, including the 
support structures and miscellaneous pipes and brackets, were 
resurfaced in accordance with American Water Works Association 
Document Dl02-97, "Coating Steel Water Storage Tanks," and 
C652-92, "Disinfecting of Water Storage Facilities." 

Paint chips were observed in soil surrounding the water tower. Soil 
with lead concentrations exceeding the New Jersey non-residential 
soil cleanup criteria has been excavated and properly disposed ofat 
an off-site licensed hazardous waste disposal facility. 

The interior and exterior surface coatings, including lead-based 
surface coatings on Facilities 239 and 249 were removed and 
disposed ofby the Army in 2002. All tank surfaces, including the 
support structures and miscellaneous pipes and brackets, were 
resurfaced in accordance with American Water Works Association 
Document Dl02-97, "Coating Steel Water Storage Tanks," and 
C652-92, "Disinfecting ofWater Storage Facilities." 

Paint chips were observed in soil surrounding the water tower. Soil 
with lead concentrations exceeding the New Jersey non-residential 
soil cleanup criteria has been excavated and properly disposed of at 
an off-site licensed hazardous waste disposal facility. 

4 

4 
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TABLE 1 - DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. 

Property EDS Parcel Remediation Condition 
Deserio ti on I Deshmation I Cate2ory 

ECP Category Descriptions: 

Category I. - areas where no release or disposal of hazardous substances or petroleum products has occurred (including no migration of these substances from 
adjacent areas). However, the area may have been used to store hazardous substances or petroleum products; 

Category 2. - areas where only a release or disposal ofpetroleum products and/or their derivatives has occurred (including migration ofpetroleum products 
from adjacent areas); 

Category 3. - areas where a release, disposal, and/or migration ofhazardous substances has occurred, but at concentrations that do not require a removal or 
remedial action; 

Category 4. - areas where a release, disposal, and/or migration ofhazardous substances has occurred, and all remedial actions necessary to protect human 
health and the environment have been taken; 

Category 5. - areas where a release, disposal, and/or migration ofhazardous substances has occurred, and removal or remedial actions are underway but all 
required remedial actions have not yet taken place; 

Category 6. - areas where a release, disposal, and/or migration ofhazardous substances has occurred, but required actions have not yet been implemented; 
Category 7. - areas that are not evaluated or require additional evaluation 

Notes: 
I) The Property is the Army-owned utilities and associated facilities; 239 (water 

tower), 249 (water tank), 513 (lift station), Bldgs. 530/531 (wastewater treatment 
plant), and the wastewater treatment plant's emergency generator. The EBS 
parcels apply to land in contact with or very close to the utility or associated 
faci lities. 

2) Concentrations ofcertain metals, including antimony, chromium, and lead have 
been detected in groundwater samples collected from Camp Pedricktown at as 
much as three times their corresponding NJGWQC. Investigations ofbackground 
groundwater quality suggest these concentrations reflect natural groundwater 
conditions and in some instances reflect the sampling methodology (February, 
2000). 

3) EBS categories are based on the following: 
• Final Environmental Baseline Survey Report for Camp Pedrick/own (March, 

1997) and the Final Environmental 
• Baseline Survey for Camp Pedrick/own, Reserve Enclave Oldmans Township, 

New Jersey (May 2003). 
4) All actions reported in this table have been completed, and additional information 

can be found in the following documents: 
• March 1997 Environmental Baseline Survey Report, Camp Pedricktown. New 

Jersey 

• May 1997 Camp Pedrick/own Underground Storage Tank Closure Report 
• February 2000 Camp Pedrick/own Environmental Investigation/Alternative 

Analysis 
• March 2000 Phase II Asbestos Survey, Camp Pedrick/own, New Jersey 
• March 2002 Remedial Action Report for Soil 
• April 2002 Operating Properly and Successfully (OPS) Demonstration, 

Remedial Action/or Groundwater. Camp Pedricktown, New Jersey 
• January 2005 Site Investigation ofSpecific Areas ofPotential Environmental 

Concern at the Reserve Enclave at Camp Pedrick/own (draft) 
• April 2005 Transformer Survey Report 

5) The February 2000, Final Environmental Investigation/Alternatives Analysis 
report identified numerous locations with potential regulatory exceedances based 
on a single or two samples. Confirmatory sampling was conducted at these 
locations and no exceedances were detected. A detailed discussion is provided in 
the March 200I, Final Remedial Action Workplan Addendum for Soil. 

6) The area shown as BRAC property in the March 1997 EBS has changed. 
Buildings/facilities 413, 434, 464, and 475 and the land immediately surrounding 
these buildings/facilities have been retained by the Army and are part of the 
Reserve Enclave. 

Acronyms: 
ACM =asbestos containing material 
Approx. = approximately 
AST= above-ground storage tank 
Bldg. = building 
CEA/WRA = Classification Exception Area/Well Restriction Area 
cyds = cubic yards 
EBS = environmental baseline survey 
Environmental Condition of Property definitions 

• HS = Hazardous substance storage 
• HR = Hazardous substance, release or disposal 
• P = Polychlorinated biphenyls 
• PR = Petroleum release 
• PS = Petroleum storage 
• (P) = Possible 

fac. = facility 
gal = gallon 
GPR = ground penetrating radar 
LBP = lead-based paints 
mg/kg= milligrams per kilogram 
NA = Not applicable 
NJDEP = New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection 
NJGWQC = New Jersey Ground Water Quality Criteria 
NJDCRSCC = New Jersey Direct Contact Residential Soil 

Cleanup Criteria 
PCBs =Polychlorinated biphenyls 
PCE =Tetrachloroethylene 
SVOCs = Semi-volatile organic compounds 
TCE = trichloroethylene 
TPH = total petroleum hydrocarbons 
ug/1 = micrograms per liter 
U.S. EPA= United States Environmental Protection Agency 
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ENCLOSURE4 

Classification Exception Area/Well Restriction Area Fact Sheet 

Site Name: Camp Pedricktown 

Date: March 8, 2002 

Location: Route 130, Pedricktown, New Jersey 08067 
Oldmans Township, Salem County 

Block: 45 
Lot: 5 

Site Location Map: Figure 1, CEA Boundary Map (attached) 

Site Contact Person: Mr. Paul Fluck 
Address: U.S. Army Garrison Fort Dix 

ATTN: AFRC-FA-PWN 
Building 5317 
Fort Dix, New Jersey 08640-5501 

Phone Number: (609) 562-3536 

DEP Lead Program: Bureau of Federal Case Management, (609)-633-1480 

Case Number: NA 

DEP Remedial Action Workplan Approval Document dated: May 29, 1998 

Description of CEA: 

Impacted Aquifer 
The shallow water-bearing zone to which this Classification Exception Area (CEA) will be applied 
consists of the silty-sands and gravels of the Cape May Formation. In the area of the Site, the Cape 
May Formation ranges from 20 to 35 feet in thickness and is separated from underlying formations 
by an approximately 30-foot layer ofreddish-orange clay. Groundwater occurs at an average depth 
of three feet below land surface and flows in a west-northwesterly direction. Figure 1, CEA 
Boundary Map depicts groundwater elevation contours observed in February 2002. Based on 
aquifer testing completed at the Site, the average hydraulic conductivity determined for the water 
table aquifer was 11.8 feet per day. 

Pursuant to N.J.A.C. 7:9-6.5, groundwater in the area of the Site is presently designated as Class H
A. The primary designated use for Class II-A groundwater is potable water; secondary uses include 
agricultural and industrial water. The Site is serviced by a municipal water supplier (Penns Grove 
Water Supply Company) and there are no domestic, irrigation, industrial, or public supply wells 
within the proposed boundary of the CEA. 

Any proposed groundwater use within the CEA will require NJDEP review for specific well design 
requirements. The well construction requirements will be in effect for the duration of the CEA and 
are implemented to protect the well(s) from contamination present at the Site. Based on the site 
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geological information, water-supply wells installed in this area shall be restricted in construction 
such that they must be cased and grouted to a depth of at least 75 feet. 

Contaminants Exceeding Constituent Standards and Applicable Standards 
Constituents that have been identified in Site groundwater above New Jersey Class II-A ground 
water quality criteria (GWQC) are limited to tetrachloroethylene (PCE) and trichloroethene (TCE), 
which are both volatile organjc compounds (VOCs). Historically, PCE has been the predominant 
and most widespread constituent of concern (COC) in Site groundwater. TCE has only been 
detected sporadically in a few Site monitoring wells. Consequently, this CEA was developed based 
on trends in PCE concentration. The New Jersey Class II-A ground water quality criteria and 
federal drinking water standards for PCE are listed below in parts per billion. All constituent 
standards (N.J.A.C. 7:9-6) apply at the designated CEA boundary. 

Constituent New Jersey Class IIA 
Ground Water Quality 

Criteria (ppb) 

Federal Drinking Water 
Standard (ppb) 

Tetrachloroethene (PCE) 1 5 

Trichloroethylene (TCE) 1 5 

Notes: 

ppb = parts per billion 

Projected Term of CEA 
The duration of the CEA is estimated to be four years. This estimate is based on a site-specific 
natural attenuation rate calculated using current and historic groundwater analytical data for 
samples collected from Site monitoring wells. A summary of the calculations used to estimate the 
duration of the CEA is presented in Table Al , Determination of CEA Duration. The groundwater 
monitoring data will be evaluated after three years to determine the need to extend the duration of 
the CEA. 
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Table Al: Determination of CEA Duration, Camp Pedricktown, Salem County, New Jersey 

1) Determine a site-specific first-order attenuation rate constant ("k", unitless). Includes the 
effects ofdispersion, adsorption, etc. Rate constant determined by fitting an exponential 
regression to analytical results plotted over time. 

PCE Concentration Trends in Groundwater at MW-16-001 (listed in µg/L) 

Date: Oct-97 
PCEConc: 6 

Sept-98 
5 

Feb-99 
4 

Apr-00 
18 

Apr-01 
3.1 

Oct-01 
0.8 

Feb-02 
1.7 

C 
.2 ... 
I!... 
C 
GI u 
C 
0 
(? 
Cl 
0 
.J 

100 

10 

0.1 

Oct-97 

-

Sep-98 

-

Feb-99 

__..____ 
~ 

Apr-00 

Time (days) 

Apr-01 

T 

Oct-01 

__. 

Feb-02 

- Exponential 
Regression 

Based on the above, k = 0.0009 

2) Based on the site-specific attenuation rate, calculate the amount of time required for the 
remaining concentrations of PCE in site monitoring wells located outside of the air-sparging 
treatment area to attenuate below the GWQC. 

Well ID Current Time to Achieve GWQC* Time to Achieve GWQC 
Concentration (days) (years) 

(µg/L) 

CPMW07S 3.4 1360 3.7 
MW16-00I 1.7 590 1.6 

3) Use the longest (most conservative) time period identified in (2) above to establish the CEA 
duration 

CEA duration = 4 years 
Notes: 

* The time for the target constituent to achieve GWQC is determined by solving the equation for the 
first-order degradation: 

C = Coe·kt 

t = 1n (C/Co) where: Co= initial concentration 
-k C = final concentration 

t = time 
k = first order attenuation rate 

coefficient 
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Table A2. Groundwater Flow Velocity and PCE Transport Calculations, Camp Pedricktown, 
Salem County, New Jersey 

1) CEA Duration (days) 

2) Seepage Velocity = Average Hydraulic Conductivity* Hydraulic Gradient/Efficient 
Porosity 

Vs =K * ifne 
K= 11.80 feet/day (from February 2000 EI/AA) 
1 = 0.004 feet/day (from February 2000 EI/AA) 

ne = 0.25 (literature value for silty-sands) 
Vs= 0.21 feet/day 

3) Distribution Coefficient= Organic Carbon Partition Coefficient* Fraction of Organic 
Carbon in Matrix 

Ket = Koc* foe 

log Koc (PCE) = 2.42 (Suthersan 1997) 
Koc = 263 
Foe = 0.0005 (Estimate) 

4) Retardation Factor= 1 + (Formation Bulk Density * Distribution Coefficient/Efficient 
Porosity) 

Pb = 1.855 grams per cubic centimeter, estimate 
Ne= 0.25 
RI= 1.98 

5) Transport Rate= Seepage Velocity/Retardation Factor 

Vpt = VJR.i 

Vs= 0.21 feet/day 
RI= 1.98 
Vpt = 0.11 feet/day 
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6) Distance = Transport rate * Time 

D = Vpt * t 

T = 4 years 
Vpt = 3 8 feet/year 
d = 143 feet 

CEA Boundaries 
The maximum extent that the constituents of concern (COCs) would be expected to migrate within 
the projected term of the CEA was determined using groundwater transport calculations as 
presented in Table 2A, Groundwater Flow Velocity and PCE Transport Calculations. These 
calculations included the effects of advection, dispersion, and adsorption and were applied to 
monitoring wells in those areas not currently undergoing physical treatment, using current 
groundwater quality data. The results indicate that the COCs will not migrate beyond the 
downgradient edge of the Site (northwestern property boundary) within the given term of the CEA. 
To be conservative, the property boundary was used to define the extent of the CEA. The 
horizontal boundaries of the CEA are depicted on Figure 1, CEA Boundary Map. Vertically, the 
CEA will be applied to the silty-sands and gravels of the Cape May Formation, which range from 
20 to 35 feet in thickness at the Site. 

Note: Because current groundwater quality data indicate that concentrations of PCE exceed the 
respective Class II-A groundwater quality criteria/primary drinking water standards, the CEA 
established for this site is also a Well Restriction Area (WRA). The extent of the WRA shall 
coincide with the boundaries of the CEA. 
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ENCLOSURE 5 

TABLE 2 - NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR 
DISPOSAL 

The EBS parcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, ordisposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 

Property Name of Date ofStorage, Remediation 
Description Hazardous Release or 

(EBS Parcel) Substance(s) Disposal 

ELECTRIC UTILITY 

BRAC Property 

1997 EBS Parttls 

18 Soll: The 1997 EBS indicates Bldg 184 Unknown Soll: The analysis ofGeoprobe•soil samples collected immediately adjacent 10 Bldg. 184 did 
was a fonner paint shop that stored an nor detect rtgulared levels ofPCE or metals 
unknown quantity ofhazardous materials 

Groundwater: PCE above the NJGWQC Unknown Groundwater: The results ofGeoprot,e• groundwatcr ~Jes collcc1c:d immediately adjacent 
was detected in a monitoring well (MW8· lo Bldg. 184 indicated rtgulated levels of PCE and metals Nearby well (MW8-001) was used 
001), which is localed immediately north 10 assess rhe PCE in Bldg. 184 area Natural attenuation reconuncndcd for this area 
ofBldg 184 Subsequent groundwater S3111)les from MW8-001 below NJGWQC for PCE No further action 

proposed in the 2002 Remedial Action Worl<plan, which was approved by the NJDEP in a letter 
dared May 2001 

26 Surface water: Cadmium and TPH were Unknown Surface water: A surface water sarr.,le was collected from the stonnwatcr ca1ch basin located 
detected in a surface water 5an1>lc near Building 173 Metals, PCE, and nitrobenunc were detected in the surface waler S3111)1e
collected from a storm water catch basin The condition ofsurface water in catch basins varies with precipitation Water table and surface 
ar Bldg 173 water clcvatK>n in the catch basin were measured and the water table was approximately two 

fce1 below the elevation ofwater in !he catch basin The rcsuhs oflest (metals and volatile 
organics) on a subsequent surface water S8JT1)1e co11ecled from the catch basin were all below 
the testing instrument's detection level No further actions arc required 

16 Soll: This EBS Parcel is associated with Unknown Soll: Analysis ofGeoprobe• soil samples collected from this EBS parcel did nor show rtgulated 
former Bldg 320, which was a laboratory levels ofVOC or explosive compounds 
and inspector's workshop The 
environmental quality ofthe soil and 
groundwater is unknown 

Groundwater: Lead and chromium were Unknown Groundwattr: Lead and chromium detections in groundwater samples reflect background 
detCC1ed in Geoprobe groundwater conditions See note No 2
samples 

9 and 13 Soll: Arsenic, Antimony, Lead, PAHs, Unknown Soll: All soil remedial actions necessary 10 protect human health and the environment, 
and PCBs detected in surface soil consistent with !he governing regulations, have been completed and approved by the NJDEP in 

a lctrcr dared March 2002 

Groundwater: PCE and TCE above their Unknown Groundw1ttr: Protections against unacccp1able risk to human hcahh and the environment arc 
respective NJGWQC were detected in being achieved by groundwater treatment (air-sparging and monitored natural attenuation) and
groundwater samples collected from this land-use controls These acrions have been approved by rhe NJDEP and demonstrated to rhe
EBS parcel US EPA to be operating properly and successfully pursuant to CERCLA 120(h)(3) The u.s 

EPA approved rhe demonstration in a letter dared June 20, 2002. 

10 Soll: Arsenic was detected in soil samples Unknown Soll: All soil remedial actions necessary 10 protect human health and rhe environment,
collected from this EBS parcel. above the consistent with rhe governing regulations. have been completed and approved by the NJDEP in
NJRSCC. a letter dared March 2002 

Groundwater: PCE exceeding the Unknown Groundwater: Protections against unacceptable risk to human health and the environment are 
NJGWQC was detected in groundwater being achieved by groundwater trcaamcnt (air-sparging and monitored natural attenuation) and
samples collected from rhis EBS parcel land-use controls These acrions have been approved by the NJDEP and demonstrated 10 the 

US EPA 10 be operating properly and successfully pursuant 10 CERCLA 120(h)(3) The us 
EPA approved the demonstration in a letter dared June 20. 2002 
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TABLE 2 - NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR 
DISPOSAL 

The EDS parcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 

Property Name of Date of Storage, Remediation 
Description Hazardous Release or 

(EBS Parcel) Substance(s) Disposal 

ELECTRIC UTILITY 

Reserve Enclave 

2003 EBS Parcels 

37 Groundwater: PeE was Unknown Groundwater: In 2004, groundwater screening (Geoprobe'") and 
detected above the NJGWQe monitoring well samples were collected from this parcel and tested for 
in groundwater samples voes. Test results from screening sample P13GW0610 (duplicate) had 
collected from this parcel. 1.6 µg/1 PeE. The NJGWQe for PeE is I µg/1. Test results from 

samples collected from the two wells installed near sample PI 3GW06 I 0 
were below the testing instrument's detection limits. Protections 
against unacceptable risk to human health and the environment are 
being achieved by land-use controls. Additional information on the 
land-use controls is provided in Enclosure 4 (eEAIWRA Fact Sheet) 
and Enclosure IO (Environmental Protection Provisions). 

40 Groundwater: Test results Unknown Groundwater: The Anny completed UST removal actions at this 
from the Geoprobe ® facility (former automobile gas station) in the mid-I 990's, which were 
(qualitative) sample indicated approved by the NJDEP. Test results ofsamples collected from 
arsenic, chromium, and lead at monitoring well MWI 6-00 I (approx. 50 feet down gradient from the 
33.2µg/l, 236 µg/1, and 68 µg/1, facility) indicated PeE. Data suggest Fae. 4 I 3 could be the source of 
respectively (maximum PeE detected in MWJ6-00J samples. In 2004, Geoprobe®borings were 
concentrations). The advanced on the parcel and monitoring wells MW16-00I, 413-W-
NJGWQe for arsenic, MWl,and413-NW-MW1 were sampled. Wells413-W-MWI and413-
chromium and lead is 8 µg/1, NW-MWI are located in this parcel. Samples from these wells and 

JOO µg/1, and 10 µg/1, groundwater samples from Geoprobe"' borings were tested for voe s, 
respectively. semi-voes, PeBs, and metals. Test results from the Geoprobe" 

(qualitative sample) indicated arsenic, chromium, and lead at 33.2 µg/1, 
236µg/l , and 68 µg/1, respectively (maximum concentrations). The 
NJGWQe for arsenic, chromium and lead are 8µg/l, I00 µg/1, and I 0 
µg/1, respectively. Test results from the monitoring well samples 
(quantitative sample) were all below the NJGWQe for the analytes 
tested, including metals. Protections against unacceptable risk to human 
health and the environment are being achieved by land-use controls. 
Additional information on the land-use controls is provided in 
Enclosure 4 (eENWRA Fact Sheet) and Enclosure IO (Environmental 
Protection Provisions). 
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TABLE 2 - NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR 
DISPOSAL 

11re EBS parcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 

Property Name of Date of Storage, Remediation 
Description Hazardous Release or 

<EBS Parcel) Substance(s) Disposal 

GAS UTILITY 

BRAC Property 

1997 EBS Parcels 

18 Soil : Bldg. 184 was a former Unknown Soil: Analysis ofGeoprobe9 soil samples collected immediately 
paint shop that stored an adjacent to Bldg. 184 did not indicate regulated levels PCE or metals. 
unknown quantity of hazardous 
materials. 

Groundwater: The results ofGeoprobe9 groundwater samples 
Groundwater: PCE above the collected immediately adjacent to Bldg. 184 indicated regulated levels 
NJGWQC was detected in a of PCE and metals. Nearby well (MW8-00 I) was used to assess the 
monitoring well (MWS-00 I), PCE in Bldg. 184 area. Natural attenuation recommended for this area. 
which is located immediately Subsequent groundwater samples from MWS-00 I below NJGWQC for 
north of Bldg. 184. PCE. No further action proposed in the 2001 Remedial Action Workplan 

Addendumfor Groundwater, which was approved by the NJDEP in a 
letter dated May 200 I. 

Reserve Enclave 

2003 EBS Parcels 

NA NA No release or disposal of hazardous substances or petroleum products is 
known to have occurred at this utility. 

l 
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TABLE 2 - NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR 
DISPOSAL 

The EBS parcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 

Property Name of Date of Storage, Remediation 
Description Hazardous Release or 

(EBS Parcel) Substance(s) Disposal 

SANITARY UTILITY 
BRAC Property 

1997 EBS Parttb 

18 Soll: Bldg 184 was a former pain, shop Unknown Soll: The results ofGeoprobe• soil samples collec1ed immedia1ely adjacen1 10 Bldg 184 did nOI
that stored an unknown quantity of detect regula1ed levels PCE or metals 
hazardous materials 

Groundwaler: PCE above lhe NJGWQC Unknown Groundwat~r: The results ofGcoprot,e• groundwater samples collected immediately adjacent 
was detected in a monitoring well (MW8- 10 Bldg 184 indica1ed regulaled levels of PCE and metals. Nearby well (MW8-001) was used
001), which is localed immediately north to assess the PCE in Bldg 184 area Natural attenuation reconmcndcd for th tS area
ofBldg 184 Subsequenl groundwater samples from MW8-00 I below NJG WQC for PCE No further action 

proposed in the 2001 Rcmcdinl Ac1;0,r Workp/011 Adder1dum/or GroundMJter. which was 
approved by 1he NJOEP in a let1er dared May 200 I 

16 Soll: This parcel is associated with Unknown Soll: The resulls ofGeoprobe• soil samples collecred from this parcel did not indicate regulated former Bldg 320, which was a laboratory levels of VOC or explosive co~unds
and inspector, workshop The 
environmental quality of the soil and 
groundwater is unknown 

Groundwater: Lead and chromium were Unknown Groundwater: Lead and chromium detections in groundwarer saf'l1)1CS reflect background
detected in Geoprobe• groundwater conditions Sec note No 2 for addit ional infomwion 
samples 

13 Soll: The results ofsurface soil samples Unknown Soll: All soil remedial actions necessary to protect against unacceptable risk to human health
collected in this EBS parcel contained and che environmcnl, consistent wic h the governing regulations, have been completed and 
ar,enic. antimony, lead, PAHs, and PCBs approved by the NJDEP in a letter daled March, 2002 
above their respec1ive NJRSCC 

Groundwatrr: PCE and TCE exceeding Unknown Groundwater : Protections against unacceptable risk to human health and the environment arc 
1heir respective NJGWQC were detected being achieved by groundwacer treatment (air-sparging and monitored natural attenuation) and 
in groundwater samples collected from land-use conlrols These actions have been approved by lhe NJDEP and demonstrated 10 the
this EBS parcel US EPA 10 be operating properly and successfully pursuanl to CERCLA 120(h)(3). The US 

EPA approved 1he demons1ration in a letter dated June 20, 2002 

Soll: All soil remedial actions necessary 10 proteCI against unacceptable risk to human heahh 8, 10, and 11 Soll: Arsenic exceeding the NJRSCC was Unknown and the environment, consistent with the governing regulations, have been C0"1)1etcd and 
detected in samples collected from lhis approved by the by the NJDEP in a letter dated March, 2002 
EBS parcel 

Groundwater: Protections against unacceptable risk to human health and the environment are 
Groundwaltr: PCE and TCE exceeding Unknown being achieved by groundwater treatment (air-sparging and monitored naturaJ attenuation) and 
their respective NJGWQC were detected land-use controls These ac1ions have been approved by the NJDEP and demons1ra1ed to the
in groundwater samples collected from US EPA 10 be operat ing properly and successfully pur,uanl to CERCLA 120(h)(3) The u.s this EBS parcel EPA approved the demonstration in a letter dated June 20, 2002 
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TABLE 2 - NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR 
DISPOSAL 

11,e EBSparcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 

Property Name of Date of Storage, Remediation 
Description Hazardous Release or 

(EDS Parcel) Substance(s) Disposal 

SANITARY UTILITY 
Reserve Enclave 

2003 EBS Parcels 

30 

36 

37 

38 

39 

42 

Surface water: Analysis ofa surface 
water sample collected from a storm 
waier ca1ch basin at Bldg 173 indicated 
cadmium and TPH 

Groundwater: Arsenic and Lead 

Groundwattr: PCE detected in 
monitoring wells MWI 1-002 and MWl6-
00I, which arc close to EBS parctls 37 
and42 

Groundwater: A groundwater s3rt1>lc 
collected in April 2000 from monitoring 
well MWl4-001 (located in the parcel) 
had 4 8µg/1 TCE 

Bulldln& Oprntlons: Solvents 

Groundwater. PCE detected in 
groundwater above NJG WQC 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Surface Water: Previous surface water samples collected from the catch basin k>cated at Bklg 
173 detected metals and voes The 2004 ltsl results of the surface water from this catch basin 
are below the NJGWQC for all constituents tested. No funher actions are required 

Groundwater: Records indicate approx 3 cyds ofsoil were e xcavated and disposed ofas a 
result ofa I gal release ofhydraulic fluid from a parked military vehicle. No records were 
found to verify that post-excavaiion samples had been collected Geoprobe• soil and 
groundwater samples were collected from this parcel and tested for VOCs, semi-Voe,, metals 
and PCBs One Geoprobe• sample (Pl2GWOl 10) had 65. 7 µg/1 arsenic and 760 µg/1 lead 
(maximum concentrations) The NJGWQC for arsenic and lead is 8µg/1 and 10 µg/1. 
respectively Concentrations ofcertain metals. including antimony. chromium. and lead have 
been detected in groundwater samples collected from Camp Pcdricktown at as rooch as three 
times their corresponding NJGWQC. Investigations ofbackground groundwater quality suggest 
these concentrations reflect natural groundwater conditions and in some instances reflect the 
sampling methodology Protections against unacceptable risk to human health and the 
environment arc being achieved by land-use con1rols, Additional information on the land-use 
controls is provided in Enclosure 4 (CEA/WRA Fact Sheet) and Enclosure 10 (Environmental 
ProtcctK>n Provisions) 

Groundwater: Six Geoprobe• borings (P13GWOI -06) and two monitoring wells (PIJMWOI 
and PI 3MW02) were advanced and installed in this parcel Screening samples from the 
Geoprobe.. (qualitative) and well samples (quantitative) were collected and tested for voe, 
Test results from screening sample P13GW0610 (duplicate sample) had I 6 µg/1 PCE The 
NJGWQC for PCE is I µg/1 The monitoring well sample test results were below the testing 
instruments detcction limits Well PI3MWO I is localed approx 20 feet from Geoprobe• boring 
P13GW0610. Protections against unacceptable risk to human health and the environment arc 
being achieved by land-use controls Additional information on the land-use controls is 
provided in Enclosure 4 (CEAIWRA Fact Sheet) and Enclosure 10 (Environmental Protection 
Provisions) 

Groundwattr: In 2004, groundwater samples were collected from Geoprobe' borings and 
monitoring wells MWl4-00I. MWl4-002 (localed approx 40 feet east of the parcel). and 
P14MWOI (located in the parcel) These samples were tested for voes, and all results were 
below NJGWQC. No funher actions required 

Bulldlnc Oprntlons: This parcel is Bldg 404 (unoccupied). which was historically used for 
vehicle maintenance Hazardous waste inventory reports indicate waste oil, grease. and solvents 
were used in the building Geoprobe™ borings were advanced around Bldg 404 and soil and 
groundwater samples were collected and tested for voes. semi-VOCs, PCBs. and Metals 
Monitoring wells 404-2-MW2 and 404-3-MW I (bolh located on the parcel) were sampled and 

tested for the same parameters Test results ofGeoprobeII) groundwater samples (qualitative) 
detected arsenic (57 S µg/1). cadmium (4 611g/1), chromium (447 µg/1), lead (127µugll) and 
nickel (338 µg/1) (maximum concentrations). above their respective NJGWQC These metals 
were not detected in samples collected from 404-2-MW2 and 404-3-MWI (quantitative) 
Investigations of background groundwater quality suggest these concentrations reflect naturaJ 
groundwater conditions and in some instances renc:cr the sampling methodology. Protcctions 
against unacceptable risk to human heatth and the environment arc being achieved by land-use 
controls Additional information on the land-use controls is provtdcd in Enclosure 4 
(CEA/WRA Fact Sheet) and Enclosure 10 (Environmental Protcction Provisions). 

Groundwater: This parcel is located at Bldg 464 PCE was detected al conccntr.uions above 
the NJGWQC in groundwater samples collected from monitoring wells (MWIS-001, MWl6-
003. and CPMW06D). which arc located in a line approx. 60 feet east of the building Records 
indicate that PCE in sa,n,:,les collected from the aforementioned wells have not cxcccdcd 
NJGWQC since April 2001 Protections against unacceptable risk to human heahh and the 
environmcn1 arc being achieved by land-use controls Additional information on the land-use 
controls is provided in Enclosure 4 (CEA/WRA Fact Sheet) and Enclosure 10 (Environmental 
Proteclion Provisions) 
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TABLE 2 - NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR 
DISPOSAL 

The EBS parcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 

Property 
Description 

lEBS Parcel) 

BRAC Property 

1997 EBS Parcels 

21 

26 

Reserve Enclave 

2003 EBS Parcels 

30 

39 

Name of 
Hazardous 

Substance(s) 

Date of Storage, 
Release or 
Disposal 

Remediation 

STORMWATER UTILITY 

Soil: Analysis of soil 
samples collected from 
this area indicated 
cadmium and lead 
concentrations exceeding 
the respective NJRSCC. 

Unknown 

Surface water: Analysis Unknown 
ofa surface water sample 
collected from a storm 
water catch basin at Bldg. 
173 indicated cadmium 
and TPH. 

Surface water: Analysis Unknown 
ofa surface water sample 
collected from a storm 
water catch basin at Bldg. 
173 indicated cadmium 
and TPH. 

Building Operations: Unknown 
Solvents 

Soil: The results of soil samples collected in this area in 2000 and 2001 
did not detect regulated levels of metals. No further action proposed in 
the March 200 I Remedial Action Workplan Addendum for Soil, which 
was approved by the NJDEP in a letter, dated May 2001 . 

Surface Water: A surface water sample was collected from the 
stormwater catch basin located near Building 173. Metals, PCE, and 
nitrobenzene were detected in the surface water sample. The condition 
of surface water in catch basins varies with precipitation. Water table 
and surface water elevation in the catch basin were measured and the 
water table was approximately two feet below the elevation of water in 
the catch basin. Results of the analysis (metals and volatile organics) of 
the surface water from the catch basin were all below the testing 
instrument's detection level. No further actions are required. 

Surface Water: Previous testing ofsurface water samples collected 
from the catch basin located at Bldg. 173 detected metals and VOCs. 
This is the same as 1997 EBS parcel 26 (7) HR(P). The 2004 test results 
of the surface water from this catch basin are below the NJGWQC for 
all constituents tested. No further actions are required. 

Building Operations: This parcel is Bldg. 404 (unoccupied), which was 
historically used for vehicle maintenance. Hazardous waste inventory 
reports indicate waste oil, grease, and solvents were used in the building. 
Geoprobe<I, borings were advanced around Bldg. 404 and soil and 
groundwater samples were collected and tested for VOCs, semi-VOCs, 
PCBs, and Metals. Monitoring wells 404-2-MW2 and 404-3-MWl 
(both located on the parcel) were sampled and tested for the same 
parameters. Analysis ofGeoprobe<I, groundwater samples (qualitative) 
indicated arsenic (57.5 µg/1), cadmium (4.6 µg/1), chromium (447 µg/1), 
lead ( l 27µg/l) and nickel (338 µg/1) (maximum concentrations), above 
their respective NJGWQC. These metals were not detected in samples 
collected from 404-2-MW2 and 404-3-MWl (quantitative). 
Investigations ofbackground groundwater quality suggest these 
concentrations reflect natural groundwater conditions and in some 
instances reflect the sampling methodology. Protections against 
unacceptable risk to human health and the environment are being 
achieved by land-use controls. Additional information on the land-use 
controls is provided in Enclosure 4 (CENWRA Fact Sheet) and 
Enclosure 10 (Environmental Protection Provisions). 
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TABLE 2 - NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR 
DISPOSAL 

The EBS parcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel. which are traversed by a utility. 

Property Name of Date of Storage, Remediation 
Description Hazardous Release or 

<EBS Parcel) Substance(s) Disposal 

WATER UTILITY 

BRAC Property 

1997 EBS Parcels 

20 

26 

Reserve Enclave 

2003 EBS Parcels 

30 

36 

37 

38 

SoU: This area is associated with a 1995 
release ofhydraulic fluid from a vehicle 

Surface w1ttr: The results ofa surface 
water saJ1'1)lc collected from a storm 
water catch bosin at Bldg 173 indicated 
cadmium and TPH 

Surf'1ce water: The results ofa surface 
water 5a111>le collected from a stom, 
water catch bosin at Bldg 173 indicated 
cadmium and TPH 

Groundwater: Arsenic and Lead 

Groundwaltr: PCE detected in 
monitoring wells MWI 1-002 and MWl6-
001, which are close to EBS parccls37 
and42 

Groundwater: A groundwater 53111>le 
collected in April 2000 from monitoring 
well MWl4-001 (located in the parcel) 
contained 4 8 µg/1 TCE 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Soll: The affected soil has been excavated and disposed of 

Surface Water: A surface water sam,:,lc was collected from 1hc stonnwater catch basin located 
near Building 173. Metals. PCE. and nitrobenzcnc were detected in the surface water ~le 
The condition ofsurface water in catch basins varies with precipitation. Water table and surface 
waler clcvatK>n in the catch basin were measured and 1hc water table was approximately two 
feet below the elevation ofwater in the catch bosin The resuhs oftest (metals and volatile 
organics) of the surface water from the catch basin were all below lhc testing instrument's 
detection level No funhcr actions arc required. 

Surface Water: Previous surface water sa111>les collected from the catch basin located at Bklg 
173 contained metals and voes The 2004 test results of the surface water from this catch 
bosin arc below the NJGWQC for all constituents tested No funher actions arc required 

Groundwater: Records indicate approx 3 cyds ofsoil were excavated and disposed ofas a 
resuh ofa I gal release o f hydraulic fluid from a parked military vehicle No records were 
found lo verify pos1-cxcava1ion samples had been collected Gcoprobc• soil and groundwater 
samples were collected from this parcel and tested for voes, scmi-VOCs, metals and PCBs 
One Gcoprobe'" sample (Pl2GWOI IO) had 65.7 µg/1 arsenic and 760 µg/1 lcad (maximum 
concentrations) The NJGWQC for arsenic and lead arc Sµg/1 and IOµg/1, ncspcclivcly. 
Concentrations ofcenain metals. including antimony. chromium. and lead have been detected in 
groundwater samples collected from Camp Pedricktown at u rr1.1ch as three times their 
COITesponding NJGWQC Investigations ofbackground groundwater quality suggest these 
concen1rations reflect natural groundwater conditions and in some instances rcncct the 5a.n1>ling 
methodology Protections against unacceptable risk to hum.1n heahh and the environment are 
bcmg achieved by land-use controls Additional informacion on the land-use controls is 
provided in Enclosure 4 (CENWRA Fact Sheet) and Enclosure 10 (Environmental Pro<ection 
Provisions) 

Groundwater: Six Gcoprobe"' borings (P13GWOI - 06) and two monitoring wells (PIJMWOI 
and P13MW02) were advanced and installed in this parcel. Screening samples from the 
Gcoprobe• (quali1a1ivc) and well samples (quantitative) were collected and tested for voe, 
Test results from screening sample P1 3GW0610 (duplicate 5a1r4>lc) indicated 1.6 µg/1 PCE 
The NJGWQC for PCE is I µsf! The monitoring well sample test results were below the 
testing instruments detection limits Well PI3MWO I is located approx 20 feet from Gcoprobc• 
boring Pl 3GW06 I 0. Protections against unacceptable risk to human health and the 
environment are being achieved by land-use controls Additional information on the land-use 
controls is provided in Enclosure 4 (CENWRA Fact Sheet) and Enclosure 10 (Environmental 
Profcc1ion Provisions) 

Groundwater: A groundwater sarl1)1C collected in April 2000 from monitoring well MWl4-
001 (located in the parcel) had 4 8 µsf! TCE In 2004, groundwater samples were collected 
from Gcoprobe• borings and moniioring wells MWl4-00I, MWl4.002 (located approx 40 feet 
cast of the parcel). and P14MWOI (located in the parcel) These samples were tested for VOC:s, 
and all results were below NJGWQC. No funhcr actions required 
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TABLE 2 - NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR 
DISPOSAL 

The EBS parcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 

Property Name of Date of Storage, Remediation 
Description Hazardous Release or 

lEBS Parcel) Substance(s) Disposal 

FACILITIES/BUILDINGS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ARMY-OWNED UTILITIES 

SANITARY UTILITY 
BRAC Property 

EBS 1997 Parcel 

IO 

Facilities 530 and 531 
(conjoined), 513 (Lift 
Station), and the 
Wastewater Treatment 
Plant-Emergency 
Generator/Control 
Station/1,000 gal. 
AST (unnumbered) 

Reserve Enclave 

There are no buildings 
with aboveground 
sanitary facilities on 
the Reserve Enclave. 

Facilities Operations: 
Chlorine 

Soil : Arsenic exceeding the 
NJRSCC was detected in 
samples collected from this 
EBS parcel 

Groundwater: PCE exceeding 
NJGWQC was detected in 
groundwater samples collected 
from this EBS parcel. 

NA 

1975 to present 

Unknown 

Unknown 

NA 

Facilities Operations: 120 pounds ofdry chlorine is stored in Bldg. 
530 and is used by a trained licensed wastewater treatment operator. 
The chlorine is used as part of the ongoing operation of the wastewater 
treatment plant 

Soil : All soil remedial actions necessary to protect against unacceptable 
risk to human health and the environment consistent with the governing 
regulations, have been completed and approved by the by the NJDEP in 
a letter dated March, 2002. 

Groundwater: Protections against unacceptable risk to human health 
and the environment are being achieved by groundwater treatment (air-
sparging and monitored natural attenuation) and land-use controls. 
These actions have been approved by the NJDEP and demonstrated to 
the U.S. EPA to be operating properly and successfully pursuant to 
CERCLA 120(hX3). The U.S. EPA approved the demonstration in a 
letter dated 20 June 2002. 

NA 
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TABLE 2 - NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR 
DISPOSAL 

The EBS parcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 

Property Name of Date of Storage, Remediation 
Description Hazardous Release or 

<EBS Parcel) Substance(s) Disposal 

FACILITIES/BUILDINGS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ARMY 

WATER UTILITY 
BRAC Property 

13 

Facility461,a 
210,000 gal. pad
mounted water tank 
(included in the July 
2003 Final Finding of 
Suitability to Transfer 
21 Acres at Camp 
Pedrick/own, Camp 
Pedricktown New 
Jersey). 

Reserve Enclave 

9 
[Facilities 229, 229A] 

29 
[Facility 239: elevated 
water tower) 

31 
[249: pad-mounted 
water tank] 

Soil and Building: Lead 1964 to 2003 

Building: Lead 1932 to present 

Soil and Building: Lead 1942 to 2002/2003 

Soil and Building: Lead 1942 to 2002/2003 

Paint chips were observed in soil surrounding the water tank. Soil 
tested and that soil with lead concentrations exceeding the NJDCRSCC 
has been excavated and properly disposed ofat an off-site licensed 
hazardous waste disposal facility. 

No LBP paint survey was conducted of this facility. LBP is assumed 
based on their age of the facility (older than 1978). 

No LBP paint survey was conducted of this facility. LBP is assumed 
based on their age of the facility (older than 1978). 

The interior and exterior surface coatings, including lead-based surface 
coatings on Facility 239 were removed and disposed ofby the Army in 
2002. All tank surfaces, including the support structures and 
miscellaneous pipes and brackets, were resurfaced in accordance with 
American Water Works Association Document DI02-97, "Coating 
Steel Water Storage Tanks," and C652-92, "Disinfecting of Water 
Storage Facilities." 

Paint chips were observed in soil surrounding the water tower. Soil 
with lead concentrations exceeding the NJDCRSCC has been excavated 
and properly disposed ofat an off-site licensed hazardous waste 
disposal facility. 

The interior and exterior surface coatings, including lead-based surface 
coatings on Facility 249 were removed and disposed ofby the Army in 
2002. All tank surfaces, including the support structures and 
miscellaneous pipes and brackets, were resurfaced in accordance with 
American Water Works Association Document Dl02-97, "Coating 
Steel Water Storage Tanks," and C652-92, "Disinfecting of Water 
Storage Facilities." 

Paint chips were observed in soil surrounding the water tower. Soil 
with lead concentrations exceeding the NJDCRSCC has been 
excavated and properly disposed of at an off-site licensed hazardous 
waste disposal facility. 
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TABLE 2 - NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR 
DISPOSAL 

The EBSparcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 

Property Name of Date of Storage, 
Description Hazardous Release or 

(EBS Parcel) Substance(s) Disposal 

Notes: 
I) The Property is the Army-owned utilities and associated facilities; 239 (water 

tower), 249 (water tank), 513 (lifi station), Bldgs. 530/531 (wastewater 
treatment plant), and the wastewater treatment plant's emergency generator. 
The EBS parcels apply to lands in contact with or very close to the utility or 
associated facilities. 

2) Concentrations ofcertain metals, including antimony, chromium, and lead have 
been detected in groundwater samples collected from Camp Pedricktown at as 
much as three times their corresponding NJGWQC. Investigations of 
background groundwater quality suggest these concentrations reflect natural 
groundwater conditions and in some instances reflect the sampling 
methodology (February, 2000). 

3) EBS categories are based on the following: 
• Final Environmental Baseline Survey Report for Camp Pedricklown 

(March, 1997) and the Final Environmental 
• Baseline Survey for Camp Pedrick/own, Reserve Enclave Oldmans 

Township, New Jersey (May 2003). 
4) All actions reported in this table have been completed, and additional 

information can be found in the following documents: 
• March 1997 Environmental Baseline Survey Report, Camp Pedricktown, 

New Jersey 
• May 1997 Camp Pedricktown Undergrou11d Storage Tank Closure Report 
• February 2000 Camp Pedricktown Environmental Investigation/Alternative 

Analysis 

• March 2000 Phase II Asbestos Survey, Camp Pedrick/own, New Jersey 
• March 2002 Remedial Action Report for Soil 
• April 2002 Operating Properly and Successfully (OPS) Demonstration. 

Remedial Action for Groundwater, Camp Pedricktown, New Jersey 
• January 2005 Site Investigation ofSpecific Areas ofPotential 

Environmental Concern at the Reserve Enclave at Camp Pedrick/own 
(draft) 

5) The February 2000, Final Environmental Investigation/Alternatives Analysis 
report identified numerous locations with potential regulatory exceedances 
based on a single or two samples. Confirmatory sampling was conducted at 
these locations and no exceedances were detected. A detailed discussion is 
provided in the March 2001, Final Remedial Action Workp/an Addend1u11for 
Soil. 

6) The area shown as BRAC property in the March 1997 EBS has changed. 
Bui ldings/facilities 413, 434, 464, and 475 and the land immediately 
surrounding these buildings/facilities have been retained by the Army and are 
part of the Reserve Enclave. 

7) Chemical Abstract Service Registry Numbers: 
• PCE 127184 
• Chlorine 7782505 
• PCB 1336363 
• Cadmium 7440439 
• Chromium 7440473 
• TCE 79016 
• Nickel 7440020 
• Lead 7439921 
• Arsenic 7440382 
• Nitrobenzene 98953 

Remediation 

Acronyms: 
ACM = asbestos containing material 
Approx. = approximately 
AST= above-ground storage tank 
Bldg.= building 
CEA/WRA = Classification Exception Area/Well Restriction Area 
Cyds = cubic yards 
EBS = environmental baseline survey 
Environmental Condition of Property definitions 

• HS = Hazardous substance storage 
• HR= Hazardous substance, release or disposal 
• P = Polychlorinated biphenyl's 
• PR= Petroleum release 
• PS = Petroleum storage 
• (P) = Possible 

fac . = facility 
gal= gallon 
GPR = ground penetrating radar 
LBP = lead-based paints 
mg/kg = milligrams per kilogram 
NA= Not applicable 
NJDEP = New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection 
NJGWQC = New Jersey Ground Water Quality Criteria 
NJDCRSCC = New Jersey Direct Contact Residential Soil Cleanup 

Criteria 
PCBs = Polychlorinated biphenyl 's 
PCE = Tetrachloroethylene 
SVOCs = Semi-volatile organic compounds 
TCE = trichloroethylene 
TPH = total petroleum hydrocarbons 
µg/1 = micrograms per liter 
U.S. EPA= United States Environmental Protection Agency 
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ENCLOSURE6 

TABLE 3 - NOTIFICATION OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS STORAGE, RELEASE, OR DISPOSAL 
(BRACAREA) 

The EBS parcels are listed because petroleum products were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 

EBS Location Material Storage, Release, Duration Remediation 
Parcel Disposal and Tank 

Identification 
3 Building No. 2 Fuel 1-6,000-gal. AST Unknown No. 2 fuel oil was stored in two storage tanks previously located along 

351 Oil 1-500-gal. UST (UST and AST the southeast side of Building 351; a 500-gallon steel UST and a 6,000-
removed in 1996) gallon steel AST. According to the EBS Report, a 6,000-gallon AST 

for fuel oil may also have been located in this area prior to 1996. 
During their removal (500-gal UST and 6,000-gal AST) in November 
1996, both tanks were observed to be in good condition and no evidence 
of leakage was observed from either tank or in the tank excavations. 
Post-excavation and excavated soil stockpile samples were analyzed for 
TPH, and all concentrations were below the NJDEP TPH soil cleanup 
criteria of I 0,000 mg/kg. TPH concentrations ranged from 28 mg/kg -
410 mg/kg, except for a 9,400 mg/kg concentration in one sample 
collected beneath the piping for the 500-gallon tank. That sample was 
also analyzed for voes, and no voes were detected above the 
reporting limit. Both tank excavations were backfilled with ballast 
stone and excavated soils. 

To further evaluate this area during the environmental investigation, 
two soil samples were collected beneath the former UST piping location 
in September 1997 and were analyzed for TPHC. Additionally, one 
surface soil sample was collected and analyzed for pesticides. No 
concentrations above the NJDEP action levels or cleanup criteria were 
detected. Therefore, the El/AA Report recommended no further action 
for this area. The NJ DEP approved this no further action 
recommendation in their 4 November 1999 letter on the Draft Final 
El/AA Reoort (July, 1999). 

4 East side of Heating Oil 1,000-gal UST (PDUST- Unknown (UST Results from post-excavation and stockpiled soil samples below the 
Bldg. 130 20) removed in 1996) NJDEP action level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. The excavation was 

backfilled with the excavated soil, and the Army recommended no 
further action in the UST Closure Report (May, 1997), which was 
approved by the NJDEP in a letter dated 19 June 1997. 

5 UST (MoGas) 1,500-gal. UST Unknown Motor oil and gasoline (MoGas) was stored in a 1,500-gallon steel UST 
located (UST removed in previously located approximately 160 feet southeast of Facility 315. 
approximat 1996) During its November 1996 removal, the tank was observed to be in fair 
ely 160' condition and no evidence of leakage was observed from the tank or in 
Southeast the tank excavation. Soils with elevated photoionization detector (PID) 
of Facility readings were detected and removed from beneath the pump island until 
315 clean soil was encountered. Post-excavation and soil stockpile samples 

were analyzed for TPH, VOCs, PAHs, and lead and all results were 
below NJDEP action levels. The excavation was backfilled with the 
excavated soil, and the Army recommended no further action in the 
UST Closure Report (May, 1997), which was approved by the NJDEP 
in a letter dated 19 June 1997. 

6 Westside Heating Oil 1,000-gal. UST Unknown (UST Results from post-excavation and stockpiled soil samples below the 
of Bldg. (PDUST-18) removed in 1996) NJ DEP action level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. The excavation was 
177 backfilled with the excavated soil, and the Anny recommended no 

further action in the UST Closure Report (May, 1997), which was 
approved bv the NJDEP in a letter dated 19 June 1997. 

7 West side Heating Oil 600-gal. UST Unknown (UST Results from post-excavation and stockpiled soil samples below the 
of Bldg. (PDUST-12) removed in 1996) NJDEP action level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. The excavation was 
179 backfilled with the excavated soil, and the Army recommended no 

further action in the UST Closure Report (May, 1997), which was 
approved by the NJDEP in a letter dated 19 June 1997. 
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TABLE 3 - NOTIFICATION OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS STORAGE, RELEASE, OR DISPOSAL 
(BRACAREA) 

The EBS parcels are listed because petroleum products were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 

EBS Location Material Storage, Release, Duration 
Parcel Disposal and Tank 

Identification 
Bldg. 422 Diesel 

Waste Oil 

Fuel Oil 

2-12,000-gal USTs Unknown (USTs 
(PDUST-01 and 02) removed in 19%) 

275-gal UST Unknown (UST 
(PDUST-03) removed in 19%) 

2,000-gal UST Unknown (UST 
(PDUST-04) removed in 19%) 

10 West side 
ofBldg. 
506 

Heating Oil 600-gal UST 
(PDUST-08) 

Northeast 
ofBldg. 
547 

Heating Oil 1,000-gal UST 
(PDUST-09) 

Unknown (UST 
removed in 19%) 

Unknown (UST 
removed in 19%) 

Remediation 

Results from post-excavation and stockpiled soil samples below the 
NJDEP action level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. The excavation was 
backfilled with ballast stone (due to the presence of water in the 
excavation) and the excavated soil. The Army recommended no further 
action in the UST Closure Report (May, 1997), which was approved by 
the NJDEP in a letter dated 19 June 1997. 

Results from post-excavation soil samples below the NJDEP action 
level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. The results of the soil stockpile sample 
exceeded TPH criteria and the sample was reanalyzed for VOCs, 
SVOCs, and Metals. There were no VOC or SVOC exceedances. The 
results from the metal analysis are below the NJDEP non-residential 
soil cleanup criteria. The excavation was backfilled with ballast stone 
(due to the presence of water in the excavation) and the excavated soil. 
The Army recommended no further action in the UST Closure Report 
(May, 1997), which was approved by the NJDEP in a letter dated 19 
June 1997. 

Results from post-excavation soil samples below the NJDEP action 
level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. The results of the soil stockpile sample 
exceeded TPH criteria and the sample was reanalyzed for VOCs. The 
voe s detected in the sample ( 1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene, 1,2,4-
Trimethylbenzene, sec-Butyl benzene, and p-lsopropyl toluene) are not 
listed on the NJDEP Non-Residential Soil Cleanup Criteria. The 
contaminated soil was containerized in 3-55 gallon drums and disposed. 
The excavation was backfilled with ballast stone (due to the presence of 
water in the excavation) and the excavated soil. The Army 
recommended no further action in the UST Closure Report (May, 
1997), which was approved by the NJDEP in a letter dated 19 June 
1997. 
Results from post-excavation and stockpiled soil samples below the 
NJDEP action level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. The excavation was 
backfilled with the excavated soil, and the Army recommended no 
further action in the UST Closure Report (May, 1997), which was 
approved by the NJDEP in a letter dated 19 June 1997. 

Results from post-excavation soil samples below the NJDEP action 
level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. Stockpiled soil was not generated because 
of the shallow depth of the tank. The excavation was backfilled and the 
Army recommended no further action in the UST Closure Report (May, 
1997), which was approved by the NJDEP in a letter dated 19 June 
1997. 
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TABLE 3 - NOTIFICATION OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS STORAGE, RELEASE, OR DISPOSAL 
(BRACAREA) 

The £BS parcels are listed because petroleum products were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 

EBS 
Parcel 

Location Material 

13 North of 
Bldg. 432 

Heating Oil 

6-Water 
Storage 
Tanks 

Compresse 
d Air Tank 

Northwest 
side of 
Bldg. 440 

Heating Oil 

Bldg. 485 Fuel Oil 

Inside 
Bldg.485 

Fuel Oil 

14 Building 
380 

No. 2 Fuel 
Oil 

15 Building 
371 

No. 2 Fuel 
Oil 

Storage, Release, 
Disposal and Tank 
Identification 
8,000-gal UST 
(PDUST-05) 

12,000 to 19,000-gal 
USTs (PDUST-12 
through 17) 

7,000-gal UST 
(PDUST-28) 

5,000-gal UST 
(PDUST-06) 

6,000-gal UST 
(PDUST-07) 

275-gal AST 

1-5,000 gal. UST 

1-6,000 gal. AST 
1-1,000 gal. UST 
1-550/600 gal. UST 

Duration 

Unknown (UST 
removed in 1996) 

Unregulated Water 
Tanks 

Unregulated Tank 

Unknown (UST 
removed in 1996) 

Unknown (UST 
abandoned in-
place) 

Unknown 

Unknown 
(UST removed in 
1996) 

Unknown 
(UST and AST 
removed in 1996) 

Remediation 

Results from post-excavation and stockpiled soil samples below the 
NJDEP action level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. The excavation was 
backfilled with ballast stone (due to the presence ofwater in the 
excavation) and the excavated soil. The Army recommended no further 
action in the UST Closure Report (May, 1997), which was approved by 
the NJDEP in a letter dated 19 June 1997. 

These USTs are interconnected and were used as a potable water source 
and for fire suppression. These USTs have not been removed. 

This UST has not been removed. 

Results from post-excavation and stockpiled soil samples below the 
NJDEP action level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. The excavation was 
backfilled with ballast stone (due to the presence ofwater in the 
excavation) and the excavated soil. The Army recommended no further 
action in the UST Closure Report (May, 1997), which was approved by 
the NJDEP in a letter dated 19 June 1997. 

Due to the close proximity of this tank to surrounding buildings and 
other structures, the tank was abandoned in-place using a U.S. EPA 
approved foam-filler. The fill pipe and soil immediately surrounding 
the fill pipe was removed. The results of soil samples collected from 
around the tank were below NJRSCC for VOCs. 

Approximately 5-pounds of stained soils from a recessed pipe chase 
coming from this AST was removed and disposed. There was no direct 
indication that the AST leaked. The AST is inactive. 

This area is associated with a 5,000-gallon No. 2 fuel oil UST located 
north of Building 380 that was removed in late 1996. There was no 
evidence ofcontamination associated with these tank removals (May, 
1997). 

This area is associated with a 6,000-gallon No. 2 fuel oil UST and a 600-
gallon No.2 fuel oil UST located north of Building 371 that were removed 
in late 1996. There was no evidence ofcontamination associated with these 
tank removals (May, 1997). Former Building D7I located north of 
Building 371 was used as a truck repair shop and for storage. A 6,000-
gallon AST was reportedly removed from near the side of former Building 
T-371. Soil samples collected at Former Building T-371 were below 
cleanup criteria. 
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17 

18 

TABLE 3 - NOTIFICATION OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS STORAGE, RELEASE, OR DISPOSAL 
(BRACAREA) 

The EBS parcels are listed because petroleum products were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 

EBS Location Material Storage, Release, Duration 
Parcel Disposal and Tank 

Identification 
Former PAHs and Unknown Unknown 
Building T- Lead in soil 
300 

Building No. 2 Fuel 1-5,000 gal. UST Unknown 
322 Oil 1-500 gal (est) - AST (UST removed in 

1996) 

Bldg. 184's Heating Oil 1,000-gal AST (estimated 
basement capacity) 

One-time release 
ofan estimated 
140 to 200 gallons 
of heating oil 

(AST removed in 
1998) 

19 North side Heating Oil 1,500-gal UST 1942 - 1997 
ofBldg. (173-1) 
173 

4,000-gal UST 1942-1997 
(173-2) 

Remediation 

A UST was reported to be located at former Building T-300; however, 
further investigations using metal detection devices did not indicate any 
buried tanks in this location . Instead, two septic tanks were located 
which were excavated and found to have been closed in-place (tanks 
and pipes filled with sand and stone). PAHs and silver were detected 
above their respective RSCC in soil samples collected from the septic 
tanks. This area was excavated as part of the lead in soil removal action 
as reported in the El/AA Report (February, 2000). Soil containing 
PAHs and lead were detected above the NJDEP soil cleanup levels. 
Groundwater contaminant concentrations for metals were found at low 
levels and considered to be due to natural conditions and the sampling 
technique. No further action for groundwater was needed; however, 
shallow soil was remediated in the vicinity of the Building T300 as 
reported in Remedial Action Report for Soil (March, 2002), which was 
approved by the NJDEP in a letter dated 3 May 2002. 

Soil samples were collected from beneath the fill pipe and soil 
stockpile. Approximately 25 cy of soil were excavated and disposed of. 
No post-excavation samples could be collected due to the high water 
table level. All samples collected from the soil stockpile were below 
the regulatory criteria (1,000 mg/kg TPHC). 

A release from this AST was reported on 11 Oct 84 (NJDEP Case No. 
84-120-11-065), which involved the overfilling of the AST by 140 to 
200 gallons ofheating oil. Cleanup activities were completed and the 
NJDEP recommended the case be closed with no further action. No 
record ofany post-cleanup sampling has been identified. To assess the 
completeness of the cleanup, soil and groundwater samples were 
collected from immediately surrounding the building (Feb, 00) and from 
the basement sump (Jan, 02). All results were below NJDEP criteria for 
fuel constituents. 
There has been no documented release from either of these tanks, 
during removal there was no evidence of leaks, corrosion, or loose 
fittings I either tank. The NJDEP issued a NFA for these tanks in a 
letter dated December 1998. 
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TABLE -3 NOTIFICATION OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS STORAGE, RELEASE, OR DISPOSAL 
(RESERVE ENCLAVE AREA) 

The EBSptUcels are /Jsted bea,use petroleum products were ston d, released, or disposed ofat these par<¥ls and they (EBSptll'<¥ls) an located at or ne11r an Army-
owned utility. 

EBS Location Material Storage, Release, Disposal Duration Remediation 
Parcel and Tank Identification 

12 Bldg. 272 No. 2 Fuel Oil 1,000-gal (272-1) Unknown The disposition of these tanks is unknown. 
Exploratory excavations were performed in 1997; 

1,000-gal (272-2) however, none of the tanks were located. There 
were no indications ofproduct in the excavation 

1,000-gal (272-3) and the tanks are assumed to have been removed. 
13 North of No. 2 Fuel Oil 1,000-gal (274) Unknown This tank was excavated and disposed ofin 1997. 

Bldg. 274 During the removal there was no indication ofa 
release. The tank was reported to be in good 
conditions and the results ofpost-excavation soil 
samples were below the NJDEP action level for 
TPH of 1,000 ppm. 

14 Bldgs. 276, No. 2 Fuel Oil 550-gal (276 east) and (276 west) Unknown This tank was excavated and disposed of in 1997. 
277 and 550-gal (276 east) and (276 west) During the removal there was no indication ofa 
278 550-gal (276 east) and (276 west) release. The tank was reported to be in good 

conditions and the results of post-excavation soil 
samples were below the NJDEP action level for 
TPH of 1,000 ppm. 

15 Former No. 2 Fuel Oil 1,000-gal (282) Unknown Two GPR surveys were conducted in the area of 
Bldg. 282 former Building 282, one in 1993 and the other in 

1997. Both surveys indicated the possible 
presence of a tank. An exploratory excavation was 
performed; however, no tank or evidence ofa 
release was observed. 

16 Former No. 2 Fuel Oil 1,000-gal (426-1 ) Unknown The AST has been removed. A GPR survey was 
Bldg. 426 275-gal (unnumbered AST) conducted in the area of former Building 426 in 

1997. The survey indicated the possible presence 
ofa tank. An exploratory excavation was 
performed; however, no tank or evidence ofa 
release was observed. 

17 Former No. 2 Fuel Oil 275-gal (no identification found) Unknown Installation records indicate this tank was 
Bldg. 219 associated with former Bldg. 291 ; however, 

additional investi11:ations found no tank. 
18 Former No. 2 Fuel Oil 1,000-gal (225-1 ) Unknown Two GPR surveys were conducted in the area of 

Bldg. 225 former Building 225, one in 1993 and the other in 
1997. Neither survey indicated the presence of a 
tank. No confirmatory excavations were 
conducted. 

19 Former No. 2 Fuel Oil I ,000-gal (no identification found) Unknown Installation records indicate this tank was 
Bldg. 227 associated with former Bldg. 291 ; however, 

additional investi11:ations found no tank. 
20 Former No. 2 Fuel Oil 1,000-gal (235-1) Unknown This tank was excavated and disposed of in 1997. 

Bldg. 235 During the removal there was no indication ofa 
release. The tank was reported to be in good 
conditions and the results ofpost-excavation soil 
samples were below the NJDEP action level for 
TPH of 1,000 ppm. 

Records suggest the possible presence of a second 
tank associated with Bldg. 235 (UST, 235-B). 
Additional investi11:ations found no tank. 

21 Former Unknown Unknown Unknown Records indicate this tank is a "ground storage 
Fae. 259 reservoir". No other records were found on this 

tank. 
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TABLE-3 NOTIFICATION OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS STORAGE, RELEASE, OR DISPOSAL 
(RESERVE ENCLAVE AREA) 

The EBS porcels t1re listed bea,use petroleum products were stored, rdeued, or disposed oftit these pt1rcels t1nd they (EBS porcels) t1re loauetl tit or nar tin Ar111y-

EBS 
Parcel 

22 

Location 

Bldg. 273 

Material 

No. 2 Fuel Oil 

23 Former 
Bldg. 283 

No. 2 Fuel Oil 

24 Former 
Bldg. 468 

No. 2 Fuel Oil 

25 

26 

Military 
Parking 
Area, 
adjacent to 
Bldg. 495 
Bldg. 404 

Hydraulic Fluid 

No. 2 Fuel Oil 

27 West side 
of Bldg. 
413 

Kerosene 

owned utUily. 

Storage, Release, Disposal 
and Tank Identification 
1,500-gal (Tank 273) 

1,000-gal (283-1) 

275-gal (no identification found) 

I-gal 

6,000-gal (Tank 404) 

Unknown 

Duration 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

One-time 
release in 
May 1995 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Remediation 

Records indicate that this tank was located in a 
sand-filled enclosure in the building's basement. 
A spill occurred in 1986 when the tank was being 
filled. Oil was release onto the boiler room floor 
and outside the building via a vent line. 
Approximately 8 cys ofsoil were removed during 
the cleanup. The tank was removed in 1997. No 
post-excavation/removal samples were collected 
because the tank was housed in a concrete 
enclosure. 

According to GPR surveys conducted in 1993 and 
1997, no evidence of the tank was found. No 
exploratory excavations were conducted and no 
additional documentation on the tank was found. 
According to the GPR survey conducted in 1997, 
no evidence of the tank was found. No exploratory 
excavations were conducted and no additional 
documentation on the tank was found. 
The affected soil was excavated, containerized and 
disposed ofat an ofT-site facility. 

This tank was excavated and disposed ofat an ofT-
site facility in 1997. Soil staining was observed 
around the fill pipe; however, the results ofpost-
excavation soil samples were below the NJDEP 
action level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. 

Installation records indicate that this tank was 
located on the west side of Bldg. 413 beyond the 
area of the previous tank investigation conducted 
at Bldg. 413. No additional records on the tank 
were found. 
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TABLE - 3 NOTIFICATION OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS STORAGE, RELEASE, OR DISPOSAL 
(RESERVE ENCLAVE AREA) 

The EBSparcels • re listed beaiuse petrok,un products were stored, rdeaed, or disposed of81 thesepGrcels • nd they (EBSparcels) •re loc1IIN 81 or 11e11r • n Anny
owned utility. 

EBS ILocation I Material 
IStorage, Release, Disposal I Duration I Remediation 

Parcel and Tank Identification 

Notes: 

I) An EBS interviewee reported that gasoline pumps may have been in this area, 
but no other indication of this was found to confirm this information. 

2) The UST nomenclature is from the May 2003, Environmental Baseline Survey 
for the Reserve Enclave at Camp Pedricktown. 

3) All actions reported in this table have been completed, and additional 
information can be found in the following documents: 
• March 1997 Environmenlal Baseline Survey Reporl, Camp Pedrick/own. 

New Jersey 
• May 1997 Camp Pedrick/own Underground Storage Tank Closure 

Report 
• February 2000 Camp Pedrick/own Environmenlal 

lnvestigation!A//ernative Analysis 
• March 2002 Remedial Ac/ion Repor/ for Soil 
• April 2002 Opera ling Properly and Successfully (OPS) De111ons1ra1ion, 

Remedial Aclionfor Groundwater. Camp Pedricktown, New Jersey 
• January 2005 Sile lnvestigalion ofSpecific Areas ofPo1en1ial 

Environmen1al Concern al the Reserve Enclave al Camp Pedrick/own 
(draft) 

4) A geophysical survey was performed to confirm UST locations inferred from 
historical data and site visits before excavations were conducted. The 
following inferred USTs were not located by the survey: 
• Northwest of Bldg. 547; and 
• Between former Bldgs. T-500 and T-524. 

Acronyms: 

AST= Above ground storage tank 
Bldg.= Building 
Cys = Cubic yards 
Est. = Estimate Fae. = Facility 
Gal.= gallon 
GWQC = Groundwater Quality Criteria 
NA = Not applicable 
NJDEP = New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection 
NJRSCC = Residential Soil Cleanup Criteria 
PAHs = Poly aromatic hydrocarbons 
PCBs = Polychlorinated biphenyl's 
PCE = Tetrachloroethylene 
ppm= parts per million 
NJRSCC = Residential Soil Cleanup Criteria 
SVOCs = Semi-volatile organic compounds 
T= temporary building 
TPH = Total petroleum hydrocarbons 
U.S. EPA= United States Environmental Protection Agency 
UST= Underground storage tank 
VOCs =Volatile organic compounds 
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ENCLOSURE? 

TABLE 4 - NOTIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMERS 

(BRAC AND RESERVE ENCLAVE) 

Fit 
Trans Transformer Location Dielectric Fluid Sample PCB Type of Label Transformer Leaks For Re-

No. Date/ No. Content PCB/Non-PCB Status Yes/No use 
(oom) Active/Inactive Yes/No 

1 Bldg. 422, Inside transformer 12/12/95 I PT23P 161 PCB Inactive No No 

2 Bldg. 422, Inside transformer 12/ 12/95 I PT24P 530 PCB Inactive No No 

3 Bldg. 422, Inside transformer 12/12/95 I PT25P 1450 12/ 11/95 I PT26P Inactive No No 

4 Bldg. 422, Inside switchboxes 12/11/95 / PT26P <5 Non-PCB Inactive No No 

5 Bldg. 432, Inside transformer 12/ 11/95 I PT22P >4300 PCB Inactive No No 

6 Bldg. 432, Inside transformer See Note 1 NA PCB Inactive No No 

7 Bldg. 506 South, Pole-mounted transformer 4/23/05 I 7 ND Non-PCB Active No Yes 

Not previously reoorted 

8 Bldg. 506 South, Pole-mounted transformer 4/23/05 I 8 ND Non-PCB Active No Yes 

Not previously reoorted 

9 Bldg. 506 South, Pole-mounted transformer 4/23/05 I 9 ND Non-PCB Active No Yes 

Not oreviouslv reported 

10 Bldg. 220 Southwest, Pole-mounted 4/23/05 I 10 160 PCB Active No Yes 
transformer 

11 Bldg. 190 Northwest, Pole-mounted 4/23/05 I 11 ND Non-PCB Active No Yes 
transformer 

12 Bldg. 184 North, Pole-mounted transformer 4/23/05 I 12 ND Non-PCB Active No Yes 

13 Bldg. 197 Southwest, outside fence, Pole- 4/23/05 I 13 ND Non-PCB Active No Yes 
mounted transformer 

14 Bldg. 322 East, Pole-mounted transformer See Note 2 NA Non-PCB Active No Yes 
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TABLE 4- NOTIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMERS 

(BRAC AND RESERVE ENCLAVE) 

Fit 
Trans Transformer Location Dielectric Fluid Sample PCB Type ofLabel Transformer Leaks For Re-

No. Date/ No. Content PCB/Non-PCB Status Yes/No use 
loom) Active/Inactive Yes/No 

15 Bldg. 322 East, Pole-mounted transformer See Note 2 NA Non-PCB Active No Yes 

16 Bldg. 322 East, Pole-mounted transformer See Note 2 NA Non-PCB Active No Yes 

17 Bldg. 351 South, Pole-mounted transformer 12/ 11/95 / PT4P <5 Non-PCB Active No Yes 

18 Bldg. 351 South, Pole-mounted transformer 12/11/95 / PT5P <5 Non-PCB Active No Yes 

19 Bldg. 351 South, Pole-mounted transformer 12/11/95 / PT6P <5 Non-PCB Active No Yes 

20 Bldg. 380 Southwest, Pole-mounted 12/ 11/95 / PT13P <9.2 
transformer 

Non-PCB Active No Yes 

21 Bldg. 480 Northwest, Pole-mounted 4/23/05 I 21 ND 
transformer 

Non-PCB Active No Yes 

Not previously reoorted 

22 Bldg. 506 Inside, Ground-mounted NA NA 
transformer (Non-PCB dry cell) 

Non-PCB Inactive No No 

23 Bldg. 171 Southeast, Pole-mounted 12/13/95 / PT34P 27 
transformer 

Non-PCB Active No Yes 

24-32 Numbers not assi1med NA NA NA NA NA NA 

33 Bldg. 173 North, Pole-mounted transformer 12/ 13/95 I PT35P 27 Non-PCB Active No Yes 

34 Bldg. 173 North, Pole-mounted transformer 12/ 13/95 I PT36P <8.7 Non-PCB Active No Yes 

35 Bldg. 173 North, Pole-mounted transformer See Note 2 NA Non-PCB Active No Yes 

Not previously reoorted 

36 Bldg. 229 North, Pole-mounted transformer 12/13/95 I PT43P < 11.6 Non-PCB Active No Yes 

37 Bldg. 229 West, Pole-mounted transformer 12/ 13/95 I PT42P 24 Non-PCB Inactive Yes No 
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TABLE 4 - NOTIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMERS 

(BRAC AND RESERVE ENCLAVE) 

Fit 
Trans Transformer Location Dielectric Fluid Sample PCB Type of Label Transformer Leaks For Re-
No. Date/ No. Content PCB/Non-PCB Status Yes/No use 

fnnm) Active/Inactive Yes/No 

38 Bldg. 269 Southeast, Pole-mounted 12/ 13/95 I PT39P <7.3 
transformer 

Non-PCB Inactive No No 

39 Bldg. 269 Southeast, Pole-mounted 12/13/95 I PT40P <9.5 Non-PCB Inactive No No 
transformer 

40 Bldg. 269 Southeast, Pole-mounted 12/13/95 I PT41P < 12.3 Non-PCB Inactive No No 
transformer 

41 Bldg. 273 North, Pole-mounted transformer 12/ 12/95 I PT28P <5 Non-PCB Active No Yes 

42 Bldg. 273 North, Pole-mounted transformer 12/ 12/95 I PT29P <5 Non-PCB Active No Yes 

43 Bldg. 273 North, Pole-mounted transformer 12/ 12/95 I PT30P <5 Non-PCB Active No Yes 

44 Bldg. 273 North, Pole-mounted transformer 12/12/95 I PT32P 22 Non-PCB Active No Yes 

45 Bldg. 273 West, Pole-mounted transformer 12/12/95 / PT31P 39 Non-PCB Active No Yes 

46 Bldg. 285 West, Pole-mounted transformer See Note 2 NA Non-PCB Active No Yes 

Not previouslv reported 

47 Bldg. 285 West, Pole-mounted transformer See Note 2 NA Non-PCB Active No Yes 

Not previouslv reported 

48 Bldg. 285 West, Pole-mounted transformer See Note 2 NA Non-PCB Active No Yes 

Not previously reported 

49 Bldg. 286 Northwest, Pole-mounted 12/ 12/95 / PT27P <5 Non-PCB Inactive Yes No 
transformer 

50 Bldg. 434 Southwest, Pole-mounted 12/ 12/95 I PT33P 150 
transformer 

PCB Inactive No No 

51 Bldg. 464 Southeast, Pole-mounted 4/23/05 I 51 ND 
transformer 

Non-PCB Active Yes Yes 
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TABLE 4 - NOTIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMERS 

(BRAC AND RESERVE ENCLAVE) 

Fit
Trans Transformer Location Dielectric Fluid Sample PCB Type ofLabel Transformer Leaks For Re-

No. Date/No. Content PCB/Non-PCB Status Yes/No use 
lnnm) Active/Inactive Yes/No 

52 Bldg. 434 Southeast, Pole-mounted 4/23/05 I 52 ND 
transformer 

Non-PCB Active No Yes 

Not previously reported 

53 Bldg. 404 Southeast, Pole-mounted See Note 2 NA 
transformer 

Non-PCB Active No Yes 

Not previously reported 

54 Bldg. 404 South, Pole-mounted transformer See Note 2 NA Non-PCB Active No Yes 
Not previously reported 

55 Bldg. 404 South, Pole-mounted transformer See Note 2 NA Non-PCB Active No Yes 

Not previously reported 

56 Bldg. 464 Southwest, Pole-mounted See Note 2 NA 
transformer 

Non-PCB Active No Yes 

Not previously reported 

57 Bldg. 464 Southwest, Pole-mounted See Note 2 NA 
transformer 

Non-PCB Active No Yes 

Not previouslv reported 

58 Bldg. 273 Southwest, Pole-mounted See Note 2 NA 
transformer 

Non-PCB Active No Yes 

Not previously reported 

59 Bldg. 464 Southeast, Pole-mounted 12/ 11/95 / PT16P <5 
transformer 

Non-PCB Active No Yes 

60 Bldg. 464Southeast, Pole-mounted transformer 12/11/95 / PTI 7P <5 Non-PCB Active No Yes 
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TABLE 4 - NOTIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMERS 

(BRAC AND RESERVE ENCLAVE) 

Fit 
Trans I Transformer Location Dielectric Fluid Sample I PCB Type of Label Transformer Leaks For Re-
No. Date/No. Content PCB/Non-PCB Status Yes/No use 

loom) Active/Inactive Yes/No 
61 I Bldg. 464 Southeast, Pole-mounted 12/11/95 / PT18P <5 Non-PCB Active No Yes 

transformer 

62 I Bldg. 474 Southwest, Pole-mounted 12/ 11/95 / PT15P 86 PCB Active No Yes 
transformer 

Notes: 
1. The transformer did not yield any fluid. It is determined that the transformer is 
empty and does not contain any dielectric fluid. The study, however, indicates the 
transformer to be PCB containing for the following reasons: The serial numbers 
indicated that the transformer was manufactured in sequence with transformer #5 and 
probably filled from the same batch of dielectric fluid, both transformers were listed 
as 'Pyranol' a General Electric brand name for PCB-containing oil, and both were 
manufactured during the 1956-1960 timeframe. PCB use was prevalent during that 
time. 

2. These transformers were labeled as Non-PCB in accordance with the 40 CFR 761 
Regulations. 
3. Rows highlighted in yellow (Transformer Nos. 1-6, 37-40, 49, and 50) have been 
removed and disposed ofat an off-site facility. 
4. Each transformer has been number in accordance with this table. 
5. Each transformer has been labeled based on the PCB content and in accordance 
with federal and state requirements. 

Abbreviations: 
Bldg. = building 
CFR = code of federal regulations 
NA = not applicable 
ND = not detected 
PCB = polychlorinated biphenyls 
ppm = parts per million 
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ENCLOSURE 8 

TABLE 5-NOTIFICATION OF ASBESTOS CONTAINING MATERIALS1 

Approx.MaterialLocation Laboratory Results Quantity NotesSampled 
Of ACM 

Building 229L Roofing material NA Unknown Refer to note 
(Booster pump house) No.2. 

Wall coverings NA Unknown Refer to note 
No. 2. 

Building 229a Siding and Chrysotile 35-40% 1,565 SF NA 
(Pump house) shingles Binding material 55-60% 

Rolled roof Chrysotile trace NA NA 
asphalt 

Notes: 
Definitions:1) Buildings 229 and 229a are the only buildings with 

ACM - Asbestos containing material known asbestos containing materials. 
NA - Not applicable 2) This information is based on visual surveys of 
SF - Square feet Reserve Enclave buildings conducted as part of the 

Reserve Enclave Environmental Baseline Survey 
(May 2003). 
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ENCL0SURE9 

CERCLA NOTICE, COVENANT, AND ACCESS PROVISIONS 
AND OTHER DEED PROVISIONS 

The following CERCLA Notice, Covenant, and Access Provisions, along with the Other Deed 
Provisions, will be placed in the deed in a substantially similar form to ensure protection ofhuman 
health and the environment and to preclude any interference with ongoing or completed remediation 
activities. 

1. CERCLA NOTICE 

For the Property, the Grantor provides the following notice, description, and covenant: 

A. Pursuant to section 120(h)(3)(A)(i)(I) and (II) of the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. §9620(h)(3)(A)(i)(I) and (II)), 
available information regarding the type, quantity, and location ofhazardous substances and the 
time at which such substances were stored, released, or disposed of, as defined in section 120(h), is 
provided in Enclosure 5 (Table 2 - Hazardous Substance, Storage, Release and Disposal), attached 
hereto and made a part hereof. Additional information regarding the storage, release, and disposal 
ofhazardous substances on the property has been provided to the Grantee, receipt of which the 
Grantee hereby acknowledges. Such additional information includes, but is not limited to, the 
following documents: March 1997 Environmental Baseline Survey for the BRAC Property at Camp 
Pedricktown, August 2000 Environmental Assessment for the BRAC 95 Disposal and Reuse of 
Camp Pedricktown, New Jersey, May 2003 Environmental Baseline Survey Report, Camp 
Pedricktown Reserve Enclave Oldmans Township, New Jersey, January 2005 Site Investigation of 
Specific Areas ofPotential Environmental Concern at the Reserve Enclave at Camp Pedricktown, 
and February 2005 Finding ofSuitability to Transfer Army-owned Utilities Camp Pedricktown. 

B. Pursuant to section 120(h)(3)(A)(i)(II1) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. §9620(h)(3)(A)(i)(II1)), a description of the 
remedial action taken, if any, on the property is provided in Exhibit 5 (Table 2 - Hazardous 
Substance, Storage, Release and Disposal), attached hereto and made a part hereof. Additional 
information regarding the remedial action taken, if any, has been provided to the Grantee, receipt of 
which the Grantee hereby acknowledges. Such additional information includes, but is not limited 
to, the following documents: March 2002 Remedial Action Report, Camp Pedricktown New Jersey, 
April 2002 Decision Document for Site Remediation BRAC Property, Camp Pedricktown, New 
Jersey and August 2004 Remedial Action Progress Report for Groundwater 2003-2004, Camp 
Pedricktown, Salem County, New Jersey. 

2. CERCLA COVENANT 

Pursuant to section 120(h)(3)(A)(ii) and (B) of the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. §9620(h)(3)(A)(ii) and (B)), the 
United States warrants that -

A. All remedial action necessary to protect human health and the environment with respect 
to any hazardous substance identified pursuant to section 120(h)(3)(A)(i)(I) of the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 
remaining on the property has been taken before the date of this deed, and 
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B. Any additional remedial action found to be necessary after the date of this deed shall be 
conducted by the United States. 

This warranty shall not apply in any case in which the person or entity to whom the property is 
transferred is a potentially responsible party with respect to such property. For purposes of this 
warranty, Grantee shall not be considered a potentially responsible party solely due to the presence 
ofa hazardous substance remaining on the property on the date of this instrument, provided that 
Grantee has not caused or contributed to a release of such hazardous substance. 

3. RIGHT OF ACCESS 

A. Pursuant to section 120(h)(3)(A)(iii) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 ( 42 U.S.C. §[9620(h)(3)(A)(iii)), the United States retains 
and reserves a perpetual and assignable easement and right ofaccess on, over, and through the 
property, to enter upon the property in any case in which an environmental response action or 
corrective action is found to be necessary on the part of the United States, without regard to whether 
such environmental response action or corrective action is on the Property or on adjoining or nearby 
lands. Such easement and right ofaccess includes, without limitation, the right to perform any 
environmental investigation, survey, monitoring, sampling, testing, drilling, boring, coring, test
pitting, installing monitoring or pumping wells or other treatment facilities, response action, 
corrective action, or any other action necessary for the United States to meet its responsibilities 
under applicable laws and as provided for in this instrument. Such easement and right of access 
shall be binding on the Grantee, its successors and assigns, and shall run with the land. 

B. In exercising such easement and right of access, the United States shall provide the 
Grantee or its successors or assigns, as the case may be, with reasonable notice of its intent to enter 
upon the Property and exercise its rights under this covenant, which notice may be severely 
curtailed or even eliminated in emergency situations. The United States shall use reasonable 
means, but without significant additional costs to the United States, to avoid and to minimize 
interference with the Grantee's and the Grantee's successors' and assigns' quiet enjoyment of the 
property. Such easement and right of access includes the right to obtain and use utility services, 
including water, gas, electricity, sewer, and communications services available on the Property at a 
reasonable charge to the United States. Excluding the reasonable charges for such utility services, 
no fee, charge, or compensation will be due the Grantee nor its successors and assigns, for the 
exercise of the easement and right ofaccess hereby retained and reserved by the United States. 

C. In exercising such easement and right of access, neither the Grantee nor its successors 
and assigns, as the case may be, shall have any claim at law or equity against the United States or 
any officer, employee, agent, contractor of any tier, or servant of the United States based on actions 
taken by the United States or its officers, employees, agents, contractors of any tier, or servants 
pursuant to and in accordance with this covenant. In addition, the Grantee, its successors and 
assigns, shall not interfere with any response action or corrective action conducted by the Grantor 
on the Property. 
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4. "AS IS" 

A. The Grantee acknowledges that it has inspected or has had the opportunity to inspect the 
Property and accepts the condition and state of repair of the subject Property. The Grantee 
understands and agrees that the Property and any part thereof is offered "AS IS" without any 
representation, warranty, or guaranty by the Grantor as to quantity, quality, title, character, 
condition, size, or kind, or that the same is in condition or fit to be used for the purpose(s) intended 
by the Grantee, and no claim for allowance or deduction upon such grounds will be considered. 

B. No warranties, either express or implied, are given with regard to the condition of the 
Property, including, without limitation, whether the Property does or does not contain asbestos or 
lead-based paint. The Grantee shall be deemed to have relied solely on its own judgment in 
assessing the overall condition of all or any portion of the Property, including, without limitation, 
any asbestos, lead-based paint, or other conditions on the Property. The failure of the Grantee to 
inspect or to exercise due diligence to be fully informed as to the condition of all or any portion of 
the Property offered, will not constitute grounds for any claim or demand against the United States. 

C. Nothing in this "As Is" provision will be construed to modify or negate the Grantor's 
obligation under the CERCLA Covenant or any other statutory obligations. 

5. HOLD HARMLESS 

A. To the extent authorized by law, the Grantee, its successors and assigns, covenant and 
agree to indemnify and hold harmless the Grantor, its officers, agents, and employees from (1) any 
and all claims, damages, judgments, losses, and costs, including fines and penalties, arising out of 
the violation of the NOTICES, USE RESTRICTIONS, AND RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS in this 
Deed by the Grantee, its successors and assigns, and (2) any and all any and all claims, damages, 
and judgments arising out of, or in any manner predicated upon, exposure to asbestos, lead-based 
paint, or other condition on any portion of the Property after the date of conveyance. 

B. The Grantee, its successors and assigns, covenant and agree that the Grantor shall not be 
responsible for any costs associated with modification or termination of the NOTICES, USE 
RESTRICTIONS, AND RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS in this Deed, including without limitation, 
any costs associated with additional investigation or remediation of asbestos, lead-based paint, or 
other condition on any portion of the Property. 

C. Nothing in this Hold Harmless provision will be construed to modify or negate the 
Grantor's obligation under the CERCLA Covenant or any other statutory obligations. 

6. POST-TRANSFER DISCOVERY OF CONT AMINA TION 

A. Ifan actual or threatened release of a hazardous substance or petroleum product is 
discovered on the Property after the date of conveyance, Grantee, its successors or assigns, shall be 
responsible for such release or newly discovered substance unless Grantee is able to demonstrate 
that such release or such newly discovered substance was due to Grantor's activities, use, or 
ownership of the Property. If the Grantee, it successors or assigns believe the discovered hazardous 
substance is due to Grantor's activities, use or ownership of the Property, Grantee will immediately 
secure the site and notify the Gran tor of the existence of the hazardous substances, and Grantee will 
not further disturb such hazardous substances without the written permission of the Grantor. 
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B. Grantee, its successors and assigns, as consideration for the conveyance of the Property, 
agree to release Grantor from any liability or responsibility for any claims arising solely out of the 
release of any hazardous substance or petroleum product on the Property occurring after the date of 
the delivery and acceptance of this Deed, where such substance or product was placed on the 
Property by the Grantee, or its successors, assigns, employees, invitees, agents or contractors, after 
the conveyance. This paragraph shall not affect the Grantor's responsibilities to conduct response 
actions or corrective actions that are required by applicable laws, rules and regulations, or the 
Grantor's indemnification obligations under applicable laws. 

7. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION PROVISIONS 

The Environmental Protection Provisions are at Enclosure 10, which is attached hereto and 
made a part hereof. The Grantee shall neither transfer the property, lease the property, nor grant 
any interest, privilege, or license whatsoever in connection with the property without the inclusion 
of the Environmental Protection Provisions contained herein, and shall require the inclusion of the 
Environmental Protection Provisions in all further deeds, easements, transfers, leases, or grant of 
any interest, privilege, or license. 
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ENCLOSURElO 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION PROVISIONS 

The following conditions, restrictions, and notifications will be attached, in a substantially similar 
form, as an exhibit to the deed and be incorporated therein by reference in order to ensure 
protection ofhuman health and the environment. 

1. LAND USE RESTRICTIONS 

A. The United States Department of the Army has undertaken careful environmental study 
of the Property and concluded that the land use restrictions set forth below are required to ensure 
protection ofhuman health and the environment. The Grantee, its successors or assigns, shall not 
undertake nor allow any activity on or use of the property that would violate the land use 
restrictions contained herein. 

(1) Residential Use Restriction. The Grantee, its successors and assigns, shall use the 
Property solely for commercial or industrial activities and not for residential purposes. For 
purposes of this provision, residential use includes, but is not limited to, single family or multi
family residences; child care facilities; and nursing home or assisted living facilities; and any type 
of educational purpose for children/young adults in grades kindergarten through 12. 

(2) Groundwater Restriction. Grantee is hereby informed and acknowledges that the 
groundwater under property may contain chlorinated hydrocarbons (tetrachloroethylene and 
trichloroethylene). The Grantee, its successors and assigns, shall not access or use ground water 
underlying the property for any purpose without the prior written approval of United States 
Department of the Army and the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection. For the 
purpose of this restriction, "groundwater" shall have the same meaning as in section 101(12) of the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA). There is 
the potential for vapors to accumulate in excavations, e.g., to affect buried utility repairs. Proper 
health and safety precautions must be taken. 

B. Modifying Restrictions. Nothing contained herein shall preclude the Grantee, its 
successors or assigns, from undertaking, in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and 
without any cost to the Grantor, such additional action necessary to allow for other less restrictive 
use of the Property. Prior to such use of the Property, Grantee shall consult with and obtain the 
approval of the Grantor, and, as appropriate, the State or Federal regulators, or the local authorities. 
Upon the Grantee's obtaining the approval of the Grantor and, as appropriate, state or federal 
regulators, or local authorities, the Grantor agrees to record an amendment hereto. This 
recordation shall be the responsibility of the Grantee and at no additional cost to the Gran tor. 
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C. Submissions. The Grantee, its successors and assigns, shall submit any requests to 
modifications to the above restrictions to the Grantor and New Jersey Department of Environmental 
Protection, by first class mail, postage prepaid, addressed as follows: 

a. Grantor- Department of the Army 
Headquarters, Fort Dix 
5417 Alabama Avenue 
Fort Dix, New Jersey 08640-5000 

b. State Regulator - New Jersey Department ofEnvironmental Protection 
Bureau of Federal Case Management 
Division ofResponsible Party Remediation 
401 East State Street 
P.O. Box 028 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0028 

2. NOTICE OF THE PRESENCE OF ASBESTOS AND COVENANT 

A. The Grantee is hereby informed and does acknowledge that friable and non-friable 
asbestos or asbestos containing material "ACM" has been found on the Property. The Property may 
also contain improvements, such as buildings, facilities, equipment, and pipelines, above and below 
the ground, that contain friable and non-friable asbestos or ACM. The Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration (OSHA) and the Environmental Protection Agency have determined that 
unprotected or unregulated exposure to airborne asbestos fibers increases the risk of asbestos
related diseases, including certain cancers that can result in disability or death. 

B. The following buildings on the Property may contain friable asbestos: Bldg. 229 and 
Bldg 229a. The Grantee agrees to undertake any and all asbestos abatement or remediation in the 
aforementioned buildings that may be required under applicable law or regulation at no expense to 
the Grantor. The Grantor has agreed to transfer said buildings to the Grantee, prior to remediation 
or abatement of asbestos hazards, in reliance upon the Grantee's express representation and 
covenant to perform the required asbestos abatement or remediation of these buildings. 

C. The Grantee covenants and agrees that its use and occupancy of the Property will be in 
compliance with all applicable laws relating to asbestos. The Grantee agrees to be responsible for 
any future remediation or abatement of asbestos found to be necessary on the Property to include 
ACM in or on buried pipelines that may be required under applicable law or regulation. 

D. The Grantee acknowledges that it has inspected or has had the opportunity to inspect the 
Property as to its asbestos and ACM condition and any hazardous or environmental conditions 
relating thereto. The Grantee shall be deemed to have relied solely on its own judgment in 
assessing the overall condition of all or any portion of the Property, including, without limitation, 
any asbestos or ACM hazards or concerns. 
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3. NOTICE OF THE PRESENCE OF LEAD-BASED PAINT (LBP) AND COVENANT 
AGAINST THE USE OF THE PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTIAL PURPOSE 

A. The Grantee is hereby informed and does acknowledge that all buildings on the Property, 
which were constructed or rehabilitated prior to 1978, are presumed to contain lead-based paint. 
Lead from paint, paint chips, and dust can pose health hazards ifnot managed properly. Every 
purchaser ofany interest in Residential Real Property on which a residential dwelling was built 
prior to 1978 is notified that there is a risk of exposure to lead from lead-based paint that may place 
young children at risk of developing lead poisoning. 

B. The Grantee covenants and agrees that it shall not permit the occupancy or use ofany 
buildings or structures on the Property as Residential Property, as defined under 24 Code ofFederal 
Regulations Part 35, without complying with this section and all applicable federal, state, and local 
laws and regulations pertaining to lead-based paint and/or lead-based paint hazards. Prior to 
permitting the occupancy of the Property where its use subsequent to sale is intended for residential 
habitation, the Grantee specifically agrees to perform, at its sole expense, the Army's abatement 
requirements under Title X of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1992 (Residential 
Lead-Based Paint Hazard Reduction Act of 1992). 

C. The Grantee acknowledges that it has inspected or has had the opportunity to inspect the 
Property as to its lead-based paint content and condition and any hazardous or environmental 
conditions relating thereto. The Grantee shall be deemed to have relied solely on its own judgment 
in assessing the overall condition of all or any portion of the Property, including, without limitation, 
any lead-based paint hazards or concerns. 

4. PCB NOTIFICATION AND COVENANT 

A. The Grantee is hereby informed and does acknowledge that equipment containing 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) exists on the Property to be conveyed, described as follows: 
Transformer No. 10 (Bldg. 220), Transformer Nos. 17 - 19 (Bldg. 351 ), Transformer No. 20 (Bldg. 
380), Transformer No. 23 (Bldg. 171), Transformer Nos. 33 and 34 (Bldg. 173), Transformer No. 
36 (Bldg. 229), Transformer Nos. 41 - 44 (Bldg. 273 north), and Transformer No. 45 (Bldg. 273 
west). Any PCB contamination or spills related to such equipment have been properly remediated 
prior to conveyance. 

B. The Grantee covenants and agrees that its continued possession, use and management of 
any PCBs and PCB-containing equipment will be in compliance with all applicable laws relating to 
PCBs and PCB-containing equipment. The Grantee agrees to be responsible for any future 
remediation of PCB contamination from PCB-containing equipment found to be necessary on the 
Property. 

C. The Grantee acknowledges that it has inspected or has had the opportunity to inspect the 
Property as to the presence ofPCBs and PCB-containing equipment and any hazardous or 
environmental conditions relating thereto. The Grantee shall be deemed to have relied solely on its 
own judgment in assessing the overall condition ofall or any portion of the Property, including, 
without limitation, any PCB hazards or concerns. 
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ENCLOSURE 11 

Regulatory and Public Comments 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION 2 

290 BROADWAY 
NEW YORK, NY 10007-1866 

April 15, 2005 

Department of the Army 
U.S. Army Fort Dix 
Attn: Mr. Kenneth D. Smith, Chief 
Environmental Division 
5417 Alabama Avenue 
Fort Dix. New Jersey. 08640-5501 

Re: Draft Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOST) Building 432 
Draft FOST Am1y Owned Utilities 
Camp Pedricktown, New Jersey 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

This is in response to the Army' s March 2005 submittals of the above referenced documents. 
Camp Pedricktown is not on the National Priorities List (NPL). Furthem10re, this site is not 
subject to the DoD/EPA BRAC MOU and EPA receives no resources for this site. Due to this 
lack of resources, we regret that EPA involvement with this site is. of necessity. limited to 
statutorily mandated requirements (e.g .. Operating Properly and Successfully Determinations). 
EPA will not review or comment on these FOSTs. 

A facsimile of this Jetter will be sent to Paul Fluck of your staff today. If you have any questions. 
please feel free to call me at (212) 637-4322. 

Sincerely. / , .( 
., / / . __f.._...7.-

'·/ ~~/v. 
Carla M. Struble, P.E. 
Federal Facilities Section 

cc: G. Zalaskus. NJDEP 

Internet Address (URL) • http //www epa gov 
Recycled/Recyclable• Printed with Vegetable 011 Based Inks on 100% Postconsumer, Process Chlorine Free Recycled Paper 



~ta:t.e of ~.efu JJ.ers.e~ 
Richard J. Codey Department of Environmental Protection Bradley M. Campbell 
Acting Governor Commissioner 

APR 2 6 LUUJ 
Mr. Paul Fluck, BRAC Environmental Coordinator 
Engineering & Environmental Division 
Department of the Anny 
Headquarters, U.S. Anny Garrison Fort Dix 
Fort Dix, New Jersey 08640-5501 

RE: Draft Finding ofSuitability to Transfer, Anny Owned Utilities 
Camp Pedricktown 
Oldmans Township, Salem County 

Dear Mr. Fluck: 

The New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (Department) had completed a review 
of the Draft Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOST) for the above referenced areas. The 
Department finds the FOST to be acceptable as submitted and hereby concurs with the FOST. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact me at 609-984-2965 or 
greg.zalaskus@dep.state.nj .us. 

Sincerely,

~eM~ager
Bureau of Case Management 

c: Carla Struble, USEPA, Region II 
Greg Giles, BGWP A 

New Jersey is an Equal Opponunity Employer 
Ruycled Paper 

mailto:greg.zalaskus@dep.state.nj.us

	Structure Bookmarks
	FINAL 
	FINAL 
	FINDING OF SUITABILITY TO TRANSFER (FOST) 
	CAMP PEDRICKTOWN, NEW JERSEY (ARMY-OWNED UTILITIES) 
	May 2005 
	May 2005 
	Final FINDING OF SUITABILITY TO TRANSFER 
	CAMP PEDRICKTOWN, NEW JERSEY (ARMY-OWNED UTILITIES) 
	May 2005 
	1. PURPOSE 
	1. PURPOSE 
	The purpose ofthis Finding ofSuitability to Transfer (FOST) is to document the environmental suitability ofArmy-owned utilities ( electric, gas, stormwater, sanitary, and water) for transfer to the Camp Pedricktown Local Redevelopment Authority (CPLRA) consistent with Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) Section 120(h) and Department ofDefense (DOD) policy. In addition, the FOST includes the CERCLA Notice, Covenant, and Access Provisions and other Deed Provisions, a

	2. PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 
	2. PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 
	The property is the Army-owned utilities at Camp Pedricktown, including all Army-owned utilities located in the Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) and Reserve Enclave areas. The following is a description ofthe property: 
	Army-owned electric utility 
	-above-and below-ground electrical lines 
	-utility poles 
	-electrical transformers 
	Army-owned gas utility 
	-below ground piping 
	Army-owned sanitary utility 
	-Facility 530 (wastewater treatment plant, primary) 
	-Facility 531 (wastewater treatment plant, secondary) 
	-Facility 513 (lift station) 
	-wastewater treatment system's emergency generator system (unnumbered) 
	-generator control station and 1,000 gallon Convault® above-ground diesel fuel storage tank 
	-below-ground piping 
	Army-owned stormwater utility 
	-below-ground pipes and engineered culverts 
	-stormwater catch basins 
	Army-owned water utility 
	-below-ground pipes and appurtenances 
	-Water storage tank area (0.87 acre (approx.) track of land including a 480 foot length 
	(approx.) ofSouth Avenue from US Route 130 to Garrison Road and the following facilities) 
	-Facility 229 (booster pump house) 
	-Facility 229A (water meter house) 
	-Facility 239 (elevated water tank, 125,000 gallon) 
	-Facility 249 (surface-mounted water tank, 200,000 gallon) 
	The property is intended to be transferred as utilities, which is consistent with the intended reuse of the property as set forth in the March 1999 Base Reuse Plan, Camp Pedricktown. All utilities on the Reserve Enclave will include a 10 foot easement. An additional 20 foot easement will be granted for construction or maintenance purposes. Easements are not required for the utilities on the BRAC property because that land will be transferred to the CPLRA along with the utilities. The location and distributi

	3. ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION 
	3. ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION 
	A determination ofthe environmental condition ofthe property was made based upon the March 1997 Environmental Baseline Survey for the BRA C Property at Camp Pedricktown, August 2000 Environmental Assessment for the BRAC 95 Disposal and Reuse ofCamp Pedricktown, New Jersey, March 2002 Remedial Action Report, Camp Pedricktown New Jersey, May 2003 Environmental Baseline Survey Report, Camp Pedricktown Reserve Enclave Oldmans Township, New Jersey, August 2004 Remedial Action Progress Report for Groundwater 2003
	A complete list ofdocuments providing information on environmental conditions ofthe property is provided in Enclosure 2 (Environmental Documentation). 

	4. ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION OF PROPERTY 
	4. ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION OF PROPERTY 
	The DOD Environmental Condition ofProperty (ECP) categories associated with the property are shown below. The ECP categories are for discrete parcels ofland traversed by the utilities, as well as the facilities listed in Section 2, Property Description. See Table I-Description ofProperty (Enclosure 3) for a detailed breakdown of ECP categories by utility, and ECP category definitions. Properties in ECP categories 1-4 are suitable for transfer. 
	ECP Category 
	ECP Category 
	ECP Category 
	Property 

	1, 2, 3, 4 
	1, 2, 3, 4 
	Army-owned electric utility 

	1 
	1 
	Army-owned gas utility 

	1, 2, 3, 4 
	1, 2, 3, 4 
	Army-owned sanitary utility 

	1, 2, 3, 4 
	1, 2, 3, 4 
	Army-owned stormwater utility 

	1, 2, 3, 4 
	1, 2, 3, 4 
	Army-owned water utility 


	4.1. ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION SITES 
	4.1. ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION SITES 
	There are two remediation sites associated with the property. Contaminated soil and groundwater were identified on the BRAC portion ofCamp Pedricktown, and lead-contaminated soil was identified on the Reserve Enclave at Facilities 239 and 249. On the BRAC property, soil (approximately 5,000 cubic yards) with concentrations ofmetals, polyaromatic hydrocarbons, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and pesticides, that exceed the New Jersey residential soil cleanup criteria (NJRSCC) has been removed and 
	There are two remediation sites associated with the property. Contaminated soil and groundwater were identified on the BRAC portion ofCamp Pedricktown, and lead-contaminated soil was identified on the Reserve Enclave at Facilities 239 and 249. On the BRAC property, soil (approximately 5,000 cubic yards) with concentrations ofmetals, polyaromatic hydrocarbons, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and pesticides, that exceed the New Jersey residential soil cleanup criteria (NJRSCC) has been removed and 
	disposed ofat an approved off-site facility. Groundwater with concentrations oftetrachloroethylene 

	(PCE) and trichloroethylene (TCE) that exceed the New Jersey groundwater quality criteria (NJGWQC) 
	is being remediated by air sparging, monitored natural attenuation, and land-use controls. These actions 
	(soil and groundwater remediations) have been approved by the New Jersey Department of 
	Environmental Protection (NJDEP), and the United States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) 
	concurred in a letter dated June 20, 2002 that the remedies are Operating Properly and Successfully. 
	Due to the presence ofPCE and TCE in concentrations that exceed the NJGWQC for Class II-A groundwater, a state-mandated groundwater land-use control (Classification Exception Area/Well Restriction Area (CEA/WRA)) has been established for all of Camp Pedricktown south ofArtillery A venue and north ofGarrison Road. The purpose ofthe CEA/WRA is to restrict the use ofand access to groundwater within the area ofthe CEA/WRA until such time as it can be demonstrated to the NJDEP's satisfaction that the constituent
	On the Reserve Enclave, paint chips were observed in soil beneath Facility 239 (125,000-gallon elevated water tank) and surrounding Facility 249 (200,000-gallon ground-level water tank). Soil with lead concentrations exceeding the NJRSCC ( 400 milligrams per kilogram) has been excavated and properly disposed ofat a licensed off-site hazardous waste disposal facility. This area was backfilled with certified clean fill and compacted with earth-moving equipment. A layer oftopsoil was spread over the area, and 
	A summary ofthe environmental remediation sites is provided in Enclosure 5, Table 2 Notification ofHazardous Substance Storage, Release, or Disposal. 
	-

	4.2. STORAGE, RELEASE, OR DISPOSAL OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES 
	Hazardous substances were stored for one year or more and released or disposed ofon the property in excess ofreportable quantities specified in 40 CFR Part 373. Hazardous substances were released in excess ofthe 40 CFR 373 reportable quantities at the following sites: BRAC property and Facilities 239 and 249, see Section 4.1. The release or disposal ofthese hazardous substances was remediated as part of the Installation Restoration Program (IRP). See Section 4.1 Environmental Remediation Sites for additiona
	Chlorine (dry) has been stored for one year or more in excess of40 CFR Part 373 reportable quantities (10 pounds) on the property (Bldg. 530, wastewater treatment plant). This material is properly stored and is used by trained and licensed wastewater treatment plant operators for the proper operation of the wastewater treatment plant. Under these conditions, this material does not pose an unacceptable risk to human health and the environment. 
	A summary ofthe buildings or areas in which hazardous substance activities occurred is provided in Enclosure 5, Table 2 -Notification ofHazardous Substance Storage, Release, or Disposal. The CERCLA 120(h)(3) Notice, Description, and Covenant (Enclosure 9) will be included in the Deed. 
	4.3. PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 
	4.3.1. UNDERGROUND AND ABOVE-GROUND STORAGE TANKS {UST/AST) 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Current UST/AST Sites -There are no underground storage tanks associated with the property that are currently being used to store petroleum products. There is one 1,000-gallon Convault® aboveground storage tank (AST) that is used to store diesel fuel for the wastewater treatment plant's emergency generator. This AST, which includes integral secondary spill containment, was originally located at Building 464, but was moved in 2001 to its present location immediately south ofFacility 530 (wastewater treatment

	• 
	• 
	Former UST/AST Sites -There are no known former ASTs associated with the property that were used to store petroleum products. A 220-gallon gasoline underground storage tank {UST) was previously located at Building 229 (booster pump house). This tank was removed in 1997. There is no evidence ofa product release from this tank and no gasoline constituents were detected in post-excavation samples. 


	On the BRAC property, petroleum product releases or disposal have occurred within 50 feet ofthe property. These releases ofpetroleum products (1997 Environmental Baseline Survey (EBS) sites 3-7, 9, 10, 13-15, 17, and 19) were remediated at the time ofclosure or as part ofthe Installation Restoration Program {IRP). The NJDEP approved these closures in a letter dated Jun 17, 1997. 
	The 2003 EBS for the Reserve Enclave identified 17 former USTs that were located within 50 feet ofthe property. Those USTs without documented clean closure {sitesl2 through 27) were investigated as part ofthe 2003 Site Investigation ofthe Reserve Enclave. Based on the results ofthe 2003 Site Investigation, no sites were identified that require remediation. See January 2005 Site Investigation of Specific Areas ofPotential Environmental Concern at the Reserve Enclave at Camp Pedricktown for additional informa
	A summary ofthe UST/AST petroleum product activities is provided in Enclosure 6, Table 3 Notification ofPetroleum Products Storage, Release, or Disposal. 
	-

	4.3.2. Non-UST/AST Storage, Release, or Disposal of Petroleum Products 
	There is no evidence that non-UST/AST petroleum products in excess of55 gallons were stored for one year or more on the property. 
	4.4. POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS {PCB) 
	Based on a review ofexisting records and available information, there are 41 electrical transformers at Camp Pedricktown. These transformers are included in the electric utility being transferred. Twentyfive transformers are located on the BRAC property, and 16 are located on the Reserve Enclave. This equipment is operational, properly labeled in accordance with federal and state regulations, and has been determined not to be leaking. In 1993, all transformers were visually inspected and no apparent leaks 
	for BRAC Property indicates that PCBs were detected in surface soil samples collected beneath certain 
	transformers located on BRAC property, including those at Buildings 322 and 371, but at concentrations 
	that do not require remediation. More recent observations (August 2000, March 2001 and April 2003) 
	including the transformers at Route 130, found no visual indication ofa release. In 2005, all transformers 
	including the transformers at Route 130, found no visual indication ofa release. In 2005, all transformers 
	were visually inspected, and where appropriate tested for PCB content, and labeled. Transformers containing PCBs that were determined inactive and not fit for use were removed and disposed ofat an offsite facility. 

	Soil samples were collected beneath pole-mounted and around pad-mounted transformers on the Reserve Enclave• These samples were tested for PCBs, and the results were below levels that require remediation. See the February 1997 Transformer Survey Report for BRAC Property, the January 2005 Site Investigation ofSpecific Areas ofPotential Environmental Concern at the Reserve Enclave at Camp Pedricktown, and the April 2005 Electrical Transformer Survey ofCamp Pedricktown for additional information. A complete li
	1

	4.5. ASBESTOS 
	There are asbestos-containing materials (ACM) in the following buildings: 229 and 229A. Nonfriable forms ofasbestos are in roofing material and interior wall coverings (Bldg. 229), and exterior shingles (Bldgs. 229 and 229A). Potentially friable forms ofasbestos are in Bldg. 229 ( exhaust header and pipe ofa 12-cylinder diesel-powered engine that powers the water pump). See the March 1993 
	Comprehensive Asbestos Survey of17 Buildingsfor Sievers-Sandberg USARC, Pedricktown Support 
	Facility, Salem County, New Jersey, May 2003 Final Environmental Baseline Survey Report, Camp 
	Pedricktown Reserve Enclave, Oldmans Township, New Jersey reports and Enclosure 8, Table -5 
	Notification ofAsbestos-Containing Materials for additional information. 
	The friable asbestos that has not been removed or encapsulated will not present an unacceptable risk to human health because no occupation or use ofthe building will be permitted prior to all ACM being abated. As a requirement oftransfer ofthe property, the transferee agrees to perform the required asbestos abatement or remediation ofthe building prior to using or occupying the building. This use and occupation restriction is included in the Environmental Protection Provisions (Enclosure 10). 
	4.6. LEAD-BASED PAINT {LBP) 
	The following buildings are known or presumed to contain lead-based paint (LBP): 229, 229A, 530, and 531. The property was not used for residential purposes and the transferee does not intend to use the property for residential purposes in the future. The deed will include a lead-based paint warning and covenant, Enclosure 10 (Environmental Protection Provisions). 
	4.7. RADIOLOGICAL MATERIALS 
	There is no evidence that radioactive material or sources were stored or used on the property. 
	4.8. RADON 
	In 1992, radon testing at Camp Pedricktown was conducted inside Buildings 171, 173, 184,273, 274, 380, 404, 434, and 506. Test results indicate that none ofthese buildings have radon levels exceeding the U.S. EPA residential action level of 4 picocuries per liter. Due to the low potential for radon as indicated by these tests, it is presumed that property does not contain radon. 
	1 Soil samples were not collected from the transformer at Bldg. 229 and adjacent to Route 130. Based on an April 2003 inspection, there was no visual indication ofa release at these locations. 

	4.9. MUNITIONS AND EXPLOSIVES OF CONCERN {MEC) 
	4.9. MUNITIONS AND EXPLOSIVES OF CONCERN {MEC) 
	Based on a review ofexisting records and available information, there is no evidence that Munitions and Explosives of Concern (MEC) are present on the property. The Army conducted a survey ofCamp Pedricktown in the 1990's for MECs. This survey included a records review, interviews, and site inspections, and found no indications ofMECs at Camp Pedricktown. All storage, burning, and munitions renovations activities occurred outside the BRAC property and Reserve Enclave on property currently under the control 

	4.10. OTHER PROPERTY CONDITIONS 
	4.10. OTHER PROPERTY CONDITIONS 
	4.10. OTHER PROPERTY CONDITIONS 
	There are no other hazardous conditions on the property that present an unacceptable risk to human health and the environment. 
	5. ADJACENT PROPERTY CONDITIONS 
	The following potentially hazardous conditions exist on adjacent property: lead in soil at Buildings 177, 179, 197, and former Buildings 120 and 130; PCE in groundwater at Building 413; arsenic in soil at Building 464; and bioaerosols, PCBs, and safety hazards inside Building 432. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Tests on soil samples collected at Buildings 120, 130, 177, 179, and 197 (former housing units) have detected lead• The lead appears to be derived from lead-based paints. See the April 2002 Lead-Based Paint Risk Assessment Report for Pedricktown Army Reserve Base for additional information. 
	2


	• 
	• 
	Records indicate that waste oils, solvents, and flammable materials were stored at Facility 413 (former gas station). Operations at this facility have ceased and the USTs have been removed. Environmental investigations have detected low levels ofPCE (2 micrograms per liter) in the groundwater at this site. See the June 2000 Focused Remedial Investigation, Sievers-Sandberg US. Army Reserve Center for additional information. 

	• 
	• 
	Bldg. 432 (former Missile Command Center) has been unoccupied and without utilities since the early 1970's. Surveys ofthe building have identified several potential hazards including; elevated levels of indoor air bioaerosol, PCBs on the floor in three rooms, open floor panels, unsecured/hanging light fixtures, and water in the basement and Mechanical Equipment Room. See the March 2000 Limited Indoor Air Quality and Safety Survey Report ofCamp Pedricktown Building 432, and January 2005 Remedial Investigatio

	2 The former housing units listed are not intended to be used for residential purposes. According to the March 1999 Base Reuse Plan for Camp Pedricktown, Camp Pedricktown has been rezoned as commercial/industrial and these units will be used as office and warehouse space. 

	• A 0.11 acre parcel ofland (approx. 25 feet by 240 feet) located immediately behind Bldg. 464 (northeast side of the building) contains up to 224 milligrams per kilogram {mg/kg) of arsenic. The NJRSCC for arsenic is 20 mg/kg. See the January 2005 Site Investigation of Specific Areas ofPotential Environmental Concern at the Reserve Enclave at Camp Pedricktown for additional information. 
	The presence ofthese hazardous conditions adjacent to the property for transfer does not present an unacceptable risk to human health and the environment because ground-breaking activities at Buildings 120, 130, 177, 179, and 197 have been restricted, entry onto the affected parcel at Building 464 has been restricted, and entry into Building 432 has been restricted until all remediations have been completed by the transferee. Protection against unacceptable risk to human health from PCE in groundwater at Fa
	6. ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION AGREEMENTS 
	The CEA/WRA (Enclosure 4) is the only environmental remediation order/agreement associated with Camp Pedricktown. All remedial actions required for the BRAC property have been completed or determined to be operating properly and successfully. These actions are reported in the March 2002 Remedial Action Report for Soil and April 2002 Operating Properly and Successfully (OPS) Demonstration, Remedial Action for Groundwater, which have been approved by the NJDEP and U.S. EPA, respectively. In addition, all reme
	7. REGULATORY/PUBLIC COORDINATION 
	The U.S. EPA Region II, the NJDEP, and the public were notified ofthe initiation ofthis FOST. Regulatory comments received during the 30-day comment period were reviewed and incorporated as appropriate. A copy ofthe comments are at Enclosure 11; Army response was not required. No public comments were received during the 30-day comment period. 
	8. NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT {NEPA) COMPLIANCE 
	The environmental impacts associated with the proposed transfer of the property have been analyzed in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The results ofthis analysis are documented in the August 2000 Environmental Assessment for the BRAC 95 Disposal and Reuse of Camp Pedricktown, New Jersey. There were no encumbrances or conditions identified in the NEPA analysis as necessary to protect human health or the environment. 
	9. FINDING OF SUITABILITY TO TRANSFER 
	Based on the above information, I conclude that aJI removal or remedial actions necessary to protect human health and the environment have been taken and the property is transferable under CERCLA section 120(h)(3). In addition, all Department of Defense requirements to reach a finding of suitability to transfer have been met, subject to the terms and conditions set forth in the attached Environmental Protection Provisions that shall be included in the deed for the property. The deed will also include the CE
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	CERF A Map ofthe Installation 
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	ENCLOSURE 2 ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION 
	Asbestos Abatement Final Summary Report, Camp Pedricktown dated 21 August 2000; prepared by Concurrent Technologies Corporation 
	Asbestos Materials Assessment at Sievers-Sandberg USARC Camp Pedricktown New Jersey dated October 1988; prepared by Galson Technical Services Inc. 
	Base Reuse Plan for Camp Pedricktown (final) dated March 2, 1999; prepared by the Camp Pedricktown Local Redevelopment Authority. 
	Camp Pedricktown Transformer Survey Report for BRAC Property dated 20 February 1997; prepared by ICF Kaiser. 
	Camp Pedricktown Building Inspection, Draft Document dated September 1999; prepared by IT Corp. 
	Camp Pedricktown Environmental Investigation/Alternative Analysis dated February 2000; prepared by IT Corp. 
	Camp Pedricktown Underground Storage Tank Closure Report dated May 1997; prepared by ICF Kaiser Engineers, Inc. 
	Classification Exception Area, BRA C Property, Camp Pedricktown, Salem County, New Jersey 
	dated 9 August 2002; prepared by ARCADIS Geraghty &Miller for CTC, Inc. 
	Comprehensive Asbestos Survey of17 Buildings for Sievers-Sandberg USARC, Pedricktown Support Facility, Salem County, New Jersey dated March 1993; prepared by Versar Inc. 
	Decision Document for Site Remediation BRA C Property, Camp Pedricktown, New Jersey dated 24 April 2002; prepared by ARCADIS Geraghty & Miller for CTC, Inc. 
	Department ofDefense Policy on Asbestos at Base Realignment and Closure Properties, October 1994. 
	Electrical Transformer Survey ofCamp Pedricktown dated April 2005; prepared by ECG Industries Inc. 
	Environmental Baseline Survey Report, Camp Pedricktown, New Jersey dated March 1997; prepared by Woodward-Clyde Federal Services. 
	Environmental Baseline Survey Report, Camp Pedricktown Reserve Enclave Oldmans Township, New Jersey dated May 2003; prepared by URS. 
	Expanded Site Inspection Report (Final) Pedricktown Support Facility Salem County, New Jersey dated December 1993; prepared by Versar Inc. 
	Final Environmental Assessment for the BRAC 95 Disposal and Reuse ofCamp Pedricktown, New Jersey dated August 2000; prepared by Tetra Tech, Inc. 
	Final Remedial Action Report for Soil, dated March 2002; prepared by ARCADIS Geraghty & Miller for CTC, Inc. 
	Focused Remedial Investigation, Sievers-Sandberg U.S. Army Reserve Center, dated June 2000; prepared by EA Engineering, Science and Technology, Inc. 
	Industrial Radiation Historical Data Review No. 27-MH-4940-H-96, Camp Pedricktown, New Jersey dated May 1996; prepared by the U.S. Army Center for Health Promotion and Preventive Medicine. 
	Industrial Radiation Survey No. 27-MH-4940-R-98 Facility Close-out and Termination Survey, Camp Pedricktown, New Jersey dated May 1998; prepared by the U.S. Army Center for Health Promotion and Preventive Medicine. 
	Lead Paint Abatement And Resurfacing OfWater Tanks Located At Fort Pedricktown, Pedricktown, New Jersey dated January 2003; prepared By AMEC Earth & Environmental 
	Lead-Based Paint Risk Assessment Report for Pedricktown Army Reserve Base Building Nos. 120, 177, 179, 276, 277, 278, Quarters. Nos. 120N, 120S, 132C, 132D, 132E, 132G, 132H, 1321, 132J, 132L, 132M, Pedricktown, NJ, dated 12 April 2002; prepared by Ogden Environmental Services, Co. Inc., for the Department ofthe Army. 
	Limited Indoor Air Quality and Safety Survey Report ofCamp Pedricktown Building 432, dated January 2005; prepared by Certified Environmental Group. 
	Operating Properly and Successfully (OPS) Demonstration, Remedial Action for Groundwater, Camp Pedricktown, Salem County, New Jersey dated 12 April 2002; prepared by ARCADIS Geraghty & Miller for CTC, Inc. 
	Ordnance, Ammunition and Explosives, Archives Search Report Conclusions and Recommendations, Pedricktown Support Facility Salem County, New Jersey dated May 1997; prepared by the U.S. Army Corps ofEngineers-St. Louis District. 
	Phase I Asbestos Survey, Camp Pedricktown, Oldmans Township, New Jersey dated July 1999; prepared by Foster Wheeler Environmental Corporation. 
	Phase IIAsbestos Survey, Camp Pedricktown, Pedricktown, New Jersey dated March 2000; prepared by Foster Wheeler Environmental Corporation. 
	Remedial Action Report for Soil, Pilot Demonstration ofthe Clean Base Program at Camp Pedricktown, Salem County, New Jersey dated March 2002; prepared by ARCADIS Geraghty & Miller, Inc. 
	Remedial Action Workplan Addendum for Groundwater dated March 2001; prepared by ARCADIS Geraghty & Miller, Inc. 
	Remedial Action Workp/an Addendum for Soil dated March 2001 ; prepared by ARCADIS Geraghty & Miller, Inc. 
	Remedial Action Workplan For Pilot Demonstration ofthe Clean Base Program at Camp Pedricktown dated May 2000; prepared by ARCADIS Geraghty & Miller, Inc. 
	Remedial Action Progress Report for Groundwater 2003-2004, Camp Pedricktown, Salem County, New Jersey dated August 2004; prepared by ARCADIS Geraghty & Miller, Inc. 
	Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study ofBioaerosols at Camp Pedricktown Building 432, dated January 2005; prepared by Kemron environmental Services Inc. 
	Sampling Results for Camp Pedricktown PCB Transformer Survey dated February 1997; prepared by ICF Kaiser Engineers, Inc. 
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	TABLE 1 -DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 
	The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. 
	Property EBS Parcel 
	Remediation 
	Condition 
	Descriotion Desienation 
	Cateeorv 
	Figure
	ELECTRIC UTILITY 
	1997 EBS Parttls
	BRAC Property 
	2(1) 
	3 (2) PS 5 (2) PS 6(2) PS 7 (2) PS 
	9 (6) PS/PR/HS/HR 
	10 (7) PS/I-IS/HR(P) 
	13 (7) PS/PR(PYI-ISIHR(P) 14(7) PS 15(7) PS 
	16(7) 
	17 (7) PS 18 (7) PS/PR/HS/HR(P) 26 (7) HR(P) 
	2003 EBS Parcels
	Reserve Enclave 
	1(1) 
	2(1) 
	23 (2) PS/PR(P) 
	37 (5) HR(P) 
	17 (7) PS/PR(P) 18 (7) PS/PR(P) 19 (7) PS/PR(P) 20 (7) PS/PR(P) 21 (7) PS/PR(P) 
	40 (7)PS/PR/HS/I-IR(P) 
	Parcels qualified for PCBs 49 P(P), 51 P(P). 52 P(P), 61 P(P) 63 P(P). 64 P(P), 65 P(P), 72 P(P) 74 P(P), and 81 P(P) 
	Parcel 83 P( P) 
	Parcel 83 P( P) 
	All ECP I parcels No change 

	All ECP 2 parcels Change in ECP category renccts the change in definitions ofcategories I and 2 since the 1997 EBS USTs removed in 1996 
	Groundwater with constituent concentrations exceeding NJGWQC is being rcmediatcd by air sparging. monitored natural attenuation. and land-use controls These actions have been approved by the NJDEP, and the US EPA has approved these remedies as Operating Properly and Successfully in a letter dated 20 June 2002 Protections against unacceptable risk to human heakh and the environment arc provided by the groundwater use/access rcs1rictions included m Enclosure 10 (Environmental Protccrion Provisions) and Enck>s
	All ECP 7 parcels soils with constituent concentrations exceeding NJDCRSCC have been removed and disposed ofoff-site at an approved facility Groundwater with consutucnt concentrations exceeding NJGWQC is being rcmediatcd by airsparging, monitored natural attenuation, and land-use controls These actions have been approved by the NJDEP. and the U.S EPA has approved these remedies as Operating Properly and Successfully in a letter dated 20 June 2002 Protections against unacceptable risk to human heakh and the 
	IO (Env,ronmental Protect,on Provisions) and Enclosure 4 (CEA/WRA Fact Sheet) 
	All ECP I parcels No change 
	Test rcsuhs ofsoil and groundwater samples collected a1 this parcel were a11 bck>w the 
	NJDCRSCC and the NJGWQC for all constituents tested No further actions arc required 
	In 2004, groundwater screening (Gcoprobe") and monitoring well samples were collected from this parcel and tested for voe, Test results from screening sample P13GW0610 (duplicate) had I 6 ug/1 PCE. The NJGWQC for PCE is I ug/1 Test results from samples collected from the two wells installed near sample Pl3GW0610 were below the testing instrument's detection limits ProtcctK>ns against unacceptable risk to human health and the environment arc provided by the groundwater use/access restrictions included in Enc
	All ECP 7 parcels Test results ofsoil and groundwater samples collected at these parcels 
	were all below the NJDCRSCC and the NJGWQC for all constituents tested No further 
	actK>ns arc required 
	The Army completed UST removal actions at this facility (former automobile gas station) in the mid-1990's. which were approved by the NJDEP Test resuhs ofsamples collected from monitoring well MWl6-00I (approx 50 feet downgradient from the facility) showed PCE. Data suggest Fae 413 could be the source of PCE detected in MWl6-00I samples In 2004, Gcoprobe~oorings were advanced on the parcel and monitoring wells MWl6-001, 413-WMWI. and 413-NW-MWI were sampled Wells 413-W-MWI and 413-NW-MWI arc located in thi
	All parcels qualified for PCB, Test results from soil samples collected beneath polemounted 1ransformers below the testing instruments detcctk,n limit and the NJDCRSCC. In 2005, all transformm including those on the BRAC property were visually inspected, and where appropriate tested for PCB content. and labeled Transformm containing PCB, that were determined inac1ivc and not fit for use were removed and disposed ofat an off.site 
	facility No funhcr actions arc required 
	Results show 120 ug/kg PCB. which is below the NJDCRSCC. No further actions required 
	17 
	TABLE 1 -DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 
	The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. 
	Condition Description 
	Property 
	Property 
	EDS Parcel 

	Remediation 
	Remediation 
	Remediation 
	Category

	Desi2nation 

	GAS UTILITY 
	1997 EBS Parcels NA
	BRAC Property 
	NA
	There are no Army-owned gas utilities on the BRAC property 
	2003 EBS Parcels 
	Reserve Enclave 
	No release or disposal of hazardous substances or petroleum products is known to have occurred at this utility. 
	I(I) 
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	TABLE 1 -DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 
	The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. 
	Property 
	EBS Parcel 
	Remediation 
	Condition 
	Descriotion 
	Deshmation 
	Cateeorv 
	Figure

	SANITARY UTILITY 
	1997 EBS Parcels 
	BRAC Property 
	2 (l) 
	4 (2) PS, 5 (2) PS, 6 (2) PS, and 7 (2) PS 
	8 (6) HS/HR 
	10 (7) PS/ HS/HR(P) 11 (7) HS(PYHR(P) 13 (7) PS/PR(PYHS/HR(P) 14 (7) PS 16 (7) 17 (7) PS 18 (7) PS/PR/HS/ HR(P) 
	Sites qualified for PCBs: 17P (P), 28P (P), 32P (P) 33P (P), 37P (P) 
	NA 
	NA 
	NA 
	l 

	All ECP 2 parcels: Change in ECP category reflects the change in 
	All ECP 2 parcels: Change in ECP category reflects the change in 
	2 

	definitions ofcategories l and 2 since the 1997 EBS. USTs removed 
	definitions ofcategories l and 2 since the 1997 EBS. USTs removed 

	in 1996. 
	in 1996. 

	Groundwater with constituent concentrations exceeding NJGWQC is 
	Groundwater with constituent concentrations exceeding NJGWQC is 
	4 

	being remediated by air sparging, monitored natural attenuation, and 
	being remediated by air sparging, monitored natural attenuation, and 

	land-use controls. These actions have been approved by the NJDEP, 
	land-use controls. These actions have been approved by the NJDEP, 

	and the U.S. EPA has approved these remedies as Operating Properly 
	and the U.S. EPA has approved these remedies as Operating Properly 

	and Successfully in a letter dated 20 June 2002. Protections against 
	and Successfully in a letter dated 20 June 2002. Protections against 

	unacceptable risk to human health and the environment are provided 
	unacceptable risk to human health and the environment are provided 

	by the groundwater use/access restrictions included in Enclosure I 0 
	by the groundwater use/access restrictions included in Enclosure I 0 

	(Environmental Protection Provisions) and Enclosure 4 (CENWRA 
	(Environmental Protection Provisions) and Enclosure 4 (CENWRA 

	Fact Sheet). 
	Fact Sheet). 

	All ECP 7 parcels: Soils with constituent concentrations exceeding 
	All ECP 7 parcels: Soils with constituent concentrations exceeding 
	4 

	NJDCRSCC have been removed and disposed ofoff-site at an 
	NJDCRSCC have been removed and disposed ofoff-site at an 

	approved facility. Groundwater with constituent concentrations 
	approved facility. Groundwater with constituent concentrations 

	exceeding NJGWQC is being remediated by air sparging, monitored 
	exceeding NJGWQC is being remediated by air sparging, monitored 

	natural attenuation, and land-use controls. These actions have been 
	natural attenuation, and land-use controls. These actions have been 

	approved by the NJDEP, and the U.S. EPA has approved these 
	approved by the NJDEP, and the U.S. EPA has approved these 

	remedies as Operating Properly and Successfully in a letter dated 20 
	remedies as Operating Properly and Successfully in a letter dated 20 

	June 2002. Protections against unacceptable risk to human health 
	June 2002. Protections against unacceptable risk to human health 

	and the environment are provided by the groundwater use/access 
	and the environment are provided by the groundwater use/access 

	restrictions included in Enclosure l O(Environmental Protection 
	restrictions included in Enclosure l O(Environmental Protection 

	Provisions) and Enclosure 4 (CENWRA Fact Sheet). 
	Provisions) and Enclosure 4 (CENWRA Fact Sheet). 

	ECP parcels 17, 28, 32, 33, and 37: Test results from soil samples 
	ECP parcels 17, 28, 32, 33, and 37: Test results from soil samples 
	3 

	collected beneath pole-mounted transformers (2-transformer/pole) 
	collected beneath pole-mounted transformers (2-transformer/pole) 

	below the testing instruments detection limit and the NJDCRSCC. In 
	below the testing instruments detection limit and the NJDCRSCC. In 

	2005, all transformers including those on the BRAC property were 
	2005, all transformers including those on the BRAC property were 

	visually inspected, and where appropriate tested for PCB content, 
	visually inspected, and where appropriate tested for PCB content, 

	and labeled. Transformers containing PC Bs that were determined 
	and labeled. Transformers containing PC Bs that were determined 

	inactive and not fit for use were removed and disposed of at an off-
	inactive and not fit for use were removed and disposed of at an off-

	site facility. No further actions are required. 
	site facility. No further actions are required. 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	TABLE 1 -DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 
	The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. 
	Property 
	Property 
	EBS Parcel Remediation 

	Condition Description Deshmation 
	Cateeorv 
	SANITARY UTILITY 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	2003 EBS Parcels 
	Reserve Enclave 
	2 -4 (I) PS, 6 (I) PS, I I 
	-

	All EeP I parcels: No change 
	I 15 (I) PS, 
	17 & 18 (2)PS(P)/PR{P) 
	17 & 18 (2)PS(P)/PR{P) 
	Ee P parcels 17 and 18: Test results ofsoil and groundwater samples 

	2 collected at these parcels were all below the NJDCRSee and the NJGWQe for all constituents tested. No further actions are required. 
	22(2) PS/PR 
	22(2) PS/PR 
	A 1986 heating fuel oil release from a 1,500 gal. AST located inside 

	2 Bldg. 273 (basement) was remediated at the time of the release. No further actions required. 
	25 (2) PR 
	25 (2) PR 
	Test results ofsoil and groundwater samples collected at these 

	2 parcels were all below the NJDCRSee and the NJGWQC for all constituents tested. No further actions are required. 
	24 (4) PS/PR(P) 
	24 (4) PS/PR(P) 
	The 2003 EBS identified a UST at this parcel associated with Bldg. 

	I 
	468. A GPR survey of this area detected no anomalies and records indicate that heating oil was supplied by an AST. No further actions are required. 
	37 (5) HR(P) 
	37 (5) HR(P) 
	Six Geoprobeo. borings (PI 3GWO I -06) and two monitoring wells 

	3 (Pl 3MWO I and P13MW02) were advanced and installed in this parcel. Screening samples from the Geoprobeo. (qualitative) and well 
	samples (quantitative) were collected and tested for VOCs. Test results from screening sample Pl3GW0610 (duplicate sample) had 
	1.6 ug/1 PeE. The NJGWQe for Pe E is I ug/1. The monitoring well sample test results were below the testing instrument's detection limits. Well Pl 3MWOI is located approx. 20 feet from Geoprobe11, boring PI 3GW06 I 0. Protections against unacceptable risk to human health and the environment are provided by the groundwater use/access restrictions included in Enclosure IO (Environmental Protection Provisions) and Enclosure 4 (eENWRA Fact Sheet). 
	38 (5) HR(P) 
	38 (5) HR(P) 
	A groundwater sample collected in April 2000 from monitoring well 

	3 MWl4-00I (located in the parcel) had 4.8 ug/1 Te E. In 2004, groundwater samples were collected from Geoprobe"' borings and monitoring wells MWl4-00I , MWl4-002 (located approx. 40 feet east of the parcel), and Pl4MWOJ (located in the parcel). These samples were tested for voe s, and all results were below NJGWQe . 
	42 (5) HR/HS(P) 
	42 (5) HR/HS(P) 
	This parcel is located at Bldg. 464. PCE was detected at 

	3 concentrations above the NJGWQe in groundwater samples collected from monitoring wells (MWI 5-001, MWl6-003, and ePMW06D), which are located in a line approx. 60 feet east ofthe building. Records indicate that PeE in samples collected from the aforementioned wells have not exceeded NJGWQe since April 2001. Protections against unacceptable risk to human health and the environment are provided by the groundwater use/access restrictions included in Enclosure IO (Environmental Protection Provisions) and Enclo
	19 & 20 (7) PS(P)/PR(P) 
	19 & 20 (7) PS(P)/PR(P) 
	EeP parcels 19 & 20, 23 and 27: Test results of soil and groundwater 

	2 23 (7) PS/PR(P) 
	samples collected at these parcels were all below the NJDCRSee 27 (7) PS/PR 
	and the NJGWQe for all constituents tested. No further actions are required. 
	30 (7) PR(P)/HR(P) [same 
	30 (7) PR(P)/HR(P) [same 
	Testing ofprevious surface water samples collected from the catch 

	3 as 1997 EBS parcel 26 (7) 
	basin located at Bldg. 173 detected metals and voe s. The 2004 test HR(P)] 
	results of the surface water from this catch basin are below the NJGWQC for all constituents tested. No further actions are required. 
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	Figure
	TABLE 1 -DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 
	The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. 
	Property 
	EBS Parcel 
	Remediation 
	Description 
	Deshmation 
	SANITARY UTILITY 
	36 (7) HR(P) 
	Reserve Enclave 
	(Cont'd) 
	39 (7) PS/PR HS/HR(P) 
	Parcels qualified for PCBs: 51,74, 82 
	Parcel 83 
	Parcel 83 
	Records indicate approx. 3 cyds ofsoil were excavated and disposed of as a result ofa I gal. release of hydraulic nuid from a parked military vehicle. No records were found to verify post-excavation samples had been collected. Geoprobe~ soil and groundwater samples were collected from this parcel and tested for VOCs, semi-VOCs, metals and PCBs. One Geoprobe® sample (Pl2GW01 IO) had 

	65.7 ug/l arsenic and 760 ug/l lead (maximum concentrations. The NJGWQC for arsenic and lead are 8 ug/1 and IO ug/1, respectively. Concentrations ofcertain metals, including antimony, chromium, and lead have been detected in groundwater samples collected from Camp Pedricktown at as much as three times their corresponding NJGWQC. Investigations ofbackground groundwater quality suggest these concentrations renect natural groundwater conditions and in some instances renect the sampling methodology. Protections
	This parcel is Bldg. 404 (unoccupied), which was historically used 
	for vehicle maintenance. Hazardous waste inventory reports indicate 
	waste oil, grease, and solvents were used in the building. Geoprobe® borings were advanced around Bldg. 404 and soil and groundwater samples were collected and tested for VOCs, semi-VOCs, PCBs, and 
	Metals. Monitoring wells 404-2-MW2 and 404-3-MWI (both located on the parcel) were sampled and tested for the same parameters. Test results ofGeoprobe"' groundwater samples (qualitative) detected arsenic (57.5 ug/1), cadmium (4.6 ug/1), chromium (447 ug/1), lead (127 ug/1) and nickel (338 ug/1) (maximum concentrations), above their respective NJGWQC. These metals were not detected in samples collected from 404-2-MW2 and 404-3-MWI (quantitative). Investigations ofbackground groundwater quality suggest these 
	All parcels qualified for PCBs: Test results from soil samples collected beneath pole-mounted transformers (2-transformer/pole) below the testing instruments detection limit and the NJDCRSCC. In 2005, all transformers including those on the BRAC property were visually inspected, and where appropriate tested for PCB content, and labeled. Transformers containing PCBs that were determined inactive and not fit for use were removed and disposed ofat an off-site facility. No further actions are required. 
	Results show 120 ug/kg PCB, which is below the NJDCRSCC. No further actions required. 
	Condition Cateeorv 
	3 
	3 
	I 
	3 
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	TABLE 1 -DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 
	The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. 
	Property 
	Property 
	Property 
	EBS Parcel 
	Remediation 
	Condition 

	Description 
	Description 
	Desi2nation 
	I 
	Cate2ory 

	TR
	STORMW ATER UTILITY 


	BRAC Property 
	Reserve Enclave 
	1997 EBS P1rctls 3 (2) PS 
	21 (6) HR 
	16(7) 
	26(7) HR(P) 
	Parcels qualified for PCBs 37P(P) 
	2003 EBS P1rctls 
	6(1) PS 15 (I) PS 24 (4) PS/PR(P) 
	17 (7) PS(P)/PR(P) 19 (7) PS(P)/PR(P) 
	23 (7) PS/PR(P) 
	30 (7) PR(P)/HR(P) 
	39 (7) PS/PR HS/HR(P) 
	Parcels qualified for PCBs 49, 5 I, and 63 
	Parcel 83 
	Parcel 83 
	Change in ECP category reflects the change in definitions ofcategories I and 2 since the 

	1997 EDS USTs removed in 1996 
	Groundwater with constituent concentrations exceeding NJGWQC is being rcmcdiated by air sparging. monitored natural attcnua1ion. and land-use controls This action has been approved by the NJDEP, and the U.S EPA has approved this remedy as Operating Properly and Successfully in a letter dated 20 June 2002 Protections against unacceptable risk to human heahh and 1he environment are provided by 1hc groundwater usc/accc:ss restrictions included in Enclosure JO (Environmental Protection Provisions) and Enclosure
	This parcel is associated with Bldg 320, which was used as a laboratory and an inspector's wort<shop The resuhs ofsamples collected from this area were btlow NJGWQC and NJOCRSCC excep1 for lead and chromium in soil samples, which were not detected at regulated levels during subsequent soil sampling 
	A surface water SaJ11>lc was collected from the stormwatcr catch basin located near Building 173 Metals, PCE. and nitrobenzcnc were detected in the surface water san'l)lc 1nc condition ofsurface water in catch basins varies with precipitation Water table and surface water dcvation in the catch basin were measured and the water table was approximately two feet btlow the elevation ofwater in the catch basin The rcsuhs of tests (metals and vobtile organics) on a subsequent surface water sample collected from t
	Soil results from samples collected beneath electrical transformtrS btlow NJDCRSCC for 
	PCBs 
	All ECP I parcels No change 
	Test results ofsoil and groundwater samples collected at these parcels were all btlow the 
	NJDCRSCC and the NJGWQC for all constituents tested No funher actions arc required 
	ECP parcels 17 -19 Test results ofso,J and groundwater samples collected at these parcels 
	were all below the NJDCRSCC and the NJGWQC for all constituents tested. No funher 
	actions arc required 
	Tes, results ofsoil and groundwater 5afl1)les collected at these parcels were all btlow the 
	NJDCRSCC and the NJGWQC for all constituents tested No funher actions are required 
	Testing orprevious surface water samples collected from the catch basin located at Bldg 
	273 detected metals and voes The 2004 test rcsuhs ofthe surface water from this catch 
	basin arc below the NJGWQC for all constituents tested No funher actions arc required 
	This parcel is Bldg 404 (unoccupied), which was historically used for vehicle maintenance 
	Hazardous waste inventory rcpons indicate waste oil, grease. and solvents were used in the building Gcoprobe'. borings Wert advanced around Bldg 404 and soil and groundwater samples were collected and tested for voe,. semi-voes. PCBs, and Metals Monitoring wells 404-2-MW2 and 404-3-MWJ (both located on the parcel) were sampled and tested for the same parameten Test resuhs ofGcoprobt' groundwater samples (qualitative) showed arsenic (57.5 ug/1), cadmium (4 6 ug/1), chromium (447 ug/1), lead ( 127 ug/1) and n
	All parcels qualified for PCBs Test rcsuhs from soil samples collected bcneaih polemounted transfonncrs (2·transfonncr/polc) below the testing instruments detection limit and the NJDCRSCC In 2005, all transformtrS including those on the BRAC propcny Wert visually inspected, and where appropriate tested for PCB content, and bbeled Transformers containing PCBs tha1 were determined inactive and not fit for use were removed and disposed ofat an off-site facility No funher actions arc required 
	Results show 120 ug/kg PCB, which is btlow the NJDCRSCC No funher actions required 
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	TABLE 1 -DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 
	Property Description 
	Property Description 
	Property Description 
	The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. EDS Parcel Remediation Desie:nation 
	Condition Catee:orv 

	TR
	WATER UTILITY 

	BRAC Property 
	BRAC Property 
	1997 EBS Parcels 7 (2) PS 19 (2) PS 
	All ECP 2 Sites: change in ECP category reflects the change in definitions of categories I and 2 since the 1997 EBS. US Ts removed in 1996. 
	I 

	TR
	20 (5) PR/HR(P) 
	1997 EBS Parcel 20 is 2003 EBS Parcel 25, which is addressed below under 2003 EBS Parcels. 
	4 

	-
	-
	22 (7) 23 (7) 24 (7) 25 (7) PS/PR(P) 26 (7) HR(P) 
	All ECP 7 Sites except 22 and 23, which are 2003 EBS Parcels 16 and 34, respectively. These Parcels are addressed below under 2003 EBS Parcels. Soils with constituent concentrations exceeding NJDCRSCC have been removed and disposed ofofT-site at an approved facility. Groundwater with constituent concentrations exceeding NJGWQC is being rernediated by air sparging, monitored natural attenuation, and land-use controls. These actions have been approved by the NJDEP, and the U.S. EPA has approved these remedies
	4 

	TR
	Parcels qualified for PCBs: 19 P(P), 27 P(P), 28 P(P), 29 P(P), 32 P(P), 34 P(P), 35 P(P), 36 P(P), 3 7 P(P) 
	All ECP qualified sites except 27, 34, and 35, which are 2003 EBS Parcels 81 , 82, and 83, respectively. These Parcels are addressed below under Reserve Enclave parcels. Soil results from samples collected beneath electrical transformers are below NJDCRSCC for PCBs. No further actions are required. 
	3 


	23 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	TABLE 1 -DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 
	The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. 
	Property 
	Property 
	Property 
	EBS Parcel 

	Remediation 

	Condition Description Desilmation 
	Condition Description Desilmation 
	Catee;ory 
	Figure


	WATER UTILITY 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	1003 EBS P1rttls 
	Reserve Enclave 
	S(l)PS. 7(1)PS.9(1)PS 
	All ECP I parcels No change 
	I 11 (l)PS.12(1)PS. 13(1)PS.1S(l)PS 16(1)PS 
	17 (2)PS(P)/PR(P) 
	17 (2)PS(P)/PR(P) 
	ECP parcels 17 and 18 Test results ofsoil and groundwater sal11)1es collected at these 

	2 parcels were all below the NJDCRSCC and the NJGWQC for all constituents tested No 
	further actions arc required 
	22(2) PS/PR 
	22(2) PS/PR 
	A 1986 heating fuel oil release: from a I .SOO gal AST located inside Bldg 273 (ba.sement) 

	2 
	was rcrnediatcd al the time of the release No further actions required 
	25 (2) PR 
	25 (2) PR 
	25 (2) PR 
	All ECP 2 parcels Test results ofsoil and groundwaterS3111)1es collected at these parcels 

	2 

	26 (2) PS/PR 
	26 (2) PS/PR 
	were all below the NJDCRSCC and the NJGWQC for all constituents tested No funhcr 

	actions arc required 
	24 (4) PS/PR(P) 
	24 (4) PS/PR(P) 
	Test results ofsoil and groundwatersal11)1es collected at these parcels were all below the 

	2 NJDCRSCC and the NJGWQC for all constituents tested No funhcr actions are required 
	37 (S) HR(P) 
	37 (S) HR(P) 
	Six Geoprobe~ borings (Pl3GWOI -06) and two monitoring wells (Pl3MW0l and 

	4 
	Pl3MW02) were advanced and installed in this parcel Screenings3111>les from the 
	Geoprobe"" (qualitative) and well samples (quantitative) were samples were collected and tested for voes Test results from screening sa111>lc Pl3GW0610 (duplicate sa111>lc) showed I 6 ug/1 PCE. The NJGWQC for PCE is I ug/1 The monitoring well sample test 
	results were below the lcsting instruments detection limits Wc11 P13MWOI is located 
	approx 20 feet from Gcoprobe•bormg Pl3GW0610 Sec note 2 
	38 (S) HR(P) 
	3 the parcel) had 4 8 ug/1 TCE In 2004. groundwater S3111)1es were collcc1ed from Gcoprobc• borings and moni1oring wells MWl4-00I. MWl4-002 (localed approx 40 feet east of1he parcel). and P14MWOI (loca1ed in 1he parcel) These samples were 1es1ed for voes. and all results were below NJGWQC 
	3 the parcel) had 4 8 ug/1 TCE In 2004. groundwater S3111)1es were collcc1ed from Gcoprobc• borings and moni1oring wells MWl4-00I. MWl4-002 (localed approx 40 feet east of1he parcel). and P14MWOI (loca1ed in 1he parcel) These samples were 1es1ed for voes. and all results were below NJGWQC 
	A groundwater S3111)1c collected in April 2000 from monitoring well MWl4-00I (located in 

	18 (7) PS/PR(P) 
	18 (7) PS/PR(P) 
	18 (7) PS/PR(P) 
	18 (7) PS/PR(P) 
	18 (7) PS/PR(P) 
	18 (7) PS/PR(P) 
	2

	ECP parcels 18-21. and 23 Tesl results ofsoil and groundwater samples collected at these

	19 (7) PS(P)/PR(P) 

	parcels were all below lhe NJDCRSCC and the NJGWQC for all constiluents lcsted No

	20 (7) PS/PR(P) 

	further actions arc required
	21 (7) PS(P)/PR(P) 23 (7) PS/PR (P) 
	3
	Testing ofprevious surface waler samples collected from the catch basin located at Bldg. 
	30 (7) PR(P)/HR(P) 
	30 (7) PR(P)/HR(P) 
	273 detected metals and voes The 2004 test results ofthe surface water from 1his catch basin arc below 1he NJGWQC for all constituents tested No funhcr actions arc required. 

	36(7) HR(P) 
	3 release ofhydraulic fluid from a parked military vehicle No records were found to verify post-cxcava1ion samples had been collcc1ed Gcoprobe~ soil and groundwater S3111)1cs were collected from 1his parcel and tested for voe,. semi-voes. me1als and PCBs One Gcoprobe• sample (P12GWOl 10) had 6S 7 ug/1 arsenic and 760 ug/1 lcad (maximum concentrations Sec note 2 The NJGWQC for arsenic and lead arc 8 ug/1 and 10 ug/1. 
	Records indicate approx 3 cyds ofsoil wen:: excavated and disposed ofas a result ofa I gal 
	respcc1ivcly Conccn1racions ofccnain metals. including antimony, chromium. and lead 
	have been detcc1ed in groundwatersal11)les collcc1ed from Camp Pcdricktown at as rooch as 
	three times their corresponding NJGWQC Investigations of background groundwater quality suggest these conccntralions reflect natural groundwater conditK>ns and in some 
	instances reflect the S3111)1ing methodology 
	instances reflect the S3111)1ing methodology 
	instances reflect the S3111)1ing methodology 
	instances reflect the S3111)1ing methodology 
	I

	All parcels qualified for PCB, Tes, rcsuhs from soil samples collected benca1h pole-

	0 SI. 
	Parcels qualified for PCBs 49


	mounted transformers (2-transformer/pole} below the testing instruments dctcctK>n limit and
	63. 64. 72, 74. and 81 
	63. 64. 72, 74. and 81 
	1he NJDCRSCC In 200S. all 1ransformers including 1hosc on 1he BRAC propcny were visually inspected. and where appropriate tes1ed for PCB content. and labeled Transformers 

	containing PCBs that were determined inactive and not tit for use were removed and 
	disposed ofa1 an otT-site facility No funhcr actions arc required 
	Parcel 83 
	3
	Results show 120 ug/kg PCB. which is below the NJDCRSCC No funhcr actions required 
	24 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	TABLE 1 -DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 
	The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. 
	Property 
	Property 
	Property 
	EDS Parcel 

	Remediation 

	Condition Description Designation 
	Cate2ory 
	Figure

	FACILITIES/BUILDINGS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ARMY-OWNED UTILITIES 
	Figure
	SANITARY UTILITY 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	BRAC Property 
	Facilities 530 and 531 
	Facilities 530 and 531 
	Facilities 530 and 531 
	Facilities 530 and 531 
	IO (7) PS/HS/HR (P), and 

	Soils with constituent (arsenic) concentrations exceeding 

	4 

	(conjoined), 513 (Lift 
	(conjoined), 513 (Lift 
	both facilities were qualified for 

	NJDCRSCC have been removed and disposed ofoff-site at an Station), and the 
	ACM and LBP 
	approved facility. Groundwater with constituent concentrations Wastewater Treatment 
	exceeding NJGWQC is being remediated by air sparging and Plant-Emergency 
	monitored natural attenuation. These actions have been approved by Generator/Control 
	the NJDEP, and the U.S. EPA has approved these remedies as Station/ 1,000 gal. AST 
	Operating Properly and Successfully in a letter dated 20 June 2002. (unnumbered) 
	Protections against unacceptable risk to human health and the environment are provided by the groundwater use/access restrictions included in Enclosure IO (Environmental Protection Provision.5) and Enclosure 4 (CENWRA Fact Sheet). 
	The March 2000 Phase II Asbes/os Survey, Camp Pedrick/own. New 
	Jersey tested pipe insulation and related components for asbestos, 
	and no asbestos was detected. No LBP paint survey was conducted 
	of these facilities. They are assumed to contain LBP based on their 
	a~e (older than 1978). 
	Reserve Enclave 
	NA 
	NA 
	NA 
	NA 
	NA

	There are no buildings 

	NA 

	with above ground 
	sanitary facilities on the 
	Reserve Enclave. 
	25 
	TABLE 1 -DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 
	The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. 
	Property 
	EDS Parcel Remediation 
	Condition 
	Description 
	Desienation 
	Cateeorv 
	FACILITIES/BUILDINGS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ARMY-OWNED UTILITIES 
	WATER UTILITY 
	BRAC Property 
	Facility 461: 210,000 gal. pad-mounted water tank (included in the July 2003 Final Finding of Suitability to Transfer 21 Acres at Camp Pedricktown, Camp Pedricktown New Jersey). 
	Reserve Enclave 
	Facilities 229, 229A, 
	239 (elevated water tower) 
	249 (pad-mounted water tank) 
	13 (7)PS/PR(P)/HS/HR also qualified for LBP 
	2 (1) also qualified for ACM and LBP; [53A(P)/P(P)) 
	29 (6) HR also qualified for ACM and LBP; (57A(P)/L(P)J 
	31 (7) HR (P) also qualified for ACM and LBP; [58A(P)/L(P)] 
	31 (7) HR (P) also qualified for ACM and LBP; [58A(P)/L(P)] 
	Paint chips were observed in soil surrounding the water tank. Soil with lead concentrations exceeding the NJDCRSCC has been excavated and properly disposed ofat an off-site licensed hazardous waste disposal facility. 

	No LBP paint survey was conducted ofthis facility. LBP is assumed based on the age ofthe facility (older than 1978). 
	No LBP paint survey was conducted of this facility. LBP is assumed based on the age of the facility (older than 1978). 
	The interior and exterior surface coatings, including lead-based 
	surface coatings on Facilities 239 and 249 were removed and 
	disposed ofby the Army in 2002. All tank surfaces, including the 
	support structures and miscellaneous pipes and brackets, were 
	resurfaced in accordance with American Water Works Association 
	Document Dl02-97, "Coating Steel Water Storage Tanks," and C652-92, "Disinfecting of Water Storage Facilities." 
	Paint chips were observed in soil surrounding the water tower. Soil with lead concentrations exceeding the New Jersey non-residential soil cleanup criteria has been excavated and properly disposed ofat an off-site licensed hazardous waste disposal facility. 
	The interior and exterior surface coatings, including lead-based surface coatings on Facilities 239 and 249 were removed and disposed ofby the Army in 2002. All tank surfaces, including the support structures and miscellaneous pipes and brackets, were resurfaced in accordance with American Water Works Association Document Dl02-97, "Coating Steel Water Storage Tanks," and C652-92, "Disinfecting ofWater Storage Facilities." 
	Paint chips were observed in soil surrounding the water tower. Soil with lead concentrations exceeding the New Jersey non-residential soil cleanup criteria has been excavated and properly disposed ofat an off-site licensed hazardous waste disposal facility. 
	4 
	4 
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	TABLE 1 -DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 
	The EBS parcels shown in this table are traversed by a utility. 
	Property EDS Parcel Remediation 
	Condition Deserio ti on I Deshmation 
	I 

	Cate2ory 
	ECP Category Descriptions: 
	Category I. -areas where no release or disposal of hazardous substances or petroleum products has occurred (including no migration of these substances from adjacent areas). However, the area may have been used to store hazardous substances or petroleum products; Category 2. -areas where only a release or disposal ofpetroleum products and/or their derivatives has occurred (including migration ofpetroleum products from adjacent areas); Category 3. -areas where a release, disposal, and/or migration ofhazardous
	required remedial actions have not yet taken place; 
	Category 6. -areas where a release, disposal, and/or migration ofhazardous substances has occurred, but required actions have not yet been implemented; 
	Category 7. -areas that are not evaluated or require additional evaluation 
	Notes: 
	I) The Property is the Army-owned utilities and associated facilities; 239 (water tower), 249 (water tank), 513 (lift station), Bldgs. 530/531 (wastewater treatment plant), and the wastewater treatment plant's emergency generator. The EBS parcels apply to land in contact with or very close to the utility or associated facilities. 
	2) Concentrations ofcertain metals, including antimony, chromium, and lead have been detected in groundwater samples collected from Camp Pedricktown at as much as three times their corresponding NJGWQC. Investigations ofbackground groundwater quality suggest these concentrations reflect natural groundwater conditions and in some instances reflect the sampling methodology (February, 2000). 
	3) EBS categories are based on the following: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Final Environmental Baseline Survey Report for Camp Pedrick/own (March, 1997) and the Final Environmental 

	• 
	• 
	Baseline Survey for Camp Pedrick/own, Reserve Enclave Oldmans Township, New Jersey (May 2003). 


	4) All actions reported in this table have been completed, and additional information can be found in the following documents: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	March 1997 Environmental Baseline Survey Report, Camp Pedricktown. New Jersey 

	• 
	• 
	May 1997 Camp Pedrick/own Underground Storage Tank Closure Report 

	• 
	• 
	February 2000 Camp Pedrick/own Environmental Investigation/Alternative Analysis 

	• 
	• 
	March 2000 Phase II Asbestos Survey, Camp Pedrick/own, New Jersey 

	• 
	• 
	March 2002 Remedial Action Report for Soil 

	• 
	• 
	April 2002 Operating Properly and Successfully (OPS) Demonstration, Remedial Action/or Groundwater. Camp Pedricktown, New Jersey 

	• 
	• 
	January 2005 Site Investigation ofSpecific Areas ofPotential Environmental Concern at the Reserve Enclave at Camp Pedrick/own (draft) 

	• 
	• 
	April 2005 Transformer Survey Report 


	5) The February 2000, Final Environmental Investigation/Alternatives Analysis report identified numerous locations with potential regulatory exceedances based on a single or two samples. Confirmatory sampling was conducted at these locations and no exceedances were detected. A detailed discussion is provided in the March 200I, Final Remedial Action Workplan Addendum for Soil. 
	6) The area shown as BRAC property in the March 1997 EBS has changed. Buildings/facilities 413, 434, 464, and 475 and the land immediately surrounding these buildings/facilities have been retained by the Army and are part of the Reserve Enclave. 
	Acronyms: ACM =asbestos containing material Approx. = approximately AST= above-ground storage tank Bldg. = building CEA/WRA = Classification Exception Area/Well Restriction Area cyds = cubic yards EBS = environmental baseline survey Environmental Condition of Property definitions 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	HS = Hazardous substance storage 

	• 
	• 
	HR = Hazardous substance, release or disposal 

	• 
	• 
	P = Polychlorinated biphenyls 

	• 
	• 
	PR = Petroleum release 

	• 
	• 
	PS = Petroleum storage 

	• 
	• 
	(P) = Possible fac. = facility gal = gallon GPR = ground penetrating radar LBP = lead-based paints mg/kg= milligrams per kilogram NA = Not applicable NJDEP = New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection NJGWQC = New Jersey Ground Water Quality Criteria NJDCRSCC = New Jersey Direct Contact Residential Soil 


	Cleanup Criteria PCBs =Polychlorinated biphenyls PCE =Tetrachloroethylene SVOCs = Semi-volatile organic compounds TCE = trichloroethylene TPH = total petroleum hydrocarbons ug/1 = micrograms per liter 
	U.S. EPA= United States Environmental Protection Agency 
	27 
	ENCLOSURE4 Classification Exception Area/Well Restriction Area Fact Sheet 
	Site Name: 
	Site Name: 
	Site Name: 
	Camp Pedricktown 

	Date: 
	Date: 
	March 8, 2002 

	Location: 
	Location: 
	Route 130, Pedricktown, New Jersey 08067 

	TR
	Oldmans Township, Salem County 

	Block: 
	Block: 
	45 

	Lot: 
	Lot: 
	5 

	Site Location Map: 
	Site Location Map: 
	Figure 1, CEA Boundary Map (attached) 

	Site Contact Person: 
	Site Contact Person: 
	Mr. Paul Fluck 

	Address: 
	Address: 
	U.S. Army Garrison Fort Dix 

	TR
	ATTN: AFRC-FA-PWN 

	TR
	Building 5317 

	TR
	Fort Dix, New Jersey 08640-5501 

	Phone Number: 
	Phone Number: 
	(609) 562-3536 

	DEP Lead Program: 
	DEP Lead Program: 
	Bureau ofFederal Case Management, (609)-633-1480 

	Case Number: 
	Case Number: 
	NA 


	DEP Remedial Action Workplan Approval Document dated: May 29, 1998 
	Description of CEA: 
	Impacted Aquifer The shallow water-bearing zone to which this Classification Exception Area (CEA) will be applied 
	consists ofthe silty-sands and gravels ofthe Cape May Formation. In the area ofthe Site, the Cape May Formation ranges from 20 to 35 feet in thickness and is separated from underlying formations by an approximately 30-foot layer ofreddish-orange clay. Groundwater occurs at an average depth 
	ofthree feet below land surface and flows in a west-northwesterly direction. Figure 1, CEA Boundary Map depicts groundwater elevation contours observed in February 2002. Based on aquifer testing completed at the Site, the average hydraulic conductivity determined for the water table aquifer was 11.8 feet per day. 
	Pursuant to N.J.A.C. 7:9-6.5, groundwater in the area ofthe Site is presently designated as Class H
	A. The primary designated use for Class II-A groundwater is potable water; secondary uses include agricultural and industrial water. The Site is serviced by a municipal water supplier (Penns Grove Water Supply Company) and there are no domestic, irrigation, industrial, or public supply wells within the proposed boundary ofthe CEA. 
	Any proposed groundwater use within the CEA will require NJDEP review for specific well design requirements. The well construction requirements will be in effect for the duration ofthe CEA and are implemented to protect the well(s) from contamination present at the Site. Based on the site 
	Any proposed groundwater use within the CEA will require NJDEP review for specific well design requirements. The well construction requirements will be in effect for the duration ofthe CEA and are implemented to protect the well(s) from contamination present at the Site. Based on the site 
	geological information, water-supply wells installed in this area shall be restricted in construction such that they must be cased and grouted to a depth ofat least 75 feet. 

	Contaminants Exceeding Constituent Standards and Applicable Standards Constituents that have been identified in Site groundwater above New Jersey Class II-A ground water quality criteria (GWQC) are limited to tetrachloroethylene (PCE) and trichloroethene (TCE), which are both volatile organjc compounds (VOCs). Historically, PCE has been the predominant and most widespread constituent of concern (COC) in Site groundwater. TCE has only been detected sporadically in a few Site monitoring wells. Consequently, t
	Constituent 
	Constituent 
	Constituent 
	New Jersey Class IIA Ground Water Quality Criteria (ppb) 
	Federal Drinking Water Standard (ppb) 

	Tetrachloroethene (PCE) 
	Tetrachloroethene (PCE) 
	1 
	5 

	Trichloroethylene (TCE) 
	Trichloroethylene (TCE) 
	1 
	5 

	Notes: 
	Notes: 

	ppb =parts per billion 
	ppb =parts per billion 


	Projected Term of CEA 
	The duration ofthe CEA is estimated to be four years. This estimate is based on a site-specific natural attenuation rate calculated using current and historic groundwater analytical data for samples collected from Site monitoring wells. A summary ofthe calculations used to estimate the duration ofthe CEA is presented in Table Al, Determination of CEA Duration. The groundwater monitoring data will be evaluated after three years to determine the need to extend the duration of the CEA. 
	Table Al: Determination ofCEA Duration, Camp Pedricktown, Salem County, New Jersey 
	1) Determine a site-specific first-order attenuation rate constant ("k", unitless). Includes the effects ofdispersion, adsorption, etc. Rate constant determined by fitting an exponential regression to analytical results plotted over time. 
	PCE Concentration Trends in Groundwater at MW-16-001 (listed in µg/L) 
	Date: Oct-97 PCEConc: 6 
	Date: Oct-97 PCEConc: 6 
	Date: Oct-97 PCEConc: 6 
	Sept-98 5 
	Feb-99 4 
	Apr-00 18 
	Apr-01 3.1 
	Oct-01 0.8 
	Feb-02 1.7 

	C .2 ... I!... C GI u C 0 (? Cl 0 .J 
	C .2 ... I!... C GI u C 0 (? Cl 0 .J 
	100 10 0.1 
	Oct-97 
	-Sep-98 
	-Feb-99 
	__..____ ~ Apr-00 Time (days) 
	Apr-01 
	T Oct-01 
	__. Feb-02 
	-
	Exponential Regression 


	Based on the above, k = 0.0009 
	2) Based on the site-specific attenuation rate, calculate the amount oftime required for the remaining concentrations ofPCE in site monitoring wells located outside of the air-sparging treatment area to attenuate below the GWQC. 
	Well ID 
	Well ID 
	Well ID 
	Current 
	Time to Achieve GWQC* 
	Time to Achieve GWQC 

	TR
	Concentration 
	(days) 
	(years) 

	TR
	(µg/L) 


	CPMW07S 3.4 1360 MW16-00I 1.7 590 
	3.7 

	1.6 
	3) Use the longest (most conservative) time period identified in (2) above to establish the CEA duration 
	CEA duration = 4 years 
	Notes: 
	* The time for the target constituent to achieve GWQC is determined by solving the equation for the first-order degradation: 
	C = Coe·kt 
	t = 
	t = 
	t = 
	1n (C/Co) 
	where: 
	Co= 
	initial concentration 

	TR
	-k 
	C 
	= 
	final concentration 

	TR
	t = 
	time 

	TR
	k = 
	first order attenuation rate 

	TR
	coefficient 


	Table A2. Groundwater Flow Velocity and PCE Transport Calculations, Camp Pedricktown, 
	Salem County, New Jersey 
	1) CEA Duration (days) 
	2) Seepage Velocity = Average Hydraulic Conductivity* Hydraulic Gradient/Efficient Porosity 
	Vs =K * ifne 
	K= 11.80 feet/day (from February 2000 EI/AA) 1 = 0.004 feet/day (from February 2000 EI/AA) ne = 0.25 (literature value for silty-sands) 
	Vs= 0.21 feet/day 
	3) Distribution Coefficient= Organic Carbon Partition Coefficient* Fraction of Organic Carbon in Matrix 
	Ket = Koc* foe 
	log Koc (PCE) = 2.42 (Suthersan 1997) Koc = 263 Foe = 0.0005 (Estimate) 
	4) Retardation Factor= 1 + (Formation Bulk Density * Distribution Coefficient/Efficient Porosity) 
	Figure
	Pb = 1.855 grams per cubic centimeter, estimate Ne= 0.25 RI= 1.98 
	5) Transport Rate= Seepage Velocity/Retardation Factor 
	Vpt = VJR.i 
	Vs= 0.21 feet/day RI= 1.98 pt = 0.11 feet/day 
	V

	6) Distance =Transport rate * Time 
	D =Vpt * t 
	T = 4 years Vpt = 3 8 feet/year d = 143 feet 
	CEA Boundaries 
	The maximum extent that the constituents ofconcern (COCs) would be expected to migrate within the projected term ofthe CEA was determined using groundwater transport calculations as presented in Table 2A, Groundwater Flow Velocity and PCE Transport Calculations. These calculations included the effects of advection, dispersion, and adsorption and were applied to monitoring wells in those areas not currently undergoing physical treatment, using current groundwater quality data. The results indicate that the C
	Note: Because current groundwater quality data indicate that concentrations of PCE exceed the respective Class II-A groundwater quality criteria/primary drinking water standards, the CEA established for this site is also a Well Restriction Area (WRA). The extent of the WRA shall coincide with the boundaries ofthe CEA. 
	. ' ' ': ,,,,...., ........ /: I•! N CD-" s '!-..c P. ·•' ~ Fi!rnre 1 -CEA Boundarv Mao Le2end ••••• ~ CEA Boundary Groundwater Elevation Contours (feet above mean sea level) Groundwater Flow Direction am Reserve Enclave 
	c., 
	c., 
	\ ( / \ Ii) V.• ~ I ,-.) JI\ ________, a I, /' I I ( .....------·--
	ENCLOSURE 5 
	TABLE 2 -NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR DISPOSAL 
	The EBS parcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, ordisposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 
	Property 
	Property 
	Property 
	Name of 
	Date ofStorage, 
	Remediation 

	Description 
	Description 
	Hazardous 
	Release or 

	(EBS Parcel) 
	(EBS Parcel) 
	Substance(s) 
	Disposal 


	ELECTRIC UTILITY 
	BRAC Property 
	1997 EBS Parttls 
	18 
	Soll: The 1997 EBS indicates Bldg 184 
	Unknown 
	Soll: The analysis ofGeoprobe•soil samples collected immediately adjacent 10 Bldg. 184 did 
	was a fonner paint shop that stored an 
	was a fonner paint shop that stored an 
	nor detect rtgulared levels ofPCE or metals 

	unknown quantity ofhazardous materials 
	Groundwater: PCE above the NJGWQC 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	Groundwater: The results ofGeoprot,e• groundwatcr ~Jes collcc1c:d immediately adjacent 

	was detected in a monitoring well (MW8· 
	was detected in a monitoring well (MW8· 
	lo Bldg. 184 indicated rtgulated levels of PCE and metals Nearby well (MW8-001) was used 

	001), which is localed immediately north 
	001), which is localed immediately north 
	10 assess rhe PCE in Bldg. 184 area Natural attenuation reconuncndcd for this area 

	ofBldg 184 
	ofBldg 184 
	Subsequent groundwater S3111)les from MW8-001 below NJGWQC for PCE No further action proposed in the 2002 Remedial Action Worl<plan, which was approved by the NJDEP in a letter dared May 2001 

	26 
	Surface water: Cadmium and TPH were 
	Surface water: Cadmium and TPH were 
	Surface water: Cadmium and TPH were 
	Surface water: Cadmium and TPH were 
	Surface water: Cadmium and TPH were 
	Surface water: Cadmium and TPH were 
	Surface water: Cadmium and TPH were 
	Unknown 

	Surface water: A surface water sarr.,le was collected from the stonnwatcr ca1ch basin located 

	detected in a surface water 5an1>lc 

	near Building 173 Metals, PCE, and nitrobenunc were detected in the surface waler S3111)1e

	collected from a storm water catch basin 

	The condition ofsurface water in catch basins varies with precipitation Water table and surface 

	ar Bldg 173 
	ar Bldg 173 
	water clcvatK>n in the catch basin were measured and the water table was approximately two 

	fce1 below the elevation ofwater in !he catch basin The rcsuhs oflest (metals and volatile organics) on a subsequent surface water S8JT1)1e co11ecled from the catch basin were all below 
	the testing instrument's detection level No further actions arc required 
	16 
	16 
	16 
	16 
	16 
	16 
	16 
	Soll: This EBS Parcel is associated with 

	Unknown 

	Soll: Analysis ofGeoprobe• soil samples collected from this EBS parcel did nor show rtgulated 

	former Bldg 320, which was a laboratory 

	levels ofVOC or explosive compounds 

	and inspector's workshop The 

	environmental quality ofthe soil and 
	groundwater is unknown 
	Groundwater: Lead and chromium were 
	Groundwater: Lead and chromium were 
	Groundwater: Lead and chromium were 
	Groundwater: Lead and chromium were 
	Groundwater: Lead and chromium were 
	Groundwater: Lead and chromium were 
	Unknown 

	Groundwattr: Lead and chromium detections in groundwater samples reflect background 

	detCC1ed in Geoprobe groundwater 

	conditions See note No 2

	samples 

	9 and 13 
	9 and 13 
	9 and 13 
	9 and 13 
	9 and 13 
	9 and 13 
	Soll: Arsenic, Antimony, Lead, PAHs, 

	Unknown 

	Soll: All soil remedial actions necessary 10 protect human health and the environment, 

	and PCBs detected in surface soil 

	consistent with !he governing regulations, have been completed and approved by the NJDEP in a lctrcr dared March 2002 

	Groundwater: PCE and TCE above their 
	Groundwater: PCE and TCE above their 
	Groundwater: PCE and TCE above their 
	Groundwater: PCE and TCE above their 
	Groundwater: PCE and TCE above their 
	Groundwater: PCE and TCE above their 
	Groundwater: PCE and TCE above their 
	Groundwater: PCE and TCE above their 
	Groundwater: PCE and TCE above their 
	Unknown 

	Groundw1ttr: Protections against unacccp1able risk to human hcahh and the environment arc 

	respective NJGWQC were detected in 

	being achieved by groundwater treatment (air-sparging and monitored natural attenuation) and

	groundwater samples collected from this 

	land-use controls These acrions have been approved by rhe NJDEP and demonstrated to rhe

	EBS parcel 

	US EPA to be operating properly and successfully pursuant to CERCLA 120(h)(3) The u.s 

	EPA approved rhe demonstration in a letter dared June 20, 2002. 
	10 
	Soll: Arsenic was detected in soil samples 
	Soll: Arsenic was detected in soil samples 
	Soll: Arsenic was detected in soil samples 
	Soll: Arsenic was detected in soil samples 
	Soll: Arsenic was detected in soil samples 
	Soll: Arsenic was detected in soil samples 
	Unknown 

	Soll: All soil remedial actions necessary 10 protect human health and rhe environment,

	collected from this EBS parcel. above the 

	consistent with rhe governing regulations. have been completed and approved by the NJDEP in

	NJRSCC. 

	a letter dared March 2002 
	Groundwater: PCE exceeding the 
	Groundwater: PCE exceeding the 
	Groundwater: PCE exceeding the 
	Groundwater: PCE exceeding the 
	Groundwater: PCE exceeding the 
	Groundwater: PCE exceeding the 
	Groundwater: PCE exceeding the 
	Unknown 

	Groundwater: Protections against unacceptable risk to human health and the environment are 

	NJGWQC was detected in groundwater 

	being achieved by groundwater trcaamcnt (air-sparging and monitored natural attenuation) and

	samples collected from rhis EBS parcel 

	land-use controls These acrions have been approved by the NJDEP and demonstrated 10 the US EPA 10 be operating properly and successfully pursuant 10 CERCLA 120(h)(3) The us EPA approved the demonstration in a letter dared June 20. 2002 

	34 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	TABLE 2 -NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR DISPOSAL 
	The EDS parcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 
	Property 
	Property 
	Property 
	Name of 

	Date of Storage, 

	Remediation Description 
	Hazardous 
	Release or (EBS Parcel) 
	Substance(s) 
	Substance(s) 
	Disposal 

	ELECTRIC UTILITY 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Reserve Enclave 
	2003 EBS Parcels 
	37 
	Groundwater: PeE was 
	Unknown 
	Groundwater: In 2004, groundwater screening (Geoprobe'") and detected above the NJGWQe 
	monitoring well samples were collected from this parcel and tested for in groundwater samples 
	voes. Test results from screening sample P13GW0610 (duplicate) had collected from this parcel. 

	1.6 µg/1 PeE. The NJGWQe for PeE is I µg/1. Test results from samples collected from the two wells installed near sample PI 3GW06 I 0 were below the testing instrument's detection limits. Protections against unacceptable risk to human health and the environment are being achieved by land-use controls. Additional information on the land-use controls is provided in Enclosure 4 (eEAIWRA Fact Sheet) and Enclosure IO (Environmental Protection Provisions). 
	1.6 µg/1 PeE. The NJGWQe for PeE is I µg/1. Test results from samples collected from the two wells installed near sample PI 3GW06 I 0 were below the testing instrument's detection limits. Protections against unacceptable risk to human health and the environment are being achieved by land-use controls. Additional information on the land-use controls is provided in Enclosure 4 (eEAIWRA Fact Sheet) and Enclosure IO (Environmental Protection Provisions). 
	40 
	40 
	Groundwater: Test results 

	Unknown 
	Groundwater: The Anny completed UST removal actions at this from the Geoprobe ® 
	facility (former automobile gas station) in the mid-I 990's, which were (qualitative) sample indicated 
	approved by the NJDEP. Test results ofsamples collected from arsenic, chromium, and lead at 
	monitoring well MWI 6-00 I (approx. 50 feet down gradient from the 33.2µg/l, 236 µg/1, and 68 µg/1, 
	facility) indicated PeE. Data suggest Fae. 4 I 3 could be the source of respectively (maximum 
	PeE detected in MWJ6-00J samples. In 2004, Geoprobe®borings were concentrations). The 
	advanced on the parcel and monitoring wells MW16-00I, 413-W-NJGWQe for arsenic, 
	MWl,and413-NW-MW1 were sampled. Wells413-W-MWI and413chromium and lead is 8 µg/1, 
	-

	NW-MWI are located in this parcel. Samples from these wells and JOO µg/1, and 10 µg/1, 
	groundwater samples from Geoprobe"'borings were tested for voe s, respectively. 
	semi-voes, PeBs, and metals. Test results from the Geoprobe" 
	(qualitative sample) indicated arsenic, chromium, and lead at 33.2 µg/1, 
	236µg/l, and 68 µg/1, respectively (maximum concentrations). The 
	NJGWQe for arsenic, chromium and lead are 8µg/l, I00 µg/1, and I 0 
	µg/1, respectively. Test results from the monitoring well samples 
	(quantitative sample) were all below the NJGWQe for the analytes 
	tested, including metals. Protections against unacceptable risk to human 
	health and the environment are being achieved by land-use controls. 
	Additional information on the land-use controls is provided in 
	Enclosure 4 (eENWRA Fact Sheet) and Enclosure IO (Environmental 
	Protection Provisions). 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	TABLE 2 -NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR DISPOSAL 
	11re EBS parcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 
	Property 
	Property 
	Property 
	Property 
	Name of 

	Date of Storage, 

	Remediation 

	Description 
	Description 
	Description 
	Hazardous 

	Release or 

	<EBS Parcel) 
	<EBS Parcel) 
	<EBS Parcel) 
	Substance(s) 

	Disposal 

	Figure
	GAS UTILITY BRAC Property 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	1997 EBS Parcels 
	18 
	Soil: Bldg. 184 was a former 
	Soil: Bldg. 184 was a former 
	Soil: Bldg. 184 was a former 
	Unknown 

	Soil: Analysis ofGeoprobesoil samples collected immediately 
	9 


	paint shop that stored an 
	paint shop that stored an 
	adjacent to Bldg. 184 did not indicate regulated levels PCE or metals. 

	unknown quantity of hazardous materials. Groundwater: The results ofGeoprobegroundwater samples 
	9 

	Groundwater: PCE above the 
	Groundwater: PCE above the 
	collected immediately adjacent to Bldg. 184 indicated regulated levels 

	NJGWQC was detected in a 
	NJGWQC was detected in a 
	of PCE and metals. Nearby well (MW8-00 I) was used to assess the 

	monitoring well (MWS-00 I), 
	monitoring well (MWS-00 I), 
	PCE in Bldg. 184 area. Natural attenuation recommended for this area. 

	which is located immediately 
	which is located immediately 
	Subsequent groundwater samples from MWS-00 I below NJGWQC for 

	north of Bldg. 184. 
	PCE. No further action proposed in the 2001 Remedial Action Workplan Addendumfor Groundwater, which was approved by the NJDEP in a letter dated May 200 I. 
	Reserve Enclave 
	2003 EBS Parcels 
	NA 
	NA 
	NA 
	NA 

	No release or disposal of hazardous substances or petroleum products is known to have occurred at this utility. 

	l 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	TABLE 2 -NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR DISPOSAL 
	The EBS parcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 
	Property 
	Property 
	Property 
	Name of 

	Date of Storage, 

	Remediation Description 
	Hazardous 
	Release or (EBS Parcel) 
	Substance(s) 
	Disposal SANITARY UTILITY BRAC Property 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	1997 EBS Parttb 18 
	Soll: Bldg 184 was a former pain, shop 
	Soll: Bldg 184 was a former pain, shop 
	Soll: Bldg 184 was a former pain, shop 
	Soll: Bldg 184 was a former pain, shop 
	Soll: Bldg 184 was a former pain, shop 
	Soll: Bldg 184 was a former pain, shop 
	Unknown 

	Soll: The results ofGeoprobe• soil samples collec1ed immedia1ely adjacen1 10 Bldg 184 did nOI

	that stored an unknown quantity of 

	detect regula1ed levels PCE or metals 

	hazardous materials 

	Groundwaler: PCE above lhe NJGWQC 
	Groundwaler: PCE above lhe NJGWQC 
	Groundwaler: PCE above lhe NJGWQC 
	Groundwaler: PCE above lhe NJGWQC 
	Groundwaler: PCE above lhe NJGWQC 
	Groundwaler: PCE above lhe NJGWQC 
	Groundwaler: PCE above lhe NJGWQC 
	Groundwaler: PCE above lhe NJGWQC 
	Unknown 

	Groundwat~r: The results ofGcoprot,e• groundwater samples collected immediately adjacent 

	was detected in a monitoring well (MW8
	-


	10 Bldg 184 indica1ed regulaled levels of PCE and metals. Nearby well (MW8-001) was used

	001), which is localed immediately north 

	to assess the PCE in Bldg 184 area Natural attenuation reconmcndcd for th tS area

	ofBldg 184 

	Subsequenl groundwater samples from MW8-00 I below NJG WQC for PCE No further action proposed in the 2001 Rcmcdinl Ac1;0,r Workp/011 Adder1dum/or GroundMJter. which was approved by 1he NJOEP in a let1er dared May 200 I 
	16 
	Soll: This parcel is associated with 
	Soll: This parcel is associated with 
	Soll: This parcel is associated with 
	Soll: This parcel is associated with 
	Soll: This parcel is associated with 
	Unknown 

	Soll: The resulls ofGeoprobe• soil samples collecred from this parcel did not indicate regulated 

	former Bldg 320, which was a laboratory 

	levels of VOC or explosive co~unds

	and inspector, workshop The environmental quality ofthe soil and groundwater is unknown 
	Groundwater: Lead and chromium were 
	Groundwater: Lead and chromium were 
	Groundwater: Lead and chromium were 
	Groundwater: Lead and chromium were 
	Groundwater: Lead and chromium were 
	Unknown 

	Groundwater: Lead and chromium detections in groundwarer saf'l1)1CS reflect background

	detected in Geoprobe• groundwater 

	conditions Sec note No 2 for additional infomwion 

	samples 13 
	Soll: The results ofsurface soil samples 
	Soll: The results ofsurface soil samples 
	Soll: The results ofsurface soil samples 
	Soll: The results ofsurface soil samples 
	Soll: The results ofsurface soil samples 
	Soll: The results ofsurface soil samples 
	Soll: The results ofsurface soil samples 
	Unknown 

	Soll: All soil remedial actions necessary to protect against unacceptable risk to human health

	collected in this EBS parcel contained 

	and che environmcnl, consistent wic h the governing regulations, have been completed and 

	ar,enic. antimony, lead, PAHs, and PCBs 

	approved by the NJDEP in a letter daled March, 2002 

	above their respec1ive NJRSCC Groundwatrr: PCE and TCE exceeding 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	Groundwater: Protections against unacceptable risk to human health and the environment arc 

	1heir respective NJGWQC were detected 

	being achieved by groundwacer treatment (air-sparging and monitored natural attenuation) and 

	in groundwater samples collected from 

	land-use conlrols These actions have been approved by lhe NJDEP and demonstrated 10 the

	this EBS parcel 

	US EPA 10 be operating properly and successfully pursuanl to CERCLA 120(h)(3). The US EPA approved 1he demons1ration in a letter dated June 20, 2002 

	Soll: All soil remedial actions necessary 10 proteCI against unacceptable risk to human heahh 
	Soll: All soil remedial actions necessary 10 proteCI against unacceptable risk to human heahh 
	Soll: All soil remedial actions necessary 10 proteCI against unacceptable risk to human heahh 
	Soll: All soil remedial actions necessary 10 proteCI against unacceptable risk to human heahh 
	Soll: All soil remedial actions necessary 10 proteCI against unacceptable risk to human heahh 
	Soll: All soil remedial actions necessary 10 proteCI against unacceptable risk to human heahh 
	Soll: All soil remedial actions necessary 10 proteCI against unacceptable risk to human heahh 
	8, 10, and 11 

	Soll: Arsenic exceeding the NJRSCC was 

	Unknown 

	and the environment, consistent with the governing regulations, have been C0"1)1etcd and 

	detected in samples collected from lhis 

	approved by the by the NJDEP in a letter dated March, 2002 

	EBS parcel Groundwater: Protections against unacceptable risk to human health and the environment are 
	Groundwaltr: PCE and TCE exceeding 
	Groundwaltr: PCE and TCE exceeding 
	Groundwaltr: PCE and TCE exceeding 
	Groundwaltr: PCE and TCE exceeding 
	Groundwaltr: PCE and TCE exceeding 
	Groundwaltr: PCE and TCE exceeding 
	Groundwaltr: PCE and TCE exceeding 
	Unknown 

	being achieved by groundwater treatment (air-sparging and monitored naturaJ attenuation) and 

	their respective NJGWQC were detected 

	land-use controls These ac1ions have been approved by the NJDEP and demons1ra1ed to the

	in groundwater samples collected from 

	US EPA 10 be operating properly and successfully pur,uanl to CERCLA 120(h)(3) The u.s 

	this EBS parcel 
	this EBS parcel 
	EPA approved the demonstration in a letter dated June 20, 2002 

	37 
	TABLE 2 -NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR DISPOSAL 
	11,e EBSparcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 
	Property 
	Property 
	Property 
	Name of 
	Date ofStorage, 
	Remediation 

	Description 
	Description 
	Hazardous 
	Release or 

	(EDS Parcel) 
	(EDS Parcel) 
	Substance(s) 
	Disposal 


	SANITARY UTILITY 
	Reserve Enclave 
	2003 EBS Parcels 30 
	36 
	37 
	38 
	39 
	42 
	Surface water: Analysis ofa surface 
	water sample collected from a storm 
	waier ca1ch basin at Bldg 173 indicated 
	cadmium and TPH 
	Groundwater: Arsenic and Lead 
	Groundwattr: PCE detected in monitoring wells MWI 1-002 and MWl600I, which arc close to EBS parctls 37 and42 
	-

	Groundwater: A groundwater s3rt1>lc collected in April 2000 from monitoring well MWl4-001 (located in the parcel) had 4 8µg/1 TCE 
	Bulldln& Oprntlons: Solvents 
	Groundwater. PCE detected in groundwater above NJG WQC 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	Surface Water: Previous surface water samples collected from the catch basin k>cated at Bklg 
	173 detected metals and voes The 2004 ltsl results ofthe surface water from this catch basin 
	are below the NJGWQC for all constituents tested. No funher actions are required 
	Groundwater: Records indicate approx 3 cyds ofsoil were excavated and disposed ofas a result ofa I gal release ofhydraulic fluid from a parked military vehicle. No records were found to verify that post-excavaiion samples had been collected Geoprobe• soil and groundwater samples were collected from this parcel and tested for VOCs, semi-Voe,, metals and PCBs One Geoprobe• sample (Pl2GWOl 10) had 65. 7 µg/1 arsenic and 760 µg/1 lead (maximum concentrations) The NJGWQC for arsenic and lead is 8µg/1 and 10 µg/1
	Groundwater: Six Geoprobe• borings (P13GWOI -06) and two monitoring wells (PIJMWOI and PI 3MW02) were advanced and installed in this parcel Screening samples from the Geoprobe.. (qualitative) and well samples (quantitative) were collected and tested for voe, Test results from screening sample P13GW0610 (duplicate sample) had I 6 µg/1 PCE The NJGWQC for PCE is I µg/1 The monitoring well sample test results were below the testing instruments detcction limits Well PI3MWO I is localed approx 20 feet from Geopro
	Groundwattr: In 2004, groundwater samples were collected from Geoprobe' borings and 
	monitoring wells MWl4-00I. MWl4-002 (localed approx 40 feet east ofthe parcel). and 
	P14MWOI (located in the parcel) These samples were tested for voes, and all results were 
	below NJGWQC. No funher actions required 
	Bulldlnc Oprntlons: This parcel is Bldg 404 (unoccupied). which was historically used for vehicle maintenance Hazardous waste inventory reports indicate waste oil, grease. and solvents were used in the building Geoprobe™ borings were advanced around Bldg 404 and soil and groundwater samples were collected and tested for voes. semi-VOCs, PCBs. and Metals Monitoring wells 404-2-MW2 and 404-3-MW I (bolh located on the parcel) were sampled and 
	tested for the same parameters Test results ofGeoprobeII) groundwater samples (qualitative) detected arsenic (57 S µg/1). cadmium (4 611g/1), chromium (447 µg/1), lead (127µugll) and 
	nickel (338 µg/1) (maximum concentrations). above their respective NJGWQC These metals were not detected in samples collected from 404-2-MW2 and 404-3-MWI (quantitative) 
	Investigations of background groundwater quality suggest these concentrations reflect naturaJ groundwater conditions and in some instances renc:cr the sampling methodology. Protcctions against unacceptable risk to human heatth and the environment arc being achieved by land-use controls Additional information on the land-use controls is provtdcd in Enclosure 4 (CEA/WRA Fact Sheet) and Enclosure 10 (Environmental Protcction Provisions). 
	Groundwater: This parcel is located at Bldg 464 PCE was detected al conccntr.uions above the NJGWQC in groundwater samples collected from monitoring wells (MWIS-001, MWl6
	-

	003. and CPMW06D). which arc located in a line approx. 60 feet east ofthe building Records indicate that PCE in sa,n,:,les collected from the aforementioned wells have not cxcccdcd NJGWQC since April 2001 Protections against unacceptable risk to human heahh and the environmcn1 arc being achieved by land-use controls Additional information on the land-use controls is provided in Enclosure 4 (CEA/WRA Fact Sheet) and Enclosure 10 (Environmental Proteclion Provisions) 
	38 
	TABLE 2 -NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR DISPOSAL The EBSparcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. Property Description lEBS Parcel) BRAC Property 1997 EBS Parcels 21 26 Reserve Enclave 2003 EBS Parcels 30 39 Name of Hazardous Substance(s) Date ofStorage, Release or Disposal Remediation STORMWATER UTILITY Soil: Analysis of soil samples collected from this area indicated cadmium and lead conc
	TABLE 2 -NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR DISPOSAL The EBSparcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. Property Description lEBS Parcel) BRAC Property 1997 EBS Parcels 21 26 Reserve Enclave 2003 EBS Parcels 30 39 Name of Hazardous Substance(s) Date ofStorage, Release or Disposal Remediation STORMWATER UTILITY Soil: Analysis of soil samples collected from this area indicated cadmium and lead conc
	TABLE 2 -NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR DISPOSAL The EBSparcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. Property Description lEBS Parcel) BRAC Property 1997 EBS Parcels 21 26 Reserve Enclave 2003 EBS Parcels 30 39 Name of Hazardous Substance(s) Date ofStorage, Release or Disposal Remediation STORMWATER UTILITY Soil: Analysis of soil samples collected from this area indicated cadmium and lead conc
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	TABLE 2 -NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR DISPOSAL 
	The EBS parcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel. which are traversed by a utility. 
	Property 
	Property 
	Property 
	Name of 
	Date of Storage, 
	Remediation 

	Description 
	Description 
	Hazardous 
	Release or 

	<EBS Parcel) 
	<EBS Parcel) 
	Substance(s) 
	Disposal 


	WATER UTILITY 
	BRAC Property 
	1997 EBS Parcels 20 
	26 
	Reserve Enclave 
	2003 EBS Parcels 30 
	36 
	37 
	38 
	SoU: This area is associated with a 1995 
	release ofhydraulic fluid from a vehicle 
	Surface w1ttr: The results ofa surface water saJ1'1)lc collected from a storm water catch bosin at Bldg 173 indicated cadmium and TPH 
	Surf'1ce water: The results ofa surface 
	water 5a111>le collected from a stom, 
	water catch bosin at Bldg 173 indicated 
	cadmium and TPH 
	Groundwater: Arsenic and Lead 
	Groundwaltr: PCE detected in monitoring wells MWI 1-002 and MWl6001, which are close to EBS parccls37 and42 
	-

	Groundwater: A groundwater 53111>le collected in April 2000 from monitoring 
	well MWl4-001 (located in the parcel) contained 4 8 µg/1 TCE 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	Soll: The affected soil has been excavated and disposed of 
	Surface Water: A surface water sam,:,lc was collected from 1hc stonnwater catch basin located near Building 173. Metals. PCE. and nitrobenzcnc were detected in the surface water ~le The condition ofsurface water in catch basins varies with precipitation. Water table and surface waler clcvatK>n in the catch basin were measured and 1hc water table was approximately two 
	feet below the elevation ofwater in the catch bosin The resuhs oftest (metals and volatile 
	organics) of the surface water from the catch basin were all below lhc testing instrument's 
	detection level No funhcr actions arc required. 
	Surface Water: Previous surface water sa111>les collected from the catch basin located at Bklg 
	173 contained metals and voes The 2004 test results ofthe surface water from this catch 
	bosin arc below the NJGWQC for all constituents tested No funher actions arc required 
	Groundwater: Records indicate approx 3 cyds ofsoil were excavated and disposed ofas a 
	resuh ofa I gal release of hydraulic fluid from a parked military vehicle No records were 
	found lo verify pos1-cxcava1ion samples had been collected Gcoprobc• soil and groundwater 
	samples were collected from this parcel and tested for voes, scmi-VOCs, metals and PCBs 
	One Gcoprobe'" sample (Pl2GWOI IO) had 65.7 µg/1 arsenic and 760 µg/1 lcad (maximum 
	concentrations) The NJGWQC for arsenic and lead arc Sµg/1 and IOµg/1, ncspcclivcly. 
	Concentrations ofcenain metals. including antimony. chromium. and lead have been detected in groundwater samples collected from Camp Pedricktown at u rr1.1ch as three times their 
	COITesponding NJGWQC Investigations ofbackground groundwater quality suggest these 
	concen1rations reflect natural groundwater conditions and in some instances rcncct the 5a.n1>ling methodology Protections against unacceptable risk to hum.1n heahh and the environment are bcmg achieved by land-use controls Additional informacion on the land-use controls is 
	provided in Enclosure 4 (CENWRA Fact Sheet) and Enclosure 10 (Environmental Pro<ection 
	Provisions) 
	Groundwater: Six Gcoprobe"' borings (P13GWOI -06) and two monitoring wells (PIJMWOI and P13MW02) were advanced and installed in this parcel. Screening samples from the Gcoprobe• (quali1a1ivc) and well samples (quantitative) were collected and tested for voe, Test results from screening sample P1 3GW0610 (duplicate 5a1r4>lc) indicated 1.6 µg/1 PCE The NJGWQC for PCE is I µsf! The monitoring well sample test results were below the testing instruments detection limits Well PI3MWO I is located approx 20 feet fr
	environment are being achieved by land-use controls Additional information on the land-use 
	controls is provided in Enclosure 4 (CENWRA Fact Sheet) and Enclosure 10 (Environmental 
	Profcc1ion Provisions) 
	Groundwater: A groundwater sarl1)1C collected in April 2000 from monitoring well MWl4
	-

	001 (located in the parcel) had 4 8 µsf! TCE In 2004, groundwater samples were collected from Gcoprobe• borings and moniioring wells MWl4-00I, MWl4.002 (located approx 40 feet cast of the parcel). and P14MWOI (located in the parcel) These samples were tested for VOC:s, and all results were below NJGWQC. No funhcr actions required 
	40 
	TABLE 2 -NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR DISPOSAL 
	The EBSparcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 
	Property 
	Property 
	Property 
	Name of 
	Date of Storage, 
	Remediation 

	Description 
	Description 
	Hazardous 
	Release or 

	lEBS Parcel) 
	lEBS Parcel) 
	Substance(s) 
	Disposal 


	FACILITIES/BUILDINGS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ARMY-OWNED UTILITIES 
	SANITARY UTILITY 
	BRAC Property 
	EBS 1997 Parcel 
	IO 
	Facilities 530 and 531 (conjoined), 513 (Lift Station), and the Wastewater Treatment Plant-Emergency Generator/Control Station/1,000 gal. AST (unnumbered) 
	Reserve Enclave 
	There are no buildings with aboveground sanitary facilities on the Reserve Enclave. 
	Facilities Operations: 
	Chlorine 
	Soil: Arsenic exceeding the NJRSCC was detected in samples collected from this EBS parcel 
	Groundwater: PCE exceeding NJGWQC was detected in groundwater samples collected from this EBS parcel. 
	NA 
	1975 to present 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	NA 
	Facilities Operations: 120 pounds ofdry chlorine is stored in Bldg. 530 and is used by a trained licensed wastewater treatment operator. The chlorine is used as part of the ongoing operation ofthe wastewater treatment plant 
	Soil: All soil remedial actions necessary to protect against unacceptable risk to human health and the environment consistent with the governing regulations, have been completed and approved by the by the NJDEP in a letter dated March, 2002. 
	Groundwater: Protections against unacceptable risk to human health and the environment are being achieved by groundwater treatment (airsparging and monitored natural attenuation) and land-use controls. These actions have been approved by the NJDEP and demonstrated to the U.S. EPA to be operating properly and successfully pursuant to CERCLA 120(hX3). The U.S. EPA approved the demonstration in a letter dated 20 June 2002. 
	-

	NA 
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	TABLE 2 -NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR DISPOSAL 
	The EBSparcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 
	Property 
	Property 
	Property 
	Name of 
	Date of Storage, 
	Remediation 

	Description 
	Description 
	Hazardous 
	Release or 

	<EBS Parcel) 
	<EBS Parcel) 
	Substance(s) 
	Disposal 


	FACILITIES/BUILDINGS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ARMY 
	WATER UTILITY 
	BRAC Property 
	13 
	Facility461,a 
	210,000 gal. pad
	mounted water tank (included in the July 
	2003 Final Finding of Suitability to Transfer 21 Acres at Camp Pedrick/own, Camp Pedricktown New Jersey). 
	Reserve Enclave 
	9 
	[Facilities 229, 229A] 
	29 
	[Facility 239: elevated water tower) 
	31 
	[249: pad-mounted water tank] 
	Soil and Building: Lead 
	1964 to 2003 
	Building: Lead 
	1932 to present 
	Soil and Building: Lead 
	1942 to 2002/2003 
	Soil and Building: Lead 
	1942 to 2002/2003 
	Paint chips were observed in soil surrounding the water tank. Soil tested and that soil with lead concentrations exceeding the NJDCRSCC has been excavated and properly disposed ofat an off-site licensed hazardous waste disposal facility. 
	No LBP paint survey was conducted of this facility. LBP is assumed based on their age ofthe facility (older than 1978). 
	No LBP paint survey was conducted ofthis facility. LBP is assumed 
	based on their age of the facility (older than 1978). 
	The interior and exterior surface coatings, including lead-based surface 
	coatings on Facility 239 were removed and disposed ofby the Army in 
	2002. All tank surfaces, including the support structures and 
	miscellaneous pipes and brackets, were resurfaced in accordance with 
	American Water Works Association Document DI02-97, "Coating 
	Steel Water Storage Tanks," and C652-92, "Disinfecting of Water 
	Storage Facilities." 
	Paint chips were observed in soil surrounding the water tower. Soil with lead concentrations exceeding the NJDCRSCC has been excavated and properly disposed ofat an off-site licensed hazardous waste disposal facility. 
	The interior and exterior surface coatings, including lead-based surface coatings on Facility 249 were removed and disposed ofby the Army in 2002. All tank surfaces, including the support structures and miscellaneous pipes and brackets, were resurfaced in accordance with American Water Works Association Document Dl02-97, "Coating Steel Water Storage Tanks," and C652-92, "Disinfecting of Water Storage Facilities." 
	Paint chips were observed in soil surrounding the water tower. Soil with lead concentrations exceeding the NJDCRSCC has been excavated and properly disposed of at an off-site licensed hazardous waste disposal facility. 
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	TABLE 2 -NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE STORAGE, RELEASE OR DISPOSAL 
	The EBSparcels are listed because hazardous substances were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 
	Property 
	Property 
	Property 
	Name of 
	Date of Storage, 

	Description 
	Description 
	Hazardous 
	Release or 

	(EBS Parcel) 
	(EBS Parcel) 
	Substance(s) 
	Disposal 


	Notes: 
	I) The Property is the Army-owned utilities and associated facilities; 239 (water tower), 249 (water tank), 513 (lifi station), Bldgs. 530/531 (wastewater treatment plant), and the wastewater treatment plant's emergency generator. The EBS parcels apply to lands in contact with or very close to the utility or associated facilities. 
	2) Concentrations ofcertain metals, including antimony, chromium, and lead have been detected in groundwater samples collected from Camp Pedricktown at as much as three times their corresponding NJGWQC. Investigations of background groundwater quality suggest these concentrations reflect natural groundwater conditions and in some instances reflect the sampling methodology (February, 2000). 
	3) EBS categories are based on the following: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Final Environmental Baseline Survey Report for Camp Pedricklown (March, 1997) and the Final Environmental 

	• 
	• 
	Baseline Survey for Camp Pedrick/own, Reserve Enclave Oldmans Township, New Jersey (May 2003). 


	4) All actions reported in this table have been completed, and additional information can be found in the following documents: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	March 1997 Environmental Baseline Survey Report, Camp Pedricktown, New Jersey 

	• 
	• 
	May 1997 Camp Pedricktown Undergrou11d Storage Tank Closure Report 

	• 
	• 
	February 2000 Camp Pedricktown Environmental Investigation/Alternative Analysis 

	• 
	• 
	March 2000 Phase II Asbestos Survey, Camp Pedrick/own, New Jersey 

	• 
	• 
	March 2002 Remedial Action Report for Soil 

	• 
	• 
	April 2002 Operating Properly and Successfully (OPS) Demonstration. Remedial Action for Groundwater, Camp Pedricktown, New Jersey 

	• 
	• 
	January 2005 Site Investigation ofSpecific Areas ofPotential Environmental Concern at the Reserve Enclave at Camp Pedrick/own (draft) 


	5) The February 2000, Final Environmental Investigation/Alternatives Analysis report identified numerous locations with potential regulatory exceedances based on a single or two samples. Confirmatory sampling was conducted at these locations and no exceedances were detected. A detailed discussion is provided in the March 2001, Final Remedial Action Workp/an Addend1u11for Soil. 
	6) The area shown as BRAC property in the March 1997 EBS has changed. Buildings/facilities 413, 434, 464, and 475 and the land immediately surrounding these buildings/facilities have been retained by the Army and are part ofthe Reserve Enclave. 
	7) Chemical Abstract Service Registry Numbers: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	PCE 127184 

	• 
	• 
	Chlorine 7782505 

	• 
	• 
	PCB 1336363 

	• 
	• 
	Cadmium 7440439 

	• 
	• 
	Chromium 7440473 

	• 
	• 
	TCE 79016 

	• 
	• 
	Nickel 7440020 

	• 
	• 
	Lead 7439921 

	• 
	• 
	Arsenic 7440382 

	• 
	• 
	Nitrobenzene 98953 


	Remediation 
	Acronyms: 
	ACM = asbestos containing material Approx. = approximately AST= above-ground storage tank Bldg.= building 
	CEA/WRA = Classification Exception Area/Well Restriction Area Cyds = cubic yards EBS = environmental baseline survey Environmental Condition of Property definitions 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	HS = Hazardous substance storage 

	• 
	• 
	HR= Hazardous substance, release or disposal 

	• 
	• 
	P = Polychlorinated biphenyl's 

	• 
	• 
	PR= Petroleum release 

	• 
	• 
	PS = Petroleum storage 

	• 
	• 
	(P) = Possible fac. = facility gal= gallon GPR = ground penetrating radar LBP = lead-based paints mg/kg = milligrams per kilogram NA= Not applicable NJDEP = New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection NJGWQC = New Jersey Ground Water Quality Criteria NJDCRSCC = New Jersey Direct Contact Residential Soil Cleanup 


	Criteria PCBs = Polychlorinated biphenyl 's PCE = Tetrachloroethylene SVOCs = Semi-volatile organic compounds TCE = trichloroethylene TPH = total petroleum hydrocarbons µg/1 = micrograms per liter 
	U.S. EPA= United States Environmental Protection Agency 
	ENCLOSURE6 
	TABLE 3 -NOTIFICATION OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS STORAGE, RELEASE, OR DISPOSAL (BRACAREA) 
	The EBS parcels are listed because petroleum products were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 
	EBS 
	EBS 
	EBS 
	Location 
	Material 
	Storage, Release, 
	Duration 
	Remediation 

	Parcel 
	Parcel 
	Disposal and Tank 

	TR
	Identification 
	TD
	Figure


	3 
	3 
	Building 
	No. 2 Fuel 
	1-6,000-gal. AST 
	Unknown 
	No. 2 fuel oil was stored in two storage tanks previously located along 

	TR
	351 
	Oil 
	1-500-gal. UST 
	(UST and AST 
	the southeast side of Building 351; a 500-gallon steel UST and a 6,000
	-


	TR
	removed in 1996) 
	gallon steel AST. According to the EBS Report, a 6,000-gallon AST 

	TR
	for fuel oil may also have been located in this area prior to 1996. 

	TR
	During their removal (500-gal UST and 6,000-gal AST) in November 

	TR
	1996, both tanks were observed to be in good condition and no evidence 

	TR
	of leakage was observed from either tank or in the tank excavations. 

	TR
	Post-excavation and excavated soil stockpile samples were analyzed for 

	TR
	TPH, and all concentrations were below the NJDEP TPH soil cleanup 

	TR
	criteria of I 0,000 mg/kg. TPH concentrations ranged from 28 mg/kg -

	TR
	410 mg/kg, except for a 9,400 mg/kg concentration in one sample 

	TR
	collected beneath the piping for the 500-gallon tank. That sample was 

	TR
	also analyzed for voes, and no voes were detected above the 

	TR
	reporting limit. Both tank excavations were backfilled with ballast 

	TR
	stone and excavated soils. 

	TR
	To further evaluate this area during the environmental investigation, 

	TR
	two soil samples were collected beneath the former UST piping location 

	TR
	in September 1997 and were analyzed for TPHC. Additionally, one 

	TR
	surface soil sample was collected and analyzed for pesticides. No 

	TR
	concentrations above the NJDEP action levels or cleanup criteria were 

	TR
	detected. Therefore, the El/AA Report recommended no further action 

	TR
	for this area. The NJ DEP approved this no further action 

	TR
	recommendation in their 4 November 1999 letter on the Draft Final 

	TR
	El/AA Reoort (July, 1999). 

	4 
	4 
	East side of 
	Heating Oil 
	1,000-gal UST (PDUST-
	Unknown (UST 
	Results from post-excavation and stockpiled soil samples below the 

	TR
	Bldg. 130 
	20) 
	removed in 1996) 
	NJDEP action level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. The excavation was 

	TR
	backfilled with the excavated soil, and the Army recommended no 

	TR
	further action in the UST Closure Report (May, 1997), which was 

	TR
	approved by the NJDEP in a letter dated 19 June 1997. 

	5 
	5 
	UST 
	(MoGas) 
	1,500-gal. UST 
	Unknown 
	Motor oil and gasoline (MoGas) was stored in a 1,500-gallon steel UST 

	TR
	located 
	(UST removed in 
	previously located approximately 160 feet southeast of Facility 315. 

	TR
	approximat 
	1996) 
	During its November 1996 removal, the tank was observed to be in fair 

	TR
	ely 160' 
	condition and no evidence of leakage was observed from the tank or in 

	TR
	Southeast 
	the tank excavation. Soils with elevated photoionization detector (PID) 

	TR
	of Facility 
	readings were detected and removed from beneath the pump island until 

	TR
	315 
	clean soil was encountered. Post-excavation and soil stockpile samples 

	TR
	were analyzed for TPH, VOCs, PAHs, and lead and all results were 

	TR
	below NJDEP action levels. The excavation was backfilled with the 

	TR
	excavated soil, and the Army recommended no further action in the 

	TR
	UST Closure Report (May, 1997), which was approved by the NJDEP 

	TR
	in a letter dated 19 June 1997. 

	6 
	6 
	Westside 
	Heating Oil 
	1,000-gal. UST 
	Unknown (UST 
	Results from post-excavation and stockpiled soil samples below the 

	TR
	of Bldg. 
	(PDUST-18) 
	removed in 1996) 
	NJ DEP action level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. The excavation was 

	TR
	177 
	backfilled with the excavated soil, and the Anny recommended no 

	TR
	further action in the UST Closure Report (May, 1997), which was 

	TR
	approved bv the NJDEP in a letter dated 19 June 1997. 

	7 
	7 
	West side 
	Heating Oil 
	600-gal. UST 
	Unknown (UST 
	Results from post-excavation and stockpiled soil samples below the 

	TR
	of Bldg. 
	(PDUST-12) 
	removed in 1996) 
	NJDEP action level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. The excavation was 

	TR
	179 
	backfilled with the excavated soil, and the Army recommended no 

	TR
	further action in the UST Closure Report (May, 1997), which was 

	TR
	approved by the NJDEP in a letter dated 19 June 1997. 
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	TABLE 3 -NOTIFICATION OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS STORAGE, RELEASE, OR DISPOSAL 
	(BRACAREA) 
	The EBS parcels are listed because petroleum products were stored, released, or disposed ofat theseparcel, which are traversed by a utility. 
	Figure
	EBS 
	EBS 
	EBS 
	EBS 
	EBS 
	Location 

	Material 

	Storage, Release, 

	Duration 

	Parcel Disposal and Tank Identification 
	Bldg. 422 
	Diesel 
	Waste Oil 
	Fuel Oil 
	2-12,000-gal USTs 
	Unknown (USTs 
	(PDUST-01 and 02) 
	removed in 19%) 
	275-gal UST 
	Unknown (UST 
	(PDUST-03) 
	removed in 19%) 
	2,000-gal UST 
	Unknown (UST 
	(PDUST-04) 
	removed in 19%) 
	Figure
	10 
	10 
	10 
	West side ofBldg. 506 
	Heating Oil 
	600-gal UST (PDUST-08) 

	TR
	Northeast ofBldg. 547 
	Heating Oil 
	1,000-gal UST (PDUST-09) 


	Unknown (UST removed in 19%) 
	Unknown (UST removed in 19%) 
	Remediation 
	Results from post-excavation and stockpiled soil samples below the NJDEP action level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. The excavation was backfilled with ballast stone (due to the presence of water in the excavation) and the excavated soil. The Army recommended no further action in the UST Closure Report (May, 1997), which was approved by the NJDEP in a letter dated 19 June 1997. 
	Results from post-excavation soil samples below the NJDEP action 
	level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. The results ofthe soil stockpile sample exceeded TPH criteria and the sample was reanalyzed for VOCs, SVOCs, and Metals. There were no VOC or SVOC exceedances. The results from the metal analysis are below the NJDEP non-residential soil cleanup criteria. The excavation was backfilled with ballast stone (due to the presence of water in the excavation) and the excavated soil. The Army recommended no further action in the UST Closure Report (May, 1997), which was approved by the NJD
	Results from post-excavation soil samples below the NJDEP action level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. The results of the soil stockpile sample exceeded TPH criteria and the sample was reanalyzed for VOCs. The voe s detected in the sample ( 1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene, 1,2,4Trimethylbenzene, sec-Butyl benzene, and p-lsopropyl toluene) are not listed on the NJDEP Non-Residential Soil Cleanup Criteria. The contaminated soil was containerized in 3-55 gallon drums and disposed. The excavation was backfilled with ballast stone
	-

	1997), which was approved by the NJDEP in a letter dated 19 June 
	1997. 
	Results from post-excavation and stockpiled soil samples below the NJDEP action level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. The excavation was backfilled with the excavated soil, and the Army recommended no further action in the UST Closure Report (May, 1997), which was approved by the NJDEP in a letter dated 19 June 1997. 
	Results from post-excavation soil samples below the NJDEP action level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. Stockpiled soil was not generated because of the shallow depth of the tank. The excavation was backfilled and the Army recommended no further action in the UST Closure Report (May, 
	1997), which was approved by the NJDEP in a letter dated 19 June 
	1997. 
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	TABLE 3 -NOTIFICATION OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS STORAGE, RELEASE, OR DISPOSAL 
	(BRACAREA) 
	The £BSparcels are listed because petroleum products were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 
	EBS Parcel 
	EBS Parcel 
	EBS Parcel 
	Location 
	Material 

	13 
	13 
	North of Bldg. 432 
	Heating Oil 

	TR
	6-Water Storage Tanks Compresse d Air Tank 

	TR
	Northwest side of Bldg. 440 
	Heating Oil 

	TR
	Bldg. 485 
	Fuel Oil 

	TR
	Inside Bldg.485 
	Fuel Oil 

	14 
	14 
	Building 380 
	No. 2 Fuel Oil 

	15 
	15 
	Building 371 
	No. 2 Fuel Oil 


	Storage, Release, Disposal and Tank Identification 
	8,000-gal UST 
	(PDUST-05) 
	12,000 to 19,000-gal USTs (PDUST-12 through 17) 
	7,000-gal UST 
	(PDUST-28) 
	5,000-gal UST (PDUST-06) 
	6,000-gal UST (PDUST-07) 
	275-gal AST 
	1-5,000 gal. UST 
	1-6,000 gal. AST 1-1,000 gal. UST 1-550/600 gal. UST 
	Duration 
	Unknown (UST 
	removed in 1996) 
	Unregulated Water Tanks 
	Unregulated Tank 
	Unknown (UST removed in 1996) 
	Unknown (UST 
	abandoned in-place) 
	Unknown 
	Unknown (UST removed in 1996) 
	Unknown (UST and AST removed in 1996) 
	Remediation 
	Results from post-excavation and stockpiled soil samples below the NJDEP action level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. The excavation was backfilled with ballast stone (due to the presence ofwater in the excavation) and the excavated soil. The Army recommended no further action in the UST Closure Report (May, 1997), which was approved by the NJDEP in a letter dated 19 June 1997. 
	These USTs are interconnected and were used as a potable water source and for fire suppression. These USTs have not been removed. 
	This UST has not been removed. 
	Results from post-excavation and stockpiled soil samples below the NJDEP action level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. The excavation was backfilled with ballast stone (due to the presence ofwater in the excavation) and the excavated soil. The Army recommended no further action in the UST Closure Report (May, 1997), which was approved by the NJDEP in a letter dated 19 June 1997. 
	Due to the close proximity of this tank to surrounding buildings and other structures, the tank was abandoned in-place using a U.S. EPA approved foam-filler. The fill pipe and soil immediately surrounding 
	the fill pipe was removed. The results of soil samples collected from 
	around the tank were below NJRSCC for VOCs. 
	Approximately 5-pounds of stained soils from a recessed pipe chase coming from this AST was removed and disposed. There was no direct 
	indication that the AST leaked. The AST is inactive. 
	This area is associated with a 5,000-gallon No. 2 fuel oil UST located north of Building 380 that was removed in late 1996. There was no evidence ofcontamination associated with these tank removals (May, 
	1997). 
	This area is associated with a 6,000-gallon No. 2 fuel oil UST and a 600gallon No.2 fuel oil UST located north of Building 371 that were removed in late 1996. There was no evidence ofcontamination associated with these tank removals (May, 1997). Former Building D7I located north of Building 371 was used as a truck repair shop and for storage. A 6,000gallon AST was reportedly removed from near the side of former Building T-371. Soil samples collected at Former Building T-371 were below cleanup criteria. 
	-
	-

	TABLE 3 -NOTIFICATION OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS STORAGE, RELEASE, OR DISPOSAL 
	(BRACAREA) 
	The EBSparcels are listed because petroleum products were stored, released, or disposed ofat these parcel, which are traversed by a utility. 
	EBS 
	EBS 
	EBS 
	EBS 
	Location 

	Material 

	Storage, Release, 

	Duration Parcel 
	Disposal and Tank Identification 
	Former 
	Former 
	Former 
	PAHs and 

	Unknown 

	Unknown Building T-
	Lead in soil 300 
	Building 
	Building 
	Building 
	No. 2 Fuel 

	1-5,000 gal. UST 

	Unknown 322 
	Oil 
	Oil 
	1-500 gal (est) -AST 

	(UST removed in 1996) 
	Bldg. 184's 
	Heating Oil 
	1,000-gal AST (estimated 
	basement 
	capacity) 
	One-time release ofan estimated 
	140 to 200 gallons of heating oil 
	(AST removed in 1998) 
	19 
	19 
	19 
	North side 
	Heating Oil 
	1,500-gal UST 
	1942 -1997 

	TR
	ofBldg. 
	(173-1) 

	TR
	173 

	TR
	4,000-gal UST 
	1942-1997 

	TR
	(173-2) 


	Remediation 
	A UST was reported to be located at former Building T-300; however, further investigations using metal detection devices did not indicate any buried tanks in this location. Instead, two septic tanks were located which were excavated and found to have been closed in-place (tanks and pipes filled with sand and stone). PAHs and silver were detected above their respective RSCC in soil samples collected from the septic tanks. This area was excavated as part of the lead in soil removal action as reported in the E
	Soil samples were collected from beneath the fill pipe and soil stockpile. Approximately 25 cy of soil were excavated and disposed of. No post-excavation samples could be collected due to the high water table level. All samples collected from the soil stockpile were below the regulatory criteria (1,000 mg/kg TPHC). 
	A release from this AST was reported on 11 Oct 84 (NJDEP Case No. 84-120-11-065), which involved the overfilling ofthe AST by 140 to 200 gallons ofheating oil. Cleanup activities were completed and the NJDEP recommended the case be closed with no further action. No record ofany post-cleanup sampling has been identified. To assess the completeness of the cleanup, soil and groundwater samples were collected from immediately surrounding the building (Feb, 00) and from the basement sump (Jan, 02). All results w
	There has been no documented release from either of these tanks, during removal there was no evidence of leaks, corrosion, or loose fittings I either tank. The NJDEP issued a NFA for these tanks in a letter dated December 1998. 
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	TABLE -3 NOTIFICATION OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS STORAGE, RELEASE, OR DISPOSAL (RESERVE ENCLAVE AREA) The EBSptUcels are /Jsted bea,usepetroleum products were ston d, released, or disposedofat these par<¥ls and they (EBSptll'<¥ls) an located at or ne11r an Army-owned utility. EBS Location Material Storage, Release, Disposal Duration Remediation Parcel and Tank Identification 12 Bldg. 272 No. 2 Fuel Oil 1,000-gal (272-1) Unknown The disposition of these tanks is unknown. Exploratory excavations were performed in 
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	TABLE-3 NOTIFICATION OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS STORAGE, RELEASE, OR DISPOSAL 
	(RESERVE ENCLAVE AREA) 
	The EBSporcels t1re listed bea,use petroleum products were stored, rdeued, or disposed oftit these pt1rcels t1nd they (EBS porcels) t1re loauetltit or nartin Ar111y
	-

	EBS Parcel 22 
	EBS Parcel 22 
	EBS Parcel 22 
	Location Bldg. 273 
	Material No. 2 Fuel Oil 

	23 
	23 
	Former Bldg. 283 
	No. 2 Fuel Oil 

	24 
	24 
	Former Bldg. 468 
	No. 2 Fuel Oil 

	25 26 
	25 26 
	Military Parking Area, adjacent to Bldg. 495 Bldg. 404 
	Hydraulic Fluid No. 2 Fuel Oil 

	27 
	27 
	West side of Bldg. 413 
	Kerosene 


	owned utUily. 
	Storage, Release, Disposal and Tank Identification 
	1,500-gal (Tank 273) 
	1,000-gal (283-1) 
	275-gal (no identification found) 
	I-gal 
	6,000-gal (Tank 404) 
	Unknown 
	Duration 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	One-time release in May 1995 
	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	Remediation 
	Records indicate that this tank was located in a 
	sand-filled enclosure in the building's basement. 
	A spill occurred in 1986 when the tank was being 
	filled. Oil was release onto the boiler room floor 
	and outside the building via a vent line. 
	Approximately 8 cys ofsoil were removed during 
	the cleanup. The tank was removed in 1997. No 
	post-excavation/removal samples were collected 
	because the tank was housed in a concrete 
	enclosure. 
	According to GPR surveys conducted in 1993 and 
	1997, no evidence of the tank was found. No 
	exploratory excavations were conducted and no 
	additional documentation on the tank was found. 
	According to the GPR survey conducted in 1997, no evidence ofthe tank was found. No exploratory excavations were conducted and no additional documentation on the tank was found. 
	The affected soil was excavated, containerized and disposed ofat an ofT-site facility. 
	This tank was excavated and disposed ofat an ofTsite facility in 1997. Soil staining was observed around the fill pipe; however, the results ofpost-excavation soil samples were below the NJDEP action level for TPH of 1,000 ppm. 
	-

	Installation records indicate that this tank was located on the west side of Bldg. 413 beyond the area of the previous tank investigation conducted at Bldg. 413. No additional records on the tank were found. 
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	TABLE -3 NOTIFICATION OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS STORAGE, RELEASE, OR DISPOSAL 
	(RESERVE ENCLAVE AREA) 
	The EBSparcels • re listed beaiuse petrok,un products were stored, rdeaed, or disposed of81 thesepGrcels •nd they (EBSparcels) •re loc1IIN 81 or 11e11r •n Annyowned utility. 
	EBS 
	Location I Material Storage, Release, Disposal I Duration IRemediation 
	Location I Material Storage, Release, Disposal I Duration IRemediation 
	Location I Material Storage, Release, Disposal I Duration IRemediation 
	I
	I

	Parcel 

	and Tank Identification 

	Notes: 
	I) An EBS interviewee reported that gasoline pumps may have been in this area, but no other indication of this was found to confirm this information. 2) The UST nomenclature is from the May 2003, Environmental Baseline Survey for the Reserve Enclave at Camp Pedricktown. 3) All actions reported in this table have been completed, and additional information can be found in the following documents: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	March 1997 Environmenlal Baseline Survey Reporl, Camp Pedrick/own. New Jersey 

	• 
	• 
	May 1997 Camp Pedrick/own Underground Storage Tank Closure Report 

	• 
	• 
	February 2000 Camp Pedrick/own Environmenlal lnvestigation!A//ernative Analysis 

	• 
	• 
	March 2002 Remedial Ac/ion Repor/ for Soil 

	• 
	• 
	April 2002 Opera ling Properly and Successfully (OPS) De111ons1ra1ion, Remedial Aclionfor Groundwater. Camp Pedricktown, New Jersey 

	• 
	• 
	January 2005 Sile lnvestigalion ofSpecific Areas ofPo1en1ial 


	Environmen1al Concern al the Reserve Enclave al Camp Pedrick/own (draft) 
	4) A geophysical survey was performed to confirm UST locations inferred from historical data and site visits before excavations were conducted. The following inferred USTs were not located by the survey: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Northwest of Bldg. 547; and 

	• 
	• 
	Between former Bldgs. T-500 and T-524. 


	Acronyms: 
	AST= Above ground storage tank Bldg.= Building Cys = Cubic yards Est. = Estimate Fae. = Facility 
	Gal.= gallon 
	GWQC = Groundwater Quality Criteria NA = Not applicable 
	NJDEP = New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection 
	NJRSCC = Residential Soil Cleanup Criteria PAHs = Poly aromatic hydrocarbons PCBs = Polychlorinated biphenyl's 
	PCE = Tetrachloroethylene 
	ppm= parts per million 
	NJRSCC = Residential Soil Cleanup Criteria 
	SVOCs = Semi-volatile organic compounds 
	T= temporary building 
	TPH = Total petroleum hydrocarbons 
	U.S. EPA= United States Environmental Protection Agency UST= Underground storage tank VOCs =Volatile organic compounds 
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	ENCLOSURE? 
	TABLE 4 -NOTIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMERS (BRAC AND RESERVE ENCLAVE) Fit Trans Transformer Location Dielectric Fluid Sample PCB Type of Label Transformer Leaks For Re-No. Date/ No. Content PCB/Non-PCB Status Yes/No use (oom) Active/Inactive Yes/No 1 Bldg. 422, Inside transformer 12/12/95 I PT23P 161 PCB Inactive No No 2 Bldg. 422, Inside transformer 12/ 12/95 I PT24P 530 PCB Inactive No No 3 Bldg. 422, Inside transformer 12/12/95 I PT25P 1450 12/ 11/95 I PT26P Inactive No No 4 Bldg. 422, Inside switc
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	TABLE 4-NOTIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMERS (BRAC AND RESERVE ENCLAVE) Fit Trans Transformer Location Dielectric Fluid Sample PCB Type ofLabel Transformer Leaks For Re-No. Date/ No. Content PCB/Non-PCB Status Yes/No use loom) Active/Inactive Yes/No 15 Bldg. 322 East, Pole-mounted transformer See Note 2 NA Non-PCB Active No Yes 16 Bldg. 322 East, Pole-mounted transformer See Note 2 NA Non-PCB Active No Yes 17 Bldg. 351 South, Pole-mounted transformer 12/ 11/95 / PT4P <5 Non-PCB Active No Yes 18 Bldg. 351
	52 
	TABLE 4 -NOTIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMERS (BRAC AND RESERVE ENCLAVE) Fit Trans Transformer Location Dielectric Fluid Sample PCB Type of Label Transformer Leaks For Re-No. Date/ No. Content PCB/Non-PCB Status Yes/No use fnnm) Active/Inactive Yes/No 38 Bldg. 269 Southeast, Pole-mounted 12/ 13/95 I PT39P <7.3 transformer Non-PCB Inactive No No 39 Bldg. 269 Southeast, Pole-mounted 12/13/95 I PT40P <9.5 Non-PCB Inactive No No transformer 40 Bldg. 269 Southeast, Pole-mounted 12/13/95 I PT41P < 12.3 Non-PCB
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	TABLE 4 -NOTIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMERS (BRAC AND RESERVE ENCLAVE) FitTrans Transformer Location Dielectric Fluid Sample PCB Type ofLabel Transformer Leaks For Re-No. Date/No. Content PCB/Non-PCB Status Yes/No use lnnm) Active/Inactive Yes/No 52 Bldg. 434 Southeast, Pole-mounted 4/23/05 I 52 ND transformer Non-PCB Active No Yes Not previously reported 53 Bldg. 404 Southeast, Pole-mounted See Note 2 NA transformer Non-PCB Active No Yes Not previously reported 54 Bldg. 404 South, Pole-mounted transfo
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	TABLE 4 -NOTIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMERS (BRAC AND RESERVE ENCLAVE) 
	Fit 
	Fit 
	Fit 
	Fit 
	Fit 
	Figure

	Trans I Transformer Location 

	Dielectric Fluid Sample I PCB 
	Figure


	Type of Label 

	Transformer 

	Leaks 
	Leaks 
	Leaks 
	Figure

	For Re-

	No. 

	Date/No. 
	Content 
	PCB/Non-PCB 
	PCB/Non-PCB 
	PCB/Non-PCB 
	Status 

	Yes/No 

	use 
	loom) 
	Active/Inactive 
	Active/Inactive 
	Yes/No 

	61 I Bldg. 464 Southeast, Pole-mounted 
	61 I Bldg. 464 Southeast, Pole-mounted 
	12/11/95 / PT18P 

	<5 
	Non-PCB 
	Non-PCB 
	Non-PCB 
	Non-PCB 
	Active 

	No 

	Yes 

	transformer 62 I Bldg. 474 Southwest, Pole-mounted 
	12/ 11/95 / PT15P 
	86 
	PCB 
	PCB 
	PCB 
	PCB 
	Active 

	No 

	Yes 

	transformer 
	Notes: 
	1. The transformer did not yield any fluid. It is determined that the transformer is empty and does not contain any dielectric fluid. The study, however, indicates the transformer to be PCB containing for the following reasons: The serial numbers indicated that the transformer was manufactured in sequence with transformer #5 and probably filled from the same batch of dielectric fluid, both transformers were listed as 'Pyranol' a General Electric brand name for PCB-containing oil, and both were manufactured 
	time. 
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	These transformers were labeled as Non-PCB in accordance with the 40 CFR 761 Regulations. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Rows highlighted in yellow (Transformer Nos. 1-6, 37-40, 49, and 50) have been removed and disposed ofat an off-site facility. 

	4. 
	4. 
	Each transformer has been number in accordance with this table. 

	5. 
	5. 
	Each transformer has been labeled based on the PCB content and in accordance with federal and state requirements. 


	Abbreviations: Bldg. = building CFR = code offederal regulations NA = not applicable ND = not detected PCB = polychlorinated biphenyls ppm = parts per million 
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	ENCLOSURE 8 
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	TABLE 5-NOTIFICATION OF ASBESTOS CONTAINING MATERIALS
	1 

	Approx.
	Material
	Material
	Material
	Material
	Material
	Material
	Material
	Location 

	Laboratory Results 

	Quantity 

	Notes

	Sampled 

	Of ACM 

	Building 229L 
	Building 229L 
	Roofing material 

	NA 
	Unknown 
	Refer to note (Booster pump house) 
	No.2. Wall coverings 
	NA 
	Unknown 
	Refer to note No. 2. Building 229a 
	Siding and 
	Chrysotile 35-40% 
	1,565 SF 
	NA 
	(Pump house) 
	(Pump house) 
	shingles 

	Binding material 55-60% Rolled roof 
	Chrysotile trace 
	NA 
	NA 
	NA 

	asphalt 
	Notes: 
	Definitions:
	Definitions:
	Definitions:
	Definitions:
	1) Buildings 229 and 229a are the only buildings with 

	ACM -Asbestos containing material 

	known asbestos containing materials. 

	NA -Not applicable 
	NA -Not applicable 
	NA -Not applicable 
	2) This information is based on visual surveys of 

	SF -Square feet 

	Reserve Enclave buildings conducted as part ofthe Reserve Enclave Environmental Baseline Survey (May 2003). 
	ENCL0SURE9 
	CERCLA NOTICE, COVENANT, AND ACCESS PROVISIONS AND OTHER DEED PROVISIONS 
	The following CERCLA Notice, Covenant, and Access Provisions, along with the Other Deed 
	Provisions, will be placed in the deed in a substantially similar form to ensure protection ofhuman 
	health and the environment and to preclude any interference with ongoing or completed remediation 
	activities. 
	1. CERCLA NOTICE 
	For the Property, the Grantor provides the following notice, description, and covenant: 
	A. Pursuant to section 120(h)(3)(A)(i)(I) and (II) ofthe Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. §9620(h)(3)(A)(i)(I) and (II)), available information regarding the type, quantity, and location ofhazardous substances and the time at which such substances were stored, released, or disposed of, as defined in section 120(h), is provided in Enclosure 5 (Table 2 -Hazardous Substance, Storage, Release and Disposal), attached hereto and made a part hereof. Additiona
	B. Pursuant to section 120(h)(3)(A)(i)(II1) ofthe Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. §9620(h)(3)(A)(i)(II1)), a description ofthe remedial action taken, if any, on the property is provided in Exhibit 5 (Table 2 -Hazardous Substance, Storage, Release and Disposal), attached hereto and made a part hereof. Additional information regarding the remedial action taken, ifany, has been provided to the Grantee, receipt of which the Grantee hereby acknowledges. Su
	2. CERCLA COVENANT 
	Pursuant to section 120(h)(3)(A)(ii) and (B) ofthe Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. §9620(h)(3)(A)(ii) and (B)), the United States warrants that 
	-

	A. All remedial action necessary to protect human health and the environment with respect to any hazardous substance identified pursuant to section 120(h)(3)(A)(i)(I) ofthe Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 remaining on the property has been taken before the date ofthis deed, and 
	B. Any additional remedial action found to be necessary after the date ofthis deed shall be conducted by the United States. 
	This warranty shall not apply in any case in which the person or entity to whom the property is transferred is a potentially responsible party with respect to such property. For purposes ofthis warranty, Grantee shall not be considered a potentially responsible party solely due to the presence ofa hazardous substance remaining on the property on the date ofthis instrument, provided that Grantee has not caused or contributed to a release ofsuch hazardous substance. 
	3. RIGHT OF ACCESS 
	A. Pursuant to section 120(h)(3)(A)(iii) ofthe Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 ( 42 U.S.C. §[9620(h)(3)(A)(iii)), the United States retains and reserves a perpetual and assignable easement and right ofaccess on, over, and through the property, to enter upon the property in any case in which an environmental response action or corrective action is found to be necessary on the part ofthe United States, without regard to whether such environmental response action o
	B. In exercising such easement and right ofaccess, the United States shall provide the Grantee or its successors or assigns, as the case may be, with reasonable notice ofits intent to enter upon the Property and exercise its rights under this covenant, which notice may be severely curtailed or even eliminated in emergency situations. The United States shall use reasonable means, but without significant additional costs to the United States, to avoid and to minimize interference with the Grantee's and the Gr
	C. In exercising such easement and right ofaccess, neither the Grantee nor its successors and assigns, as the case may be, shall have any claim at law or equity against the United States or any officer, employee, agent, contractor of any tier, or servant ofthe United States based on actions taken by the United States or its officers, employees, agents, contractors ofany tier, or servants pursuant to and in accordance with this covenant. In addition, the Grantee, its successors and assigns, shall not interfe
	on the Property. 
	4. "AS IS" 
	A. The Grantee acknowledges that it has inspected or has had the opportunity to inspect the Property and accepts the condition and state of repair ofthe subject Property. The Grantee understands and agrees that the Property and any part thereof is offered "AS IS" without any representation, warranty, or guaranty by the Grantor as to quantity, quality, title, character, condition, size, or kind, or that the same is in condition or fit to be used for the purpose(s) intended by the Grantee, and no claim for al
	B. No warranties, either express or implied, are given with regard to the condition ofthe Property, including, without limitation, whether the Property does or does not contain asbestos or lead-based paint. The Grantee shall be deemed to have relied solely on its own judgment in assessing the overall condition ofall or any portion ofthe Property, including, without limitation, any asbestos, lead-based paint, or other conditions on the Property. The failure ofthe Grantee to inspect or to exercise due diligen
	C. Nothing in this "As Is" provision will be construed to modify or negate the Grantor's obligation under the CERCLA Covenant or any other statutory obligations. 
	5. HOLD HARMLESS 
	A. To the extent authorized by law, the Grantee, its successors and assigns, covenant and agree to indemnify and hold harmless the Grantor, its officers, agents, and employees from (1) any and all claims, damages, judgments, losses, and costs, including fines and penalties, arising out of the violation ofthe NOTICES, USE RESTRICTIONS, AND RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS in this Deed by the Grantee, its successors and assigns, and (2) any and all any and all claims, damages, and judgments arising out of, or in any man
	B. The Grantee, its successors and assigns, covenant and agree that the Grantor shall not be responsible for any costs associated with modification or termination of the NOTICES, USE RESTRICTIONS, AND RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS in this Deed, including without limitation, any costs associated with additional investigation or remediation ofasbestos, lead-based paint, or other condition on any portion ofthe Property. 
	C. Nothing in this Hold Harmless provision will be construed to modify or negate the Grantor's obligation under the CERCLA Covenant or any other statutory obligations. 
	6. POST-TRANSFER DISCOVERY OF CONT AMINA TION 
	A. Ifan actual or threatened release ofa hazardous substance or petroleum product is discovered on the Property after the date ofconveyance, Grantee, its successors or assigns, shall be responsible for such release or newly discovered substance unless Grantee is able to demonstrate that such release or such newly discovered substance was due to Grantor's activities, use, or ownership ofthe Property. Ifthe Grantee, it successors or assigns believe the discovered hazardous substance is due to Grantor's activi
	B. Grantee, its successors and assigns, as consideration for the conveyance ofthe Property, agree to release Grantor from any liability or responsibility for any claims arising solely out ofthe release of any hazardous substance or petroleum product on the Property occurring after the date of the delivery and acceptance ofthis Deed, where such substance or product was placed on the Property by the Grantee, or its successors, assigns, employees, invitees, agents or contractors, after the conveyance. This par
	7. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION PROVISIONS 
	The Environmental Protection Provisions are at Enclosure 10, which is attached hereto and made a part hereof. The Grantee shall neither transfer the property, lease the property, nor grant any interest, privilege, or license whatsoever in connection with the property without the inclusion ofthe Environmental Protection Provisions contained herein, and shall require the inclusion ofthe Environmental Protection Provisions in all further deeds, easements, transfers, leases, or grant of any interest, privilege,
	ENCLOSURElO 
	ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION PROVISIONS 
	The following conditions, restrictions, and notifications will be attached, in a substantially similar form, as an exhibit to the deed and be incorporated therein by reference in order to ensure protection ofhuman health and the environment. 
	1. LAND USE RESTRICTIONS 
	A. The United States Department ofthe Army has undertaken careful environmental study ofthe Property and concluded that the land use restrictions set forth below are required to ensure protection ofhuman health and the environment. The Grantee, its successors or assigns, shall not undertake nor allow any activity on or use ofthe property that would violate the land use restrictions contained herein. 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	Residential Use Restriction. The Grantee, its successors and assigns, shall use the Property solely for commercial or industrial activities and not for residential purposes. For purposes ofthis provision, residential use includes, but is not limited to, single family or multifamily residences; child care facilities; and nursing home or assisted living facilities; and any type of educational purpose for children/young adults in grades kindergarten through 12. 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	Groundwater Restriction. Grantee is hereby informed and acknowledges that the groundwater under property may contain chlorinated hydrocarbons (tetrachloroethylene and trichloroethylene). The Grantee, its successors and assigns, shall not access or use ground water underlying the property for any purpose without the prior written approval ofUnited States Department ofthe Army and the New Jersey Department ofEnvironmental Protection. For the purpose ofthis restriction, "groundwater" shall have the same meanin

	B. 
	B. 
	Modifying Restrictions. Nothing contained herein shall preclude the Grantee, its successors or assigns, from undertaking, in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and without any cost to the Grantor, such additional action necessary to allow for other less restrictive use ofthe Property. Prior to such use ofthe Property, Grantee shall consult with and obtain the approval ofthe Grantor, and, as appropriate, the State or Federal regulators, or the local authorities. Upon the Grantee's obtaining the 

	C. 
	C. 
	Submissions. The Grantee, its successors and assigns, shall submit any requests to modifications to the above restrictions to the Grantor and New Jersey Department ofEnvironmental Protection, by first class mail, postage prepaid, addressed as follows: 


	a. Grantor-
	a. Grantor-
	a. Grantor-
	Department ofthe Army 

	TR
	Headquarters, Fort Dix 

	TR
	5417 Alabama Avenue 

	TR
	Fort Dix, New Jersey 08640-5000 

	b. State Regulator 
	b. State Regulator 
	-

	New Jersey Department ofEnvironmental Protection 

	TR
	Bureau ofFederal Case Management 

	TR
	Division ofResponsible Party Remediation 

	TR
	401 East State Street 

	TR
	P.O. Box 028 

	TR
	Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0028 


	2. NOTICE OF THE PRESENCE OF ASBESTOS AND COVENANT 
	A. The Grantee is hereby informed and does acknowledge that friable and non-friable asbestos or asbestos containing material "ACM" has been found on the Property. The Property may also contain improvements, such as buildings, facilities, equipment, and pipelines, above and below the ground, that contain friable and non-friable asbestos or ACM. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and the Environmental Protection Agency have determined that unprotected or unregulated exposure to airborne 
	B. The following buildings on the Property may contain friable asbestos: Bldg. 229 and Bldg 229a. The Grantee agrees to undertake any and all asbestos abatement or remediation in the aforementioned buildings that may be required under applicable law or regulation at no expense to the Grantor. The Grantor has agreed to transfer said buildings to the Grantee, prior to remediation or abatement ofasbestos hazards, in reliance upon the Grantee's express representation and covenant to perform the required asbesto
	C. The Grantee covenants and agrees that its use and occupancy of the Property will be in compliance with all applicable laws relating to asbestos. The Grantee agrees to be responsible for any future remediation or abatement of asbestos found to be necessary on the Property to include ACM in or on buried pipelines that may be required under applicable law or regulation. 
	D. The Grantee acknowledges that it has inspected or has had the opportunity to inspect the Property as to its asbestos and ACM condition and any hazardous or environmental conditions relating thereto. The Grantee shall be deemed to have relied solely on its own judgment in assessing the overall condition of all or any portion ofthe Property, including, without limitation, any asbestos or ACM hazards or concerns. 
	3. NOTICE OF THE PRESENCE OF LEAD-BASED PAINT (LBP) AND COVENANT AGAINST THE USE OF THE PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTIAL PURPOSE 
	A. The Grantee is hereby informed and does acknowledge that all buildings on the Property, which were constructed or rehabilitated prior to 1978, are presumed to contain lead-based paint. Lead from paint, paint chips, and dust can pose health hazards ifnot managed properly. Every purchaser ofany interest in Residential Real Property on which a residential dwelling was built prior to 1978 is notified that there is a risk of exposure to lead from lead-based paint that may place young children at risk of devel
	B. The Grantee covenants and agrees that it shall not permit the occupancy or use ofany buildings or structures on the Property as Residential Property, as defined under 24 Code ofFederal Regulations Part 35, without complying with this section and all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations pertaining to lead-based paint and/or lead-based paint hazards. Prior to permitting the occupancy ofthe Property where its use subsequent to sale is intended for residential habitation, the Grantee spe
	C. The Grantee acknowledges that it has inspected or has had the opportunity to inspect the Property as to its lead-based paint content and condition and any hazardous or environmental conditions relating thereto. The Grantee shall be deemed to have relied solely on its own judgment in assessing the overall condition ofall or any portion ofthe Property, including, without limitation, any lead-based paint hazards or concerns. 
	4. PCB NOTIFICATION AND COVENANT 
	A. The Grantee is hereby informed and does acknowledge that equipment containing polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) exists on the Property to be conveyed, described as follows: Transformer No. 10 (Bldg. 220), Transformer Nos. 17 -19 (Bldg. 351 ), Transformer No. 20 (Bldg. 380), Transformer No. 23 (Bldg. 171), Transformer Nos. 33 and 34 (Bldg. 173), Transformer No. 36 (Bldg. 229), Transformer Nos. 41 -44 (Bldg. 273 north), and Transformer No. 45 (Bldg. 273 west). Any PCB contamination or spills related to such
	B. The Grantee covenants and agrees that its continued possession, use and management of any PCBs and PCB-containing equipment will be in compliance with all applicable laws relating to PCBs and PCB-containing equipment. The Grantee agrees to be responsible for any future remediation ofPCB contamination from PCB-containing equipment found to be necessary on the Property. 
	C. The Grantee acknowledges that it has inspected or has had the opportunity to inspect the Property as to the presence ofPCBs and PCB-containing equipment and any hazardous or environmental conditions relating thereto. The Grantee shall be deemed to have relied solely on its own judgment in assessing the overall condition ofall or any portion ofthe Property, including, without limitation, any PCB hazards or concerns. 
	ENCLOSURE 11 
	Regulatory and Public Comments 
	··-·---·--
	-

	UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
	REGION 2 290 BROADWAY NEW YORK, NY 10007-1866 
	Figure
	April 15, 2005 
	Department ofthe Army 
	U.S. Army Fort Dix Attn: Mr. Kenneth D. Smith, Chief Environmental Division 5417 Alabama Avenue Fort Dix. New Jersey. 08640-5501 
	Re: Draft Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOST) Building 432 Draft FOST Am1y Owned Utilities Camp Pedricktown, New Jersey 
	Dear Mr. Smith: 
	This is in response to the Army' s March 2005 submittals of the above referenced documents. Camp Pedricktown is not on the National Priorities List (NPL). Furthem10re, this site is not subject to the DoD/EPA BRAC MOU and EPA receives no resources for this site. Due to this lack ofresources, we regret that EPA involvement with this site is. of necessity. limited to statutorily mandated requirements (e.g .. Operating Properly and Successfully Determinations). EPA will not review or comment on these FOSTs. 
	A facsimile of this Jetter will be sent to Paul Fluck of your staff today. Ifyou have any questions. please feel free to call me at (212) 637-4322. 
	Sincerely. / ,.( ., //. __f.._...7.
	-

	'·/ ~~/v. 
	Carla M. Struble, P.E. Federal Facilities Section 
	cc: G. Zalaskus. NJDEP 
	Internet Address (URL) • http //www epa gov Recycled/Recyclable• Printed with Vegetable 011 Based Inks on 100% Postconsumer, Process Chlorine Free Recycled Paper 
	Figure
	~ta:t.e of ~.efu JJ.ers.e~ 
	Richard J. Codey Department of Environmental Protection Bradley M. Campbell Acting Governor Commissioner 
	APR 2 6 LUUJ 
	Mr. Paul Fluck, BRAC Environmental Coordinator Engineering & Environmental Division Department ofthe Anny Headquarters, U.S. Anny Garrison Fort Dix Fort Dix, New Jersey 08640-5501 
	RE: Draft Finding ofSuitability to Transfer, Anny Owned Utilities Camp Pedricktown Oldmans Township, Salem County 
	Dear Mr. Fluck: 
	The New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (Department) had completed a review of the Draft Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOST) for the above referenced areas. The Department finds the FOST to be acceptable as submitted and hereby concurs with the FOST. 
	If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact me at 609-984-2965 or . 
	greg.zalaskus@dep.state.nj.us

	Sincerely,
	~eM~ager
	Bureau of Case Management 
	c: Carla Struble, USEPA, Region II Greg Giles, BGWP A 
	New Jersey is an Equal Opponunity Employer Ruycled Paper 









